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From the Foundation Chairman

Dear Participants:
Welcome to the 8th biennial International Symposium on Focused 
Ultrasound.
The purpose of  the Symposium is threefold: first, to create knowledge 
by sharing and distributing ideas, data, and information. Second, 
to foster collaboration and innovation by establishing new and 
strengthening existing relationships and partnerships. And, third, to 
have fun by enjoying the companionship of  friends.

In an attempt to achieve all three of  these objectives we are experimenting with a new hybrid 
format this year consisting of  two parallel tracks – in person and virtual. This is an attempt to 
make the meeting accessible globally to people who cannot travel due to scheduling conflicts or 
cost of  transportation.
Almost all of  the presentations have been prerecorded. This is an optimal way to widely 
disseminate the work in a timely manner; to ensure the availability of  the presentations given the 
uncertainty created by ever-changing COVID-19 restrictions, illnesses, and the unreliability of  
air travel; and, importantly, to provide a mechanism for all participants to communicate digitally 
with the presentations’ authors. We strongly encourage you to interact with these authors either 
through the app on your mobile device or through the platform on your laptop.
The poster session has been eliminated. This is an attempt to democratize all presentations and 
minimize selection based on subjective determination of  the value of  the content.
The in-person presentations have been replaced by multiple panels of  experts, which will 
complement the prerecorded presentations and stimulate discussion and debate of  key topics.
Extensive time for networking has also been provided through breakfasts, lunches, breaks, and a 
reception at the end of  every day. Evenings have intentionally been kept free.
For centuries, scientific meetings have been conducted in the same manner while other segments 
of  society – such as banking and investing, shopping, and travel reservations – have evolved by 
taking advantage of  digital technology and the Internet. It is time for scientific meetings to take 
advantage of  the digital revolution and enter the 21st century.
This new Symposium format is an experiment. As you know, the purpose of  an experiment is to 
learn. From this meeting we want to learn what works and what doesn’t and what can be done 
differently. Think of  the future with enhancements in technology such as the metaverse. We will 
solicit and greatly look forward to receiving your feedback.
In 2008, when we held the first Symposium, opportunities to meet and present focused ultrasound 
topics were sparse. Given the abundance of  other opportunities that now exist, the big question 
for the Foundation is, “Is the biennial Symposium outdated and an anachronism?” Again, we will 
solicit your opinion.
The situation is somewhat analogous to the Journal of  Therapeutic Ultrasound which we 
started in 2013. At that time it was difficult to find journals that would accept material related to 
focused ultrasound. Now, mainstream journals readily accept topics on focused ultrasound, and 
accordingly, we sunset the journal.
In any case, in the coming year we intend to provide more in-person workshops and virtual 
roundtables that will focus in depth on specific topics.

Welcome Message

Continued, next page
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The Foundation’s storyline (which we all buy into and why we are all here) is that focused 
ultrasound will improve the lives of  millions of  people with serious medical disorders by 
revolutionizing therapy and becoming a global standard of  care.
As time goes on, this storyline is becoming more and more true, and the dialogue is clearly shifted 
from “if ” to “when” focused ultrasound will have a major role in the therapeutic armamentarium.
On behalf  of  the entire Focused Ultrasound Foundation team, we thank you for the privilege of  
being at the nexus of  this incredible ecosystem and in serving as the catalyst for this revolution.
We look forward to a fantastic week together.

Be well, 
Neal F. Kassell, MD 
Chairman, Focused Ultrasound Foundation

Welcome Message | continued
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Symposium Organizer

About the Focused Ultrasound Foundation

The Focused Ultrasound Foundation is a medical technology research, education, 
and advocacy organization dedicated to improving the lives of  millions of  people 
with serious medical disorders by accelerating the development and adoption of  
focused ultrasound.
Positioned at the nexus of  a large, diverse group of  stakeholders comprising the 
focused ultrasound community, the Foundation functions as an independent, 
unbiased third party, aligning organizations into a cohesive ecosystem with a single 
goal: to make this technology available to patients in the shortest time possible. It 
strives to catalyze progress while instilling a patient-centric sense of  urgency.
The Foundation works to clear the path to global adoption by organizing and 
funding research, fostering collaboration at our various workshops and symposia, 
building awareness, and cultivating the next generation through internships and 
fellowships.
The Foundation is on the leading edge of  the venture philanthropy and social 
entrepreneurship movements and is a model of  how private philanthropy can 
work in concert with academia, industry, and government to bridge the gap 
between research and commercialization.
To learn more about focused ultrasound and the Focused Ultrasound Foundation, 
visit the Foundation’s website: www.fusfoundation.org
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Keynotes and Special Lectures

8:00 AM | Honorary President's Address
Elisa Konofagou, PhD
Dr. Konofagou is the Robert and Margaret Hariri Professor of  Biomedical Engineering and Professor 
of  Radiology at Columbia University. She also directs the university’s Ultrasound and Elasticity Imaging 
Laboratory, where her research in focused ultrasound addresses drug delivery, breast cancer treatment, 
and neuromodulation.

Monday, 24 October 2022

1:30 PM | Keynote Address
Geoff Martha
Geoff  Martha, Chairman and CEO of  Medtronic, delivered a keynote address on how technology is 
redefining the way we diagnose, treat, and improve patient outcomes, and the role Medtronic plays in 
reshaping new standards of  care. 

10:15 AM | Keynote Address
Bob Smith
As Senior Vice President for Pfizer’s Global Gene Therapy Business, Bob leads the strategic and 
operational development and implementation of  Pfizer’s end-to-end, enterprise-wide efforts in 
gene therapy. Bob is also responsible for leading the Rare Disease Business Unit’s Early Commercial 
Development activities in partnership with the Rare Disease Research Unit.

4:50 PM | Keynote Conversation
Sumit Mukherjee
Sumit Mukherjee is Managing Director at Bank of  America Merrill Lynch. This fireside chat provided a 
brief  overview of  the current state of  capital markets in med tech given the trials and tribulations over 
the previous year.

Tuesday, 25 October 2022

5:40 PM | Special Lecture
Danielle Carnival, PhD
Danielle Carnival is the White House Office of  Science and Technology Policy and served as chief  of  
staff  and senior policy director for the 2016-2017 White House Cancer Moonshot Task Force.

4:25 PM | Keynote Conversation
Bradley Horowitz and Michael Marquez
Bradley Horowitz is Angel Investor and VP at Google – Area 120 founder. Michael 
Marquez is a Founding Partner of  Morado Ventures. This fireside chat with two 
leading incubator minds gave the FUS ecosystem insights on start-up strategy. 
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Keynotes and Special Lectures | continued

8:05 AM | Special Lecture
Brian Lang, MD
Brian Lang is a Clinical Professor in the Department of  Surgery at the University of  Hong Kong School 
of  Clinical Medicine. He gave a lecture on the treatment of  symptomatic, benign thyroid nodules.

8:30 AM | Special Lecture
Christopher Puleo, PhD
Christopher Puleo is Senior Principal Biomedical Engineer at GE Global Research. He gave a lecture 
about the ongoing research examining the use of  focused ultrasound for the treatment of  Diabetes.

Thursday, 27 October 2022

5:00 PM | Special Lecture
Jill Hagenkord, MD, FCAP
Jill Hagenkord, SVP and Chief  Medical Officer of  Optum Genomics, outlined reimbursement 
criteria from a private insurer’s perspective and discussed how UnitedHealth Group uses evidence and 
economics to make clinical reimbursement decisions. 

Wednesday, 26 October 2022

4:35 PM | Special Lecture
Thomas Scully
Thomas Scully is a general partner with Welsh, Carson, Anderson & Stowe, the most active US private 
equity investor in healthcare. He was formerly the administrator of  the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid 
Services (CMS) and gave a special lecture on reimbursement through the eyes of  CMS. 

5:45 PM | Keynote Conversation
Laurie Clarke and Hal Stowe
A fireside chat with Laurie Clarke and Hal Stowe from TSG Consulting, experts in 
helping device companies develop and implement regulatory strategies that meet their 
marketing objectives. 
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Program at a Glance | continued

Sunday
23 October

Welcome Reception and Awards
6:00–8:00

PM 4:00

5:00

6:00

7:00

8:00

Registration
G

rand Ballroom
 Foyer     4:00–

8:00 PM
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Program at a Glance | continued

Break
Salons A-D       3:00–3:30

Monday
24 October

Registration and Exhibits     G
rand Ballroom

 Foyer     7:00 A
M

–
5:10 PM

O
ral presentations, posters, and exhibits are available on-dem

and all day.

Movement Disorders Panel Discussion – Tremor
Salons E-H       8:55–9:45

Welcome, Honorary President’s Address
Salons E-H       8:00–8:30

Presentation by Jolesz Memorial Award Winner
Salons E-H       8:30–8:55

Movement Disorders Panel Discussion – Parkinson's
Salons E-H       10:15–11:10

Neurodegenerative Diseases Panel Discussion – Alzheimer's
Salons E-H       11:10–12:00

AIUM FUS Accreditation Luncheon
Linden Oak       12:00–1:30

Lunch
Salons A-D       12:00–1:30

Epilepsy Panel Discussion
Salons E-H       1:45–2:25

Keynote Address: Geoff Martha 
Salons E-H       1:30–1:45

Why Advocacy?
Salons E-H       3:30–4:20

Psychiatric Disorders Panel Discussion
Salons E-H       2:25–3:00

Trials and Tribulations of Startups
Salons E-H       4:25–5:10

Networking Reception
Salons A-D       5:10-6:10

Break
Salons A-D       9:45–10:15

Continental Breakfast
Salons A-D       7:00–8:00

AM 7:00

8:00

9:00

10:00

11:00

PM 12:00

1:00

2:00

3:00

4:00

5:00

6:00
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Program at a Glance | continued

Tuesday
25 October

Break
Salons A-D       3:10–3:40

Registration and Exhibits     G
rand Ballroom

 Foyer     7:00 A
M

–
6:00 PM

O
ral presentations, posters, and exhibits are available on-dem

and all day.

DIPG Panel Discussion
Salons E-H       8:55–9:45

Brain Tumors Panel Discussion — Glioblastoma
Salons E-H       8:00–8:55

Liquid Biopsy for Brain Tumors Panel Discussion
Salons E-H       10:30–11:25

Sonodynamic Therapy Panel Discussion
Salons E-H       11:25–12:15

Kranion Users Luncheon
Brookside A-B      12:15–1:45

Lunch
Salons A-D       12:15–1:45

Chronic Pain Panel Discussion
Salons E-H       1:45–2:35

Keynote Address: Bob Smith 
Salons E-H       10:15–10:30

FDA Town Hall
Salons E-H       3:40–4:45

Veterinary Panel Discussion
Salons E-H       2:35–3:10

Keynote Conversation with Sumit Mukherjee: Capital Markets
Salons E-H       4:50–5:40

Networking Reception
Salons A-D       6:00-7:00

Break
Salons A-D       9:45–10:15

Continental Breakfast
Salons A-D       7:00–8:00

Special Lecture: Danielle Carnival 
Salons E-H       5:40–6:00

AM 7:00

8:00

9:00

10:00

11:00

PM 12:00

1:00

2:00

3:00

4:00

5:00

6:00

7:00
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Program at a Glance | continued

Wednesday
26 October

Break
Salons A-D       3:15–3:45

Registration and Exhibits     G
rand Ballroom

 Foyer     7:00 A
M

–
6:15 PM

O
ral presentations, posters, and exhibits are available on-dem

and all day.

Cancer Immunotherapy Panel Discussion — Looking to the Future 
Salons E-H       8:55–9:45

Cancer Immunotherapy Panel Discussion — Where are we now? 
Salons E-H       8:00–8:55

Machine Learning and FUS Panel Discussion
Salons E-H       10:20–11:10

Brain Imaging Guidance, Targeting, and Monitoring Panel Discussion
Salons E-H       11:10–12:00

Women in FUS Luncheon
Brookside A-B      12:15–1:35

Lunch
Salons A-D       12:15–1:35

Gynecologic Indications Panel Discussion
Salons E-H       1:35–2:25

Special Lecture: Thomas Scully
Salons E-H       3:45–5:00

Technology Breakthroughs Panel Discussion
Salons E-H       2:25–3:15

Status of Reimbursement; Cost of Care Calculator
Salons E-H       5:15–5:40

Break
Salons A-D       9:45–10:20

Continental Breakfast
Salons A-D       7:00–8:00

Special Lecture: Jill Hagenkord 
Salons E-H       5:00–5:15

Keynote Conversation: Laurie Clarke and Hal Stowe
Salons E-H       5:45–6:15

Networking Reception
Salons A-D       6:15-7:15

AM 7:00

8:00

9:00

10:00

11:00

PM 12:00

1:00

2:00

3:00

4:00

5:00

6:00

7:00
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Program at a Glance | continued

Thursday
27 October

Break
Salons A-D       3:55–4:25

Registration and Exhibits     G
rand Ballroom

 Foyer     7:00 A
M

–
6:20 PM

O
ral presentations, posters, and exhibits are available on-dem

and all day.

Pancreatic Cancer Panel Discussion
Salons E-H       9:00–9:50

Special Lecture: Brian Lang
Salons E-H       8:00–8:30

Special Lecture: Christopher Puleo
Salons E-H       8:30–9:00

Back Pain Panel Discussion
Salons E-H       10:20–11:15

Soft Tissue Tumors Panel Discussion
Salons E-H       11:15–12:00

Young Investigator Award Winners Presentations
Salons E-H       12:00–2:15

Lunch
Salons A-D       12:00–2:15

Liver Panel Discussion
Salons E-H       2:15–3:10

Registry Panel Discussion
Salons E-H       4:25–5:00

Psychiatric Disorders Panel Discussion
Salons E-H       3:10–3:55

Gene and Cell Therapies Panel Discussion; Closing Remarks
Salons E-H       5:20–6:20

Break
Salons A-D       9:50–10:20

Continental Breakfast
Salons A-D       7:00–8:00

Special Lecture: Freda Lewis-Hall, MD
Salons E-H       5:00–5:20

AM 7:00

8:00

9:00

10:00

11:00

PM 12:00

1:00

2:00

3:00

4:00

5:00

6:00
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Oral Abstracts

BRT Brain – Technical 14
BST Breast 72
BTU Brain Tumors 81
COM Commercialization 97
CP Chronic Pain 99
CV Cardiovascular 109
END Endocrine 116
EPI Epilepsy 118
GI Gastrointestinal 121
GT Gene Therapy 137
GYN Gynecologic 147
ID Infectious Disease 155
IMM Immuno-oncology 157
LUN Lung 182
MIS Other Indications 185
MOV Movement Disorders 190
MSK Musculoskeletal 229
NDG Neurodegenerative Disorders 240
NMD Neuromodulation 258
OPE Open Science 262
OPT Ophthalmic 263
PSY Psychiatric Disorders 265
SDT Sonodynamic Therapy 269
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TEC Technical 277
URO Urologic 304
VET Veterinary 308

BRT-41
BST-01
BST-07

END-03
IMM-07
MOV-10

NDG-08
SDT-02
URO-04

The following abstracts were withdrawn by the authors:

BRT-38 has been omitted as a duplicate of BRT-39, 
the latter having more complete author information.

Part 1 contains abstracts 
BRT-01 through GT-06-YI.
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BRT-01
Topic: Brain — Technical
Presentation Type: Oral

Neuron Mechano-Electrophysiology in Anaesthesia and 
Neuromodulation

Casey Adam 
University of Oxford, Oxford, United Kingdom

Background:  Action potentials (APs) are often characterised as electrical waves propagating 
along the cell membrane as dictated by the electrophysiological properties of  the cell. 
However, building on a growing body of  evidence pointing toward coupling between cellular 
electrophysiological and mechanical properties, cell mechanics can be expected to play a role 
in dictating AP propagation and attenuation, and thereby cell function and activity [1]. To 
quantify these coupling effects at the cellular scale, new experimental frameworks are needed.
Materials and Methods:  To this end, we designed an experimental setup to characterise 
mechano-electrophysiological coupling in individual neurons [2]. This setup combines 
confocal microscopy, nanoindentation, and patch clamp, sealed in an “atmospheric chamber” 
to simultaneously measure (or impose) the functional electrophysiological activity of  a single 
neuron via calcium imaging or patch clamp and the mechanical properties of  the neuron 
via nanoindentation, while potentially submitting the cell culture to external agents such as 
general anaesthetics.
Results:  We employed this setup in several ways to investigate the mechanisms behind two 
clinical applications, ultrasound neuromodulation, which alters brain activity via ultrasound 
pulses, and anaesthesia, where neuron mechanics is hypothesised to influence neuronal 
responses to the anaesthetic. Our results quantitatively establish how mechanical vibrations at 
ultrasonic frequencies and isoflurane (an inhalational anaesthetic) affect both the mechanical 
and functional properties of  neurons.
Conclusions:  This work highlights the need to account for and measure neuronal mechano-
electrophysiological coupling to understand, design and improve neuroclinical treatments. 
References
1. A. Jerusalem, A. Al-Rekabi, H. Chen, A. Ercole, M. Malboubi, M. Tamayo-Elizalde, L. 

Verhagen, S. Contera, Acta Biomaterialia, 97(1):116-140, 2019
2. M. Tamayo-Elizalde, H. Chen, M. Malboubi, H. Ye, A. Jerusalem, Progress in Biophysics and 

Molecular Biology, 162(1) :141-153, 2021
3. C. Kayal, M. Tamayo-Elizalde, C. Adam, H. Ye, A. Jerusalem, Bioelectricity, 4(1):31-38
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BRT-02
Topic: Brain — Technical
Presentation Type: Oral

Figure 1. Through-time 
temperature uncertainty 
estimates in the phantom 
for all motion states as 
a function of coupling 
medium. Average and 
standard deviation of the 
values within the green 
bounding box are also 
reported. reported.

Iron Based Coupling Media (IBCM) and Simultaneous Cooling during 
MRI-Guided Ultrasound Surgery

Steven P. Allen1, Austin Fergusson2, Connor Edsall2, Sheng Chen3, David Moore4, Eli 
Vlaisavljevich2, Richey M. Davis2, Craig Meyer3 
1Brigham Young University, Provo, UT, USA
2Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, VA, USA
3University of Virginia, Charlottesville, VA, USA
4Focused Ultrasound Foundation, Charlottesville, VA, USA

Background:  Thermal build up in the scalp and skull during transcranial, MRI-guided, 
focused ultrasound thalamotomy can induce adverse effects such as pain and skull lesioning. 
Additionally, the risk of  thermal build up limits the total acoustic power a surgeon may 
use during surgery and thereby preclude from treatment subjects with unfavorable skull 
composition. To reduce these risks, water-based acoustic coupling media fill the space 
between the transducer applicator and the patient. However, when circulating, the media 
introduce adverse artifacts into guidance thermometry scans. Therefore, during treatment, 
surgeons cannot simultaneously sonicate and circulate coolant, which would otherwise reduce 
the risk of  thermal buildup. In this study, we test whether a continuously circulating IBCM 
will adversely affect MR thermometry precision relative to current clinical practice.
Materials and Methods:  An IBCM, whose chemical synthesis and characterization are 
reported elsewhere, was used as a coupling medium during sham thalamotomy procedures 
on gel phantoms in a MR750, 3T scanner (GE, Waukesha, USA) and an Exablate Neuro 
focused ultrasound device (Insightec, Haifa Israel). With the transducer inactive, a clinical 
guidance thermometry protocol (Sequence: multi-echo GRE; TR: 34 ms; TE: 3.3, 8.1, 12.8. 
17.6, 22.4, 17.1 ms; Resolution: 1.1 x 2.2 x 3 mm or 0.7 x 1.4 x 3 mm, Matrix Size: 256 x 
128x 1, Acquisition time: 4.2 s) was used to acquire images with fields of  view of  28 and 
18 cm. Experiments were repeated with the IBCM in a stationary, continuous, or a pulsatile 
circulation state, where “pulsatile” refers to the clinically likely scenario of  2 minutes of  
continuous fluid circulation followed by pump deactivation timed to the onset of  image 
acquisition. Each scan was repeated 20 times and the through-time standard-deviation of  
the resulting temperature estimate was computed for each image pixel. As a control, all 
experiments were repeated using a water coupling medium
Results:  Figure 1 displays 28 cm field-of-view temperature uncertainty maps for water 
and the IBCM in all motion states as well as average and standard deviation of  the values 
within the displayed bounding box. While the plots display small differences in temperature 
uncertainty between stationary and pulsatile conditions using either coupling medium, there 
is a considerable increase in temperature uncertainty along the phase encoding direction 
when water continuously circulates during image acquisition. The IBCM completely removes 

these increases in temperature uncertainty.
Figure 2, displays 18 cm field-of-view temperature 
uncertainty maps of  the phantom, scaled by the 
ratio of  voxel sizes between the two fields-of-view 
to account for resolution-based losses in SNR. 
When scanned in a pulsatile or continuous motion 
state, aliased water signal contributed to temperature 
uncertainty within the phantom. Meanwhile, scans 
acquired using the IBCM demonstrated negligible 
increases in temperature uncertainty for all motion 
states.
Conclusions:  Use of  an IBCM does not adversely alter 
MR thermometry precision relative to that observed 
during current clinical practice. For smaller field-of-
view scans or scans acquired under continuous coolant 
circulation, the IBCM improves thermometry precision.
Acknowledgment/Funding Sources:  Ivy Biomedical 
Innovation Fund, The Focused Ultrasound Foundation 
EAP-FUS753, NCATS UL1TR003015.

Figure 2. Through-time 
temperature uncertainty 
estimates in the phantom 
acquired with an 18 cm 
field of view. Average and 
standard deviation of the 
values within the green 
bounding box are also 
reported
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BRT-03
Topic: Brain — Technical
Presentation Type: Oral

Table 1. MRI scan parameters used during the study

3D Thermometry Using Maximized Energy Deblurring and Long Spiral 
Readouts

Steven P. Allen1, Sheng Chen2, Craig Meyer2  
1Brigham Young University, Provo, UT, USA
2University of Virginia, Charlottesville, VA, USA

Background:  Many burgeoning indications for transcranial focused ultrasound surgery will 
require patients who cannot provide feedback during treatment. Without patient feedback, 
the surgeon’s estimates of  treatment safety and efficacy will depend heavily on previous 
experience and guidance imaging. Expanded MR thermometry coverage and accuracy, 
beyond those currently available during clinical FUS procedures, may help improve treatment 
safety. To meet this need, this work presents a 3D thermometry technique that provides 
volume coverage heating with no loss in frame rate relative to the 4.2 s thermometry frame 
rate obtained during focused ultrasound thalamotomy treatments.
Materials and Methods:  A 3D, stack of  spirals, spoiled-GRE sequence (Figure 1) was 
implemented in RTHawk (HeartVista, Menlo Park, USA). Scan Parameters are presented 
in table 1. The sequence provides 290 x 290 x 30 ,mm spatial coverage at 1.5 mm isotropic 
resolution. To reduce the frame to within 4.2 s, the duration of  the spiral readout trajectory 
was extended 5-fold from 8 ms to 40 ms. Meanwhile, to reduce the effects of  off-resonance 
blurring that are known to affect spiral scans, the trajectory was constrained to satisfy a 
retraced-in-out (RIO) constraint. After gridding and image reconstruction, off  resonance 
blur was removed using a maximum-energy technique. This sequence was used to measure 
temperature changes in a gel target. The gel (DQA-gel, Insightec, Haifa, IS), was placed at 
the focus of  a 650 kHz, 1024 element, hemispherical transducer (ExAblate Neuro, Insightec, 
Haifa, IS) and scanned in a 3T MRI (GE MR750, Waukesha, USA). The transducer deposited 
10 W acoustic power for 30 seconds and was monitored by simultaneous MR acquisition. For 
comparison, identical sonications were also monitored using a vendor supplied, single-plane, 
Cartesian, spoiled GRE multi-echo sequence.
Results:  Figure 1A-B displays the estimated temperature at the moment of  peak 
temperature rise both prior to and after deblurring. Figure 1C- displays the results from 
an axial and sagittal planes of  the cartesian thermometry sequence, also at the moment of  
peak temperature. The deblurred 3D spiral data shows good agreement with the cartesian 
estimates.
Conclusions:  Deblurred spiral imaging is a feasible method to estimate 3D temperature 
profiles with no loss in frame rate relative to current Cartesian scan methods. 
Acknowledgment/Funding Sources:  Focused Ultrasound Foundation, NIH NIBIB 1 R01 
EB028773

Figure 1. Temperatures estimates 
at the moment of peak measured 
heating (A) without a deblurring 
step and (B) with a deblurring 
step. (C) displays axiala and 
sagittal frames from the cartesian 
sequence for comparison.
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Impact of Low Intensity Focused Ultrasound on Tracer Accumulation 
across the Blood-Brain Barrier in a Preclinical Model

Tasneem Arsiwala, Cullen Wolford, Samuel Sprowls, Kathryn Blethen, Ross 
Fladeland, Victor S. Finomore, Peng Wang, Jeffrey Carpenter, Ali Rezai, Paul 
Lockman
West Virginia University, Morgantown, WV, USA

Background:  The blood-brain barrier (BBB) limits drug delivery to the central nervous 
system (CNS). Low intensity focused ultrasound (LiFUS) has recently been investigated for 
non-invasive BBB disruption, though its dosing parameters, and the resulting magnitude 
of  BBB disruption, are not fully understood. The use of  in-house transducers and lack 
of  consistency in the use of  LiFUS parameters may contribute to literature discrepancies. 
Herein, we use a clinical FUS system to understand the relationship between microbubble 
and cavitation doses and the magnitude of  BBB disruption in a preclinical model.
Materials and Methods:  Female Nu/Nu athymic mice were anesthetized by isoflurane 
(2%) and placed in a supine position on a transducer using the ExAblate Neuro system 
(Insigthec, Haifa, Israel). Sonication target site was verified using magnetic resonance imaging 
(MRI). Effect of  cavitation dose and microbubble dose was determined in range of  0.1-1.5 
and 4-400 µL/kg, respectively. Magnitude of  BBB disruption was quantified using three 
intravenously administered fluorescent tracers ranging in molecular weight from 105Da-
10kDa. Fluorescent microscopy and quantitative autoradiography were used to evaluate 
accumulation of  tracers in the brain.
Results:  Our results indicate a significant increase in tracer accumulation in sonicated 
brain regions as opposed to non-sonicated brain regions (p<0.01). Magnitude of  tracer 
accumulation was dependent on microbubble and cavitation dose. High cavitation doses 
(greater than one) showed parenchymal damage. Smaller tracers (14C-aminoisobutyric acid, 
105 Da) accumulated in larger quantities compared to 625 Da and 10kDa tracers, indicating a 
size dependent accumulation post-LiFUS administration. 
Conclusions:  LiFUS parameters are critical in determining its clinical application in 
improving therapeutic delivery to the CNS. According to our findings, a microbubble dose 
of  40uL/kg and a cavitation dose of  0.3CD using the ExAblate technology improves BBB 
permeability of  tracers of  various sizes. Additionally, we show microbubble and cavitation 
dose correlate with extent of  LIFUS mediated tracer distribution within the brain. These 
findings can be expanded in models of  different CNS pathologies where drug delivery into 
the brain is restricted by the BBB. 
Acknowledgment/Funding Sources:  National Cancer Institute, grant number 
1F99CA264445-01 and by the National Institute of  General Medical Sciences, grant number 
P20GM121322 and supplement P20GM121322-03S1. Additional funding by the Mylan Chair 
Endowment Fund and METAvivor
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Figure 1. Pressure transmission 
through the skull model as a 
function of the thickness of the 
skull at 400kHz.

Maximum Acoustic Transmission through the Human Skull: 
Theoretical Basis for Safe Transcranial Biomedical Ultrasound 
Applications

Jean Francois Aubry1, David Attali2, Thomas Tiennot1, Mark Schafer3, Elsa 
Fouragnan4, Jerome Sallet5, Ghazaleh Darmani6, Charles Caskey7, Robert Chen6, 
Ellen Bubrick8, Lennart Verhagen9, Seung-Schik Yoo8, Kim Butts Pauly10 
1Physics for Medicine, Paris, France
2Sainte-Anne Hospital, Paris, France
3Drexel University, Philadelphia, PA, USA
4University of Plymouth, Plymouth, Devon, United Kingdom
5University Lyon, Lyon, Rhône, France
6Krembil Research Institute, Toronto, ON, Canada
7Vanderbilt University, Nashville, TN, USA
8Brigham and Women’s Hospital, Harvard Medical School, Department of Neurology, Boston, MA, 

USA,
 9Radboud University, Nijmegen, Utrecht, Netherlands
10Stanford University, Stanford, CA, USA

Background:  The Mechanical Index (MI) helps to assess the mechanical safety of  
ultrasound in tissue. The value of  the MI is currently calculated with a tissue-independent 
absorption coefficient of  0.3 dB/cm-MHz. It is appropriate for abdominal applications but 
not in the case of  transcranial ultrasound as it does not take into account the high insertion 
loss of  the skull bone. We propose here a simple and yet realistic model to estimate the 
pressure transmission through the human skull.
Materials and Methods:  A 3-layer model is proposed: skin, skull and brain. The analytical 
model takes into account the reflections at each interface and the interferences due to the 
infinite sum of  all the corresponding waves. The model includes the attenuation in the skull. 
It was set to 83 Np/m/MHz, a conservative value at the lower bound of  the skull attenuation 
values reported in the literature. 
The model was then applied to 1.4 million points distributed at the outer surface of  the CT 
scans of  20 skulls: the thickness of  the skull was extracted at each point and the transmission 
coefficient was then calculated for ultrasound frequencies ranging from 100 to 1500 kHz and 
they were finally averaged over ultrasound beam diameters ranging from 5 to 100 mm at the 
outer surface of  the skull. 
Results:  Globally, the transmission decreases when increasing the frequency and when 
increasing the thickness of  the bone. Resonance frequencies have a significant impact and 
increase locally the transmission when the skull thickness is a multiple of  half  the wavelength. 
Figure 1 gives an example of  the transmission coefficient as a function of  the skull thickness 
for a frequency of  400kHz. Figure 2 illustrates the impact of  the frequency for a 20mm-
diameter transducer.
Conclusions:  The 95th percentile maximum transmission calculated the 20 human skulls for 
12 diameters of  transducers typically used for Transcranial Ultrasound Stimulation (TUS) 
and for 15 frequencies ranging from 100kHz to 1.5MHz with a 100kHz increment will be 
presented at the FUS symposium. Such a table is expected to facilitate a safe adjustment of  
the acoustic power for TUS, provided that a consensus about the maximum value of  the peak 
negative pressure that should be recommended in the brain for a safe treatment is reached. 

Figure 2. Average pressure transmission through the skull 
model for a 20mm diameter transducer, at 300kHz (Left) 
and 900 kHz (Right) for Skull #3.
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Ultrasound Neuronal Activation in Mice: A Characterization Study

Ayache Bouakaz
INSERM U 1100, Tours, Indre-et-Loire, France

Background:  Ultrasound neurostimulation (USNS) is a promising modality for rewiring 
brain pathways and treating non-invasively neuropsychological disorders with high 
spatiotemporal resolution. However, much remains to be determined about the optimal 
USNS parameters that could be effective for modulating brain activity. Here, we investigated 
the influence of  the pair ultrasound frequency/focal spot diameter on motor response and 
neural activity in mice. 
Materials and Methods:  We transcranially administered USNS to the motor cortex (M1) 
of  the mouse brain using eight single-element focused transducers operating at 0.2MHz, 
0.4MHz, 0.5MHz and 1MHz. For each frequency, two transducers of  different diameters 
and focal lengths were used. For a given pair of  frequency/focal spot, mice were exposed to 
series of  progressively increasing PNPs (ten stimulations per PNP) to evaluate visually the 
motor responses and then the success rate (%). For each transducer, ten stimulations at the 
highest used PNP were applied to further investigate the corresponding neural activity using 
c-Fos immunostaining.
Results:  Our results showed that the success rate increased significantly with PNP (or 
Ispta) regardless of  the frequency and the focal spot diameter. Highest success rates (100%) 
were obtained at Ispta of  0.04W/cm2 at 0.2MHz, 0.07W/cm2 at 0.4MHz, 0.1W/cm2 at 
0.5MHz and 0.34W/cm2 at 1MHz. Moreover, significant difference in the success rates was 
observed when changing the focal spot diameter at a given frequency. The results showed 
that at a given frequency, wide acoustic beams induce higher success rates. In contrast, the 
analysis of  c-Fos expression revealed somehow the opposite. Indeed, USNS significantly 
enhanced neural activation in the M1 when the focal spot diameter decreased at frequencies 
of  0.4MHz, 0.5MHz and 1MHz. USNS at 0.2MHz induced however a decrease in neural 
activity, showing that no frequency-dependent effect was observed. 
Conclusions:  Taken together, our data demonstrate that the use of  larger focal spots evoked 
motor responses at the lowest PNPs, while smaller focal spots is required to enhance neural 
activation. Further investigation through molecular imaging will be performed to explore 
further USNS-related changes in excitability and functionalities of  the brain circuitries.
Acknowledgment/Funding Sources:  ANR DEPAC ANR-18-CE19-0006
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Figure 1. Biot-Savart’s prediction of the magnetic field 
gradient in red and physics simulation in blue

Toward Visualization of Ultrasound Waves during Neuromodulation

Davi F. Cavinatto, Steven P. Allen 
Brigham Young University, Provo, UT, USA

Background:  Previous work indicates that magnetic gradients oscillating at the same 
frequency and direction as ultrasound (US) longitudinal displacement can encode particle 
movement into the complex phase of  a magnetic resonance (MR) image. Until now, the coil 
configuration (Helmholtz) used to generate this oscillating magnetic gradient has constrained 
the use of  this technique to small imaging volumes. Here, we explore the feasibility of  using 
a single coil configuration to improve the versatility of  the apparatus, making it possible to 
visualize US waves as they propagate through tissue that was previously inaccessible through 
the technique, such as the human brain. This novel approach to the visualization of  US 
waves could potentially be used to establish the missing correlation between the results of  
neuromodulation treatments and their mechanism of  action, thus improving the scientific 
rigor of  this field of  research. 
Materials and Methods:  Wolfram?s Mathematica and COMSOL?s Multiphysics were used 
for developing a single-coil configuration in silico. The coil design was constrained by the 
minimum imaging distance from the coil (20mm), gradient needed for an image with signal-
to-noise ratio of  approximately 10 (0.4 T/m), minimum coil inner radius for fitting the US 
transducer (20mm), maximum peak current at the coil (20A), and frequency of  operation 
(500kHz). Using Biot-Savart?s Law and Mathematica, we estimated that the number of  
turns needed was 36, making up for approximately 5 meters of  wire. In order to reduce the 
skin effect and proximity effect due to the frequency of  operation (500kHz), 5 meters of  
1050/44AWG Litz wire was chosen for the windings. Plots for the magnetic gradient over the 
central axis of  the coil were created and compared on both programs to confirm the accuracy 
of  the model. 
Results:  The two plots for the magnetic gradient matched, indicating a magnitude of  
approximately 0.4 T/m at 20mm from the coil using our constraint values. Figure 1 displays 
the two overlayed plots, COMSOL in blue and Mathematica in red. The coil impedance was 
estimated to be around 78m?, with a power dissipation of  15.6W. 
Conclusions:  The two magnetic field gradient plots corroborate the feasibility of  the 
proposed single coil system for imaging US waves and verification of  the functioning of  
neuromodulation in the extension of  the cerebral cortex. 
Acknowledgment/Funding Sources:  Focused Ultrasound Foundation, National Science 
Foundation (CBET, 2138403)
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Simultaneous Monitoring of Bone and Soft Tissue with a Rapid MRI 
Method for Focused Ultrasound Surgery

Sheng Chen1, Yekaterina K. Gilbo1, Helen L. Sporkin1, Samuel W. Fielden2, Steven P. 
Allen3, John P. Mugler1, Wilson Miller1, Craig Meyer1 
1University of Virginia, Charlottesville, VA, USA
2Geisenger, Danville, PA, USA
3Brigham Young University, Provo, UT, USA

Background:  Parkinson's disease (PD) and essential tremor (ET) are neurological disorders 
that cause uncontrollable movement among over a million patients in the US1 and 2.87% of  
the population aged 80 years and above2. Medical therapies to reduce the symptoms of  these 
disorders are effective in only a portion of  patients. Deep brain stimulation can work well, 
but many patients are not candidates for surgery or would prefer a non-surgical option. MR-
guided Focused Ultrasound (MRgFUS) is a minimally invasive method of  treating refractory 
ET and tremor-dominant PD. The US Food and Drug Administration recently expanded its 
indication for PD with mobility, rigidity, or dyskinesia symptoms. During MRgFUS treatment, 
ultrasound goes through the skull and brain and focuses on the target tissue leading to 
ablative temperature over 60°C3.The skull also absorbs acoustic energy4, which results 
in heating of  the skull and the nearby soft tissue including the brain. However, no direct 
monitoring of  this heating exists, and estimation of  minimum wait time between sonications 
can only be made using simple models. To address this problem, we propose a new method 
that simultaneously monitors the temperature of  soft and bone tissue with a rapid MRI 
sequence. Cooling and heating experiments with a bone-gel phantom were conducted to test 
its feasibility. 
Materials and Methods:  A dual-echo 3D spiral ultra-short echo time (UTE) sequence 
was used for this work. A single scan took 36s for each flip angle over ten slices with 
spatial resolution of  1.35x1.35x8mm3. The phantom was made by surrounding bovine 
femur (without marrow) with agar gel before solidification (Fig. 1). Both experiments were 
conducted on a 3T MR scanner. In the cooling experiment, the phantom with optical fibers 
in gel and bone was immersed in hot water (~65°C) approximating thermal steady state, 
followed by four scans (for smoothing) every 20 min. Data was averaged over each selected 
region of  interest (ROI) of  4x4 pixels. Optical fiber thermometer (OFT) provided reference 
temperatures. In the heating experiment, the phantom was fixed above an FUS transducer, 
so that ultrasound could go through the gel and focus on the bone surface. The scan was 
repeated continuously covering three sonications. Each sonication lasted for 114s with a 
power of  5W. Data was averaged over 3x5 pixel ROIs near the bone-gel boundary. The 
widely used method with aqueous tissue, proton resonance frequency (PRF), was applied 
for thermometry of  soft tissue. As temperature-dependent T1 changes in cortical bone with 
UTE MRI were quantified previously5, a variable flip angle (VFA) method was used for T1 
mapping of  bone. 
Results:  In the cooling experiment, the temperatures of  the gel and T1 of  the bone were 
estimated by the PRF and VFA T1 methods, respectively. The temperatures of  the inner 
and outer gel were close to each other and displayed a deviation of  less than 1.5°C from 
the OFT measurements, and those T1 values demonstrated a linear relationship with the 
corresponding OFT temperatures (Fig. 2). A first-order polynomial fit was made in the gel 
between the OFT temperatures and the T1 values, where the slopes were 38.42ms/°C and 
36.07ms/°C for the inner and outer gel respectively (Fig. 3), showing the consistency of  the 
method. A similar fit for the bone had a slope of  2.51ms/°C. In the heating experiment, the 
PRF temperature of  the gel and the VFA T1 of  the bone displayed a linear relationship. With 
the assumption of  identical temperature shared by the gel and the bone near the boundary, 
a fitting between those temperatures and T1 data was made with a slope of  3.86ms/°C, 
comparable to the value of  2.51ms/°C in the cooling experiment (Fig. 4). 
Conclusions:  A rapid MRI method was proposed for simultaneous temperature monitoring 
of  bone and gel. The cooling experiment demonstrated high accuracy of  the PRF method 
in the gel as well as high linearity between VFA T1 and true temperature. The heating 
experiment further displayed in the bone a linear correlation between temperature and VFA 
T1. In conclusion, this method shows promise for simultaneously measuring off-target 
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heating of  brain and skull in MRgFUS. Future work includes calibration of  T1-temperature 
coefficients, noise reduction, and in vivo testing. 
Acknowledgment/Funding Sources:  This research was partly supported by NIH R01 
EB028773, the Focused Ultrasound Foundation, and Siemens Healthcare. The authors 
acknowledge Josef  Pfeuffer, Thomas Benkert, and Berthold Kiefer for their help with this 
project.

Figure 1. Setups of cooling and heating 
experiments

Figure 2. Changes of temperatures and 
T1 in the cooling experiment

Figure 3. Fitting between temperatures 
and T1 in the cooling experiment

Figure 4. Temperature and T1 in the 
heating experiment
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Figure A. Illustration of the 
feedback-controlled FUS 
system.

Blood-Brain Barrier Opening in a Porcine Model Using an 
Individualized Closed-Loop Feedback Controller

Chih-Yen Chien, Lu Xu, Christopher P. Paci, Yimei Yue, Hong Chen 
Washington University, St. Louis, MO, USA

Background:  Focused ultrasound in combination with microbubble-induced blood-brain 
barrier opening (FUS-BBBO) is a promising strategy for noninvasive and localized brain 
drug delivery with a growing number of  clinical studies currently ongoing. Real-time passive 
cavitation detection (PCD)-based feedback control algorithm is critical to operate FUS-
BBBO within a safe and effective window for brain drug delivery. However, existing feedback 
control algorithms were either open-loop or without consideration of  baseline cavitation 
level difference among subjects. To overcome this challenge, this study aimed to develop an 
individualized closed-loop feedback controller with the target cavitation level (TCL) defined 
based on the baseline cavitation level defined for each subject.
Materials and Methods:  An individualized closed-loop feedback control algorithm 
was developed and evaluated in a porcine model. A single-element FUS transducer was 
coaxially aligned with a ultrasound sensor for PCD (Figure A). A dummy FUS sonication 
was applied at a low acoustic pressure (0.3 MPa) for a short duration (5 s) in the presence 
of  microbubbles. PCD signals were acquired to define the baseline stable cavitation level 
that took into consideration of  individual differences in the detected cavitation emissions. 
FUS-BBBO was then performed with the FUS acoustic pressure controlled in real-time by 
the closed-loop feedback controller, which maintained the detected stable cavitation level at 
the TCL. The TCL was defined to be within the range of  0.25–1 dB above the individual 
baseline cavitation level. A total of  3 pigs with each pig sonicated at multiple brain locations 
(3–5 targets) were used to evaluate the FUS-BBBO outcome under three different TCLs 
using the proposed algorithm. FUS-BBBO was assessed by contrast-enhanced MRI based on 
the extravasation of  the MRI contrast agent. The hyper-enhancement on the T1-weighted 
MR images were quantified to indicate the level of  BBB opening. The pigs were sacrificed 
and their brains were harvested and prepared for histological analysis to evaluate the safety at 
each TCL.
Results:  The proposed feedback control algorithm successfully controlled the stable 
cavitation level at different TCLs (Figure B). The good pulse rate, used to quantify the 
controller's stability, was 97.7%, 84.7%, and 64.7% for TCL at 0.25 dB, 0.5 dB, and 1 dB, 
respectively (Figure C). Successful FUS-BBBO was achieved at all three TCLs (Figure D). 
The contrast-enhancement volume representing FUS-BBBO volume was 3.8±0.7 mm3, 
16.2±9.0 mm3, and 53.6±23.3 mm3, which monotonically increased when the TCL was 
increased from 0.25 dB to 1 dB. No evident vascular damage was observed at all three TCLs.

Conclusions:  This work developed an 
individualized closed-loop feedback 
controller for controlling FUS-BBBO. 
Evaluations performed in a porcine model 
demonstrated that this controller achieved 
effective and safe FUS-BBBO.

Figure C. 
Good pulse 
rate indicating 
stability at each 
TCL decreased 
as the TCL was 
increased.

Figure D. Representative T1-
weighted MR image and H&E 
staining at each TCL show 
successful FUS-BBBO without 
evident vascular damage at all 
TCLs. Contrast enhancement 
(CE) volume increased as the 
TCL was increased.
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Figure 1. Apparent Diffusion Coefficient 
(ADC) images of the thalamus treatment. 
The histotripsy lesion is pointed by red 
arrows and can be seen on the 2nd row. 
The ablation volume was approximately 
1cm cube.

Neuronavigation-Guided Transcranial Histotripsy on Cadavers: A 
Feasibility Study

Sang Won Choi, Jonathan R. Sukovich, Mahmoud Komaih, Dave Choi1, Ning Lu, 
Sandra Camelo-Piragua, Neeraj Chaudhary, Timothy Hall, Aditya Pandey, Zhen Xu 
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI, USA

Background:  Transcranial histotripsy focuses ultrasound pulses from outside the skull to 
target tissue inside the skull to mechanically ablate tissue by generating cavitation in the focal 
region. Recent studies have shown great promise by demonstrating its ability to treat large 
volumes in both deep and shallow locations in an excised human skull without overheating 
the bone. Transcranial histotripsy research has been done on various excised human skulls as 
well as in an in vivo porcine model, demonstrating its robustness and safety. However, these 
studies do not fully capture the complexities faced in a clinical scenario. A cadaveric model 
for transcranial histotripsy will be crucial for understanding the limitations and potentials 
of  transcranial histotripsy to better utilize the technology in the clinic. Therefore, we aim 
to demonstrate the feasibility of  transcranial histotripsy as a neurosurgical tool by treating 
cadavers guided by a clinical neuronavigation system. Neuronavigation systems are widely 
used during intracranial operations and use a prior computed tomography (CT) or magnetic 
resonance imaging (MRI) to accurately guide the operation. 
Materials and Methods:  Two <96-hour post-mortem, unembalmed cadavers were acquired 
through the Anatomical Donations Program (ADP) of  Michigan Medicine at the University 
of  Michigan. An in-house fabricated hemispherical transcranial histotripsy array comprised 
of  360 elements with a center frequency of  700kHz and a focal distance of  150mm, capable 
of  producing >30MPa rarefaction pressure at the focus was used to generate cavitation in 
these studies. Treatments were delivered using electronic focal steering to target 1cm wide 
cubic volumes within the cadaver brains for ablation. 50 histotripsy pulses were delivered to 
each target location within the steering volume at a pulse repetition frequency of  200Hz. A 
clinical neuronavigation system (Stealth S7, Medtronic) was used to co-register the donor and 
the histotripsy transducer for treatment targeting. Prior to treatment, CT-based aberration 
correction was performed using Kranion. Locations including the corpus callosum, septum, 
and thalamus were targeted for treatment. Post-treatment MR images were acquired and 
used to assess targeting accuracy. This was accomplished by co-registering the pre- and post-
treatment scans and measuring the distance from the lesion center-of-mass to the selected 
pre-treatment target location.
Results:  Pre- and post-treatment MR images of  the thalamus treatment are shown (Figure 
1). Apparent Diffusion Coefficient (ADC) images best showed the histotripsy-homogenized 
region, and the targeting accuracy of  the corpus callosum, septum, and thalamus were 9mm, 
3.4mm, and 4.4mm respectively. The larger targeting error in the corpus callosum was likely 
due to procedural errors in the pre-treatment co-registration step. 
Conclusions:  The feasibility of  neuronavigation-guided transcranial histotripsy was 
demonstrated in a human cadaver model. More cadavers are needed to study the full extent 
of  the treatment location profile. We are currently working to investigate the error sources of  
the system to further improve targeting accuracy.
Acknowledgment/Funding Sources:  This work was funded by the Focused Ultrasound 
Foundation.
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Figure 1. Fusion imaging 
and navigation between 
CEUS imaging and DSC 
perfusion imaging: CEUS 
image is displayed on the 
left of the screen coupled 
with the co-planar MRI 
on the right side. The two 
imaging modalities are 
linked together and the MRI 
follow the real-ti

A Non-invasive Biomarker of Microbubbles Distribution in the Brain: 
Comparison between Intraoperative CEUS and Perfusion MRI

Francesco Prada1,2, Riccardo Ciocca3, Massimiliano Del Bene1,2, Luca Raspagliesi1, 
Nicoletta Corradino1,2, Matteo Gionso4, Maria Grazia Bruzzone1, Fabio Doniselli1, 
Francesco DiMeco1,5

1Fondazione IRCCS Istituto Neurologico Carlo Besta, Milan, Italy
2Focused Ultrasound Foundation, Charlottesville, VA, USA
3Fondazione IRCCS Istituto Neurologico Carlo Besta, Treviglio, Bergamo, Italy
4Humanitas University, Segrate, Milan, Italy
5Johns Hopkins Medical School, Baltimore, MD, USA 

Background:  Ultrasound mediated BBB opening has been established as a safe and feasible 
technique for the treatment of  different brain diseases. It has been recently demonstrated the 
existence of  differences in MBs distribution among different brain structures and different 
lesions. This could enhance the understanding of  MBs dynamics in the human brain and 
provide informations to enable a safer and more effective response to FUS for BBB opening. 
Among other parameters, time distribution of  MBs in the brain parenchyma is correlated 
with the extent of  BBB opening. Since MBs are only able to be seen intraoperatively in an 
invasive setup with contrast enhanced ultrasound (CEUS), it would be desirable to obtain a 
non-invasive biomarker of  MBs distribution. As CEUS is a perfusion marker, we sought to 
use DSC-MRI sequence as a predictor of  MBs distribution. Comparing CEUS and DSC-
MRI could possibly identify a minimally invasive tool as a valid biomarker to characterize the 
spatial and temporal distribution of  MBs in the healthy and pathological human brain, hence 
optimizing MRgFUS treatments.
Materials and Methods:  All patients underwent a standard diagnostic protocol on our 
3 Tesla scanner and perfusion Dynamic Susceptibility Contrast (DSC) GRE echo-planar 
sequence. Intraoperative CEUS imaging was performed before surgical tumor resection 
utilizing an ultrasound machine integrated with a magnetic tracking system allowing for 
virtual navigation and equipped with a specific low mechanical index (MI < 0.4) algorithm 
for non-destructive continuous MBs imaging. A neurosurgeon and a neuroradiologist 
independently evaluated fusion-CEUS and MRI images and a qualitative post hoc image 
review was performed. Non-fusion CEUS ultrasound image sets of  adequate length were 
then selected and retrospectively analyzed using an image processing software (VueBox, 
GI-Perfusion, Bracco, Italy) for quantitative analysis. Regions of  interest (ROIs) were drawn 
on key structures (artery, lesion, gm, vein when present) by an experienced neuroradiologist, 
obtaining time intensity curves (TICs). The same process was performed on DSC sequences 
acquiring relative cerebral blood volume (rCBV), relative CBF and MTT.
Results:  Twenty-three patients (3 LGG, 8 HGG, 3 Metastasis, 9 Meningiomas) were enrolled. 
The patients were divided into 2 groups: 10 patients, who underwent intra-operative fusion 
imaging between CEUS and pre-operative acquired MRI, received a qualitatively evaluation; 
the remaining 13 patients, divided into 2 sub-groups (gliomas and other lesions), were 
quantitatively analyzed: positive correlation was observed between CEUS and DSC-MRI 
images in key structures: arteries showed the highest enhancement among all structures, 
followed by lesions, gray matter and white matter. Peripheral areas of  HGG and metastases 
showed a superimposable high perfusion pattern with both techniques.

Conclusions:  Our preliminary results indicate that DSC-MRI perfusion pattern 
has a good qualitative correlation with CEUS in correspondence of  lesions, 
primarily gliomas, and anatomical structures and could be used as a biomarker to 
characterize the spatial and temporal distribution of  MBs in the human brain.
Acknowledgment/Funding Sources:  The present work was supported 
by Focused Ultrasound Foundation (Charlottesville, VA) and Acoustic 
NeuroImaging and Therapy Laboratory.

Figure 2. Evaluation perfusion pattern using MRI and CEUS of a meningioma 
case: (A) T1-gadolinium enhanced magnetic resonance image of a left frontal 
meningioma; (B) Dynamic susceptability contrast (DSC) PWI; (C) CEUS imaging
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Cingulate Gyrus Access with Focused Ultrasound Ablation

Brian Dalm, Hunter Stecko, Nihaal Reddy, Francesco Sammartino, James Mossner 
The Ohio State University, Columbus, OH, USA

Background:  Transcranial Magnetic Resonance Guided Focused Ultrasound (MRgFUS) 
offers the unique ability to target and ablate deep brain structural targets without an incision. 
It also provides real-time intra-procedural magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) thermography 
data that measure the temperature elevation and shape of  the resulting ablation. The 
efficacy of  MRgFUS in the treatment of  a broad range of  neurogenic disorders has been 
previously reported. Successful palliation of  neuropathic pain via noninvasive central lateral 
thalamotomy by MRgFUS demonstrates the unique advantages of  MRgFUS, a novel and 
minimally invasive neurosurgical tool as compared to both traditional radiofrequency (RF) 
and laser interstitial thermal therapy (LITT) treatment options. Both therapies require an 
incision, and only LITT allows for intra-procedural MRI thermography. Previously, targets 
like the cingulate gyrus were considered beyond the existing treatment envelope or range 
of  the ExAblate Neuro system due to its superficial location in the brain. However, more 
recent work has targeted superficial structures outside of  the brain proper to great success, 
specifically to combat trigeminal neuralgia. Low frequency use of  the ExAblate Neuro 
system was proposed as a means by which to expand the treatment envelope to include more 
superficial brain structures, but limitations with respect to cavitation detection remained. The 
aim of  this study is to determine if  the transcranial MRgFUS system can create a clinically 
relevant thermal increase in the human cingulate cortex without appreciable heating of  
important surrounding structures.
Materials and Methods:  Acquisition of  the cadaveric materials was performed in 
accordance with standard institutional policy for human tissue. An 86-year-old female whole 
cadaver was acquired unpreserved within 1–3 days of  death. A whole cadaver was used to 
prevent the introduction of  intracranial air, which impedes ultrasound waves. The human 
cadaver specimen was frozen and placed inside a sealed cadaver bag. The head was closely 
shaved to allow transduction of  ultrasound energy without causing interface heating on the 
scalp caused by hair. Once the head was smoothly shaved, the modified Cosman-Roberts-
Wells (CRW) frame (Radionics) was affixed to the head with 4-point pin connection. In 
accordance with standard institutional policy, care was taken to not overtighten the pins 
to prevent breach of  the inner table of  the skull and contact of  the pins with the dura. To 
reach the cingulate gyrus the frame was placed higher and more anterior than a standard 
VIM targeting placement. The cingulate gyrus was targeted 20 mm posterior to the tip of  the 
anterior horn of  the lateral ventricle.
Results:  4 short, low energy, (1,500-3,000J, 150-300W, 10 second) sonications were 
performed to confirm accurate focusing of  the ultrasound waves. After ap- propriate 
targeting in all 3 planes, treatment sonications were then performed within the cingulate 
gyrus (12,000-20,000J, 450-800W, 20-46 seconds). On high power sonications, total energy 
was able to be delivered with the highest temperature peak of  57? centigrade (15,050 J, 
350 W, 45 sec) in the right cingulum, and 49? centigrade (14,000 J, 400W, 46 sec) in the left 
cingulum.
Conclusions:  The cingulate gyrus is knowingly quite anterior within the allowable treatment 
envelope for the ExAblate transducer. While we attempted to position the frame as anterior 
as possible with regards to the cadaver head, there was still some room to go even further 
anterior as we tried to replicate as close as possible to a frame placement should someone 
not push the absolute limits of  the frame in relation to the head. In conclusion, the cingulate 
gyrus target used for treatment of  severe cancer associated pain can be reached with the 
current ExAblate device. This could be further studied with additional cadaveric trials to 
assess frame positioning or variation in subject head size and shape. Additionally, a limited 
clinical trial with terminally ill cancer patients could be performed as cingulotomy currently is 
utilized for this patient population with uncontrolled cancer associated pain.
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Figure 1. 

Two simple 3D printed robotic systems for opening the blood brain 
barrier of small animals

Christakis Damianou1, Anastasia Antoniou1, Marinos Giannakou2, Elena Christofi3 
1Cyprus University Of Technology, Limassol, Lemesos, Cyprus
2Medsonic ltd, Limassol, Lemesos, Cyprus
3University of Cyprus, limassol, Lemesos, Cyprus

Background:  Two different 3D printed robotic systems have been developed for accessing 
small animals (rats and mice). The first one is a two axes robotic system for navigating a 
single element HIFU transducer. The second robotic includes a motorized vertical axis to 
deliver HIFU into the brain of  the animal. The devices were engineered to facilitate opening 
of  blood brain barrier (BBB). Two different 3D printed robotic systems have been developed 
for accessing small animals (rats and mice). The first one is a two axes robotic system for 
navigating a single element HIFU transducer. The second robotic includes a motorized 
vertical axis to deliver HIFU into the brain of  the animal. The devices were engineered to 
facilitate opening of  blood brain barrier (BBB).
Materials and Methods:  Microbubbles in synergy with pulsed ultrasound were administered 
to wild type mice for the disruption of  the BBB. Both robotic systems are MR compatible. 
Both robotic devices are driven by piezoelectric motors. A single element transducer 
operating at a frequency of  1 MHz was used to penetrate the intact scull.
Results:  Both systems were evaluated in mice for BBB opening using microbubbles and 
a pulse ultrasound protocol. After performing experiments in 10 mice, the protocol was 
calibrated properly to open the BBB as it was evidence by Evans blue staining. 
Conclusions:  BBB opening was achieved with both robotic systems. The first device 
presented some difficulties in accommodating the anesthesia needle. This issue was addressed 
and solved with the proper design of  the second version. The first robotic system can be 
used also for medium size animals such as rabbits. 
Acknowledgment/Funding Sources:  The project has been funded by the 
Research and Innovation Foundation of  Cyprus under the project SOUNDPET 
(INTEGRATED/0918/0008).
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Simulation of Transcranial Focused Ultrasound Propagation for 
Prediction of Thermal Lesions and Patient Selection

Andrew Drainville1, David Moore2, John W. Snell3, Sylvain Chatillon4, Frederic 
Padilla2, Cyril Lafon1

1LabTAU INSERM U 1032, Lyon, Rhône, France
2Focused Ultrasound Foundation, Charlottesville, VA, USA
3Histosonics, Charlottesville, VA, USA
4Université Paris-Saclay, Palaiseau, France

Background:  Focused ultrasound has long been recognized as a therapeutic tool with 
potential to treat disorders throughout the brain. However, precise planning software is still 
required for patient selection and for assessing the feasibility of  treating novel anatomical 
targets. Numerical models are essential tools for calculating the phase corrections needed 
to account for the presence of  the skull, but can be prohibitively expensive in required 
computational resources. These models require precise knowledge of  the geometry and 
material properties of  individual patients' skulls. Studies indicate that estimates of  skull 
properties from CT-derived HU measurements may not account for all variability in the 
speed of  sound within human skulls. Patient classification for eligibility for transcranial 
ultrasound treatments is currently based on a ratio of  cortical to trabecular thickness, but 
to date no clear justification of  this metric has been provided in terms of  the physics of  
ultrasound propagation. The CIVA Healthcare software provides a user-friendly simulation 
platform with a ray-tracing modelling method that has been shown to be an efficient, 
accurate, and computationally inexpensive method of  modelling transcranial focused 
ultrasound. This work quantifies the significance of  parametric variation of  homogeneous 
skull properties, and the effects of  mode conversion and internal reflection within a layered 
model of  the skull, on transcranial focalization quality using an acoustic source based on the 
InSightec ExAblate Neuro clinical system - a hemispherical 1024-element system operating at 
a 670kHz. A numerical BHTE solver is implemented to predict temperature changes based 
on simulated acoustic fields, and results are validated by comparison to MRI thermometry 
measurements.
Materials and Methods:  Using an acoustic source based on the InSightec ExAblate Neuro 
system, a parametric simulation study was performed to examine the effect of  uncertainty 
and variation of  homogeneous skull properties (density, speed of  sound, and attenuation) on 
transcranial focalization quality by maintaining a constant phase profile while varying skull 
properties. To investigate the role of  bone micro-architecture, simulations were performed in 
which the skull was modelled as a layered material composed of  cortical and trabecular layers, 
and the impact of  internal reflection and mode conversion was quantified for varying degrees 
of  skull heterogeneity. Focalization quality was quantified based on the maximum acoustic 
amplitude obtained near the focus, its corresponding distance from the intended focal point, 
and the focal volume. Finally, a numerical BHTE solver was coupled to the acoustic solver in 
order to model the temperature changes in tissue mimicking phantoms within human skulls. 
Simulation results were validated with comparison to experimental MRI thermometry.
Results:  The parametric simulation study provided quantification of  the effect of  changes 
and uncertainties of  acoustic properties on two homogeneous skull models on transcranial 
focalization quality, as shown in Figure 1. The effects of  mode conversion in a layered model 
of  the skull was examined, with results shown in Figure 2 indicating that shear wave mode 
conversion within the skull had a significant effect on the focal quality. The effects of  internal 
reflection were found to be negligible. Neither internal reflection nor mode conversion were 
found to account for degraded focal quality for skull models with high volume of  trabecular 
bone. A comparison of  the results obtained from the BHTE numerical model found strong 
agreement with experimental measured temperature rise measured using MR thermometry, as 
shown in Figure 3.
Conclusions:  This work provides quantification of  the role of  skull property uncertainty 
on transcranial focal quality within a ray-tracing model of  ultrasound propagation. The 
effects of  internal reflection and mode conversion within a layered model of  the skull 
were not sufficient to explain degraded focal quality for skulls models with low ratio of  
cortical to trabecular thickness. The use of  a coupled numerical BHTE solver was found to 
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Figure 1. Effect of velocity 
uncertainty on the maximum 
acoustic amplitude (left), focal 
position error (center), and focal 
volume (right) for two different 
homogeneous skull models. 
Dashed line indicates speed of 
sound used for phase profile 
calculation.

Figure 2. Effect of shear mode 
conversion on maximum acoustic 
amplitude (left), focal position 
error (center), and focal volume 
(right) for heterogeneous model 
of the skull with varying levels of 
trabecular bone.

Figure 3. Experimental and 
modelled temperature rise within 
a tissue mimicking material 
within the skull.

produce temperature estimates that were in good agreement with experimental measures of  
experimental temperature rise.
Acknowledgment/Funding Sources:  This work was financially supported by the Focused 
Ultrasound Foundation
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Transcranial Focused Ultrasound Field Predictions Using a Novel Fast 
Boundary Element Method

Pierre Gélat1, Reza Haqshenas1, Elwin van 't Wout2, Nader Saffari1

1University College London, England, United Kingdom
2Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile, Santiago, Chile

Background:  With the rapid rise in popularity of  transcranial focused ultrasound (TUS) in 
non-invasive brain stimulation research in recent years, a set of  standardised guidelines and 
recommendations for all researchers using TUS in humans has yet to be agreed upon. Key to 
this standardisation lies the validation of  computational models simulating the propagation 
of  ultrasound in heterogeneous media. Such models are expected to be crucial for treatment 
planning of  TUS. Commonly used computational methods used in TUS include finite 
difference time domain methods, the angular spectrum approach, k-space pseudospectral 
methods, and the finite element method (FEM). This has prompted an international 
software benchmarking exercise under the umbrella of  the International Expert Group on 
Transcranial Ultrasonic Stimulation Safety and Standards (iTRUSST). Participants in this 
benchmarking exercise include researchers from University of  Calgary, Pennsylvania State 
University, University of  North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Stanford University, University of  
Eastern Finland, University College London (UCL), The University of  Utah, ETH Zurich, 
Imperial College London, Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile (PUC) and the IT?IS 
Foundation. The work presented here focuses on the contribution of  the OptimUS team ? 
see the authors listed above.
Materials and Methods:  The OptimUS software employs a fast boundary element method 
(BEM) formulation to solve the problem of  full wave propagation in piecewise homogeneous 
domains in high-contrast media at high frequencies relative to the object?s size. It requires 
only surface meshes at the material interfaces rather than a 3D volumetric grid. Initially 
developed for trans-abdominal HIFU treatment planning, the capabilities of  OptimUS were 
extended for TUS modelling. The BEM employs the Green's function of  the Helmholtz 
equation to reformulate the volumetric wave problem into a boundary integral equation at 
the interfaces of  piecewise homogeneous domains embedded in free space. The numerical 
discretisation leads to a dense system of  linear equations, whose computational footprint is 
reduced through hierarchical matrix compression. The convergence of  the iterative linear 
solver was improved with a novel on-surface radiation condition preconditioner. All models 

were implemented in Python, using version 3 of  the open-source BEMPP library. The 
triangular surface meshes were created using a combination of  Gmsh and Meshmixer.
Results:  A circular piston and a spherical section bowl transducer were considered, 
both radiating at a frequency of  500 kHz. A total of  9 benchmarks relevant to 
transcranial ultrasound were considered, ranging from single or multiple slabs of  brain 
tissue and skull immersed in water to a full cranium and brain stem obtained from 
anatomical data. A subset of  these benchmarks are discussed here. Figures 1 shows 
results for a bowl transducer radiating on a curved, single layer of  cortical bone in 
water using OptimUS. Figure 2 shows the ultrasonic field simulated by using OptimUS 
for a skull and brain stem immersed in water with a bowl transducer targeting the visual 
cortex.
Conclusions:  We have demonstrated the potential of  a novel fast BEM approach 
implemented in the open-source software OptimUS for solving the propagation of  
ultrasonic waves inside the cranium. The main advantages of  OptimUS are as follows: 
i) it solves the equations in the frequency domain thereby avoiding complications 
associated with commonly used time domain solvers such as long solution ringing 
times and staircasing effects, ii) it can handle large problems as no volumetric grids 
are required, iii) it is accurate due to negligible numerical dispersion and iv) commonly 
ultrasonic transducers are easily defined. OptimUS uses domain decomposition 
technique to solve the ultrasound field in piecewise homogeneous media. However, this 
problem becomes computationally challenging where multiple heterogeneous tissue 
layers are present. We are developing a fast coupled FEM-BEM formulation to tackle 
this issue which will be featured in the next version of  OptimUS. OptimUS constitutes 
a reliable computational platform for the simulation of  TUS.
Acknowledgment/Funding Sources:  EPSRC Grant Ref. EP/P012434/1 OptimUS
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Figure 1. Ultrasonic pressure 
amplitude computed in the 
xy Cartesian plane using 
OptimUS. Cortical bone 
immersed in water. 500 kHz 
bowl transducer radiating 
on cortical bone immersed 
in water.

Figure 2. Ultrasonic pressure 
amplitudes computed in the xy 
Cartesian plane using OptimUS. 500 
kHz bowl transducer radiating on a 
whole skull and brain stem immersed 
in water.
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Quantitative Analysis of CEUS Guided Blood-Brain Barrier Opening in 
an In Vitro Isolated Brain Preparation

Laura Librizzi1, Laura Uva1, Luca Raspagliesi2, Matteo Gionso1, Nicoletta Corradino1, 
Riccardo Ciocca4, Giovanni Durando6, Francesco DiMeco1,7, Marco de Curtis1, 
Francesco Prada1,8

1Fondazione IRCCS Istituto Neurologico Carlo Besta, Milan, Italy
2Humanitas University, Segrate, Milan, Italy
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Background:  Microbubbles (MB) have been extensively used as contrast agents in 
ultrasonography (US). In neurosurgery, contrast enhanced US (CEUS) is used to 
intraoperatively characterize anatomical and pathological structures in the brain, in a non-
invasive and real-time fashion. It has been proven that MBs concentration is not uniform 
and is influenced by the perfusion level of  different brain areas, rather than by the tissue's 
intrinsic echogenicity. In addition, MBs concentration is directly correlated to US signal 
intensity and different anatomical structures (white matter, grey matter, basal ganglia) or 
lesions display a different pattern of  contrast uptake. The use of  MBs in the central nervous 
system is not limited to intraoperative imaging, indeed US induces an acoustic response 
that leads to the controlled oscillation of  the gaseous core of  MBs. This mechanism, called 
acoustic cavitation, loosens the intercellular junctions of  the vessel walls to transiently 
increase BBB permeability. To our knowledge, the correlation between the dynamic 
distribution of  MBs and the degree of  BBB opening has not been investigated yet. The aim 
of  our study is to quantitively measure the concentration of  MBs before, during and after 
US-induced BBB opening to demonstrate that MBs concentration correlates with the efficacy 
of  the procedure.
Materials and Methods:  US-induced BBB opening was performed on an isolated guinea 
pig brain maintained in vitro by arterial perfusion, a unique experimental preparation in 
which the BBB is morphologically and functionally preserved for several hours. The US 
system mounted a planar transducer with nominal frequency of  0.989 MHz. Sonications were 
carried out for 2 consecutive minutes with intensity from 20 to 100 mW/cm2, pulsed for 
100 ms ON, 900 ms OFF duty cycle (1 kHz pulse repetition rate). MBs were used to provide 
the cavitating gas for US-mediated BBB disruption. A portable ultrasonographic device with 
a linear probe was used to obtain CEUS recordings before, during and after the procedure. 
CEUS videos were retrospectively analyzed using a custom image processing software 
created with MATLAB's App Designer for quantitative analysis of  echo power. Regions of  
interest (ROIs) were selected and peak enhancement and time intensity curves (TICs) were 
quantified. BBB permeabilization was assessed by quantifying at confocal microscopy the 
extravasation of  FITC-albumin perfused after each treatment. MB concentration in ROIs 
was compared to FITC-albumin extravasation in the corresponding histological section.
Results:  BBB opening was effective in the hemispheres that received TUS stimulation 
during MBs infusion, as unilateral leakage of  arterially-injected FITC–albumin into the 
brain parenchyma was seen only in treated hemispheres. CEUS videos were qualitatively 
analyzed by a senior neurosurgeon (F.P.); this preliminary analysis confirmed our hypothesis, 
suggesting a direct correlation between MBs concentration and the degree of  BBB opening 
observed in histological sections. The major limitation of  our model is the lack of  venous 
drainage, impacting MBs circulation. However, a temporary reduction in MBs can be 
appreciated during sonication, underlining the interaction between US and contrast agents. 
Quantitative analysis with the custom image processing software is currently in process. 
Conclusions:  The results of  this study demonstrate the feasibility of  blood-brain barrier 
opening by means of  TUS coupled with MBs in an in vitro isolated guinea pig brain. The 
qualitative analysis of  MBs concentration suggests that the hypothesized correlation between 
MBs concentration and BBB-opening is correct. If  the results of  the quantitative analysis 
confirm these preliminary results, our study would provide the first proof  of  principle of  a 
correlation between the dynamic distribution of  MBs and the entity of  BBB opening. The 
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knowledge of  this correlation would contribute to a safer translation of  said technology in 
neurological and neurosurgical practice. 
Acknowledgment/Funding Sources:  This work was founded by the Focused Ultrasound 
Foundation.

Figure 1. (A) MBs perfusion in the 
in vitro isolated brain preparation. 
(B) Coronal section from CEUS 
imaging for the visualization of 
MBs circulation. (C) Sonication 
set up. (D) Coronal brain section 
showing unilateral intra-cerebral 
FITC–albumin signal.

Figure 2. (A) US planar system 
+ US imaging probe. (B) Pre-
treatment CEUS acquisition. (C) 
CEUS acquisition during treatment. 
(D) Post-treatment CEUS 
acquisition.
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Determining the Outcomes of Focused Ultrasound-Mediated Blood-
Brain Barrier Permeability on Microglia: A Correlative Brightfield, 
Confocal and Electron Microscopy Study
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Aubert2,3, Marie-Ève Tremblay1,4,5,6
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Background:  Disorders of  the central nervous system (CNS) are responsible for hundreds 
of  million disability-adjusted life-years lost annually due to a lack of  efficient and minimally 
invasive treatment options. Microglia, the resident immune cells of  the CNS, fulfill a 
plethora of  roles essential to brain health, e.g., neuronal/glial support and extracellular 
milieu homeostasis, which are commonly disturbed in neurological pathologies. Recent 
advances in microglial research have revealed the critical importance of  developing novel 
therapeutic strategies to stimulate beneficial microglial activities and restore CNS health upon 
pathology. Transcranial magnetic resonance image-guided focused ultrasound combined with 
intravenous microbubbles (MRIgFUS) has emerged as a minimally invasive technology to 
address this challenge. MRIgFUS transiently induces blood-brain barrier (BBB) permeability, 
allowing for increased exchanges between the periphery and brain parenchyma. In mouse 
models of  Alzheimer's disease (AD) pathology, MRIgFUS increased microglial phagocytic 
activity, which reduced intra- and extracellular AD pathology (e.g., tau and amyloid protein 
aggregates). This MRIgFUS-mediated microglial modulation is hypothesized to derive from 
a localized, temporary (24 h) inflammatory response resulting from BBB opening. However, 
an in-depth characterization of  MRIgFUS effects on microglia is still lacking. Such data are 
critical for understanding how FUS can be used to modulate the immune response of  the 
CNS, and consequently, determine in which contexts this approach could be therapeutically 
employed.
Materials and Methods:  Our aim is to investigate spatio-temporal changes in microglia 
among the hippocampus of  adult C57BL6/J mice exposed to MRIgFUS. Female and 
male mice (6 animals per sex) were subjected to MRIgFUS with one focal point in the left 
(ipsilateral) hippocampus targeted, while the right (contralateral), non-targeted hemisphere 
was used as a control. Increased BBB permeability was confirmed by brain entry of  magnetic 
resonance contrast agent immediately following the treatment and mouse brain samples 
were extracted at 1- and 24-h after MRIgFUS. Hippocampal sections were processed via 
double immunostaining against mouse immunoglobulin G (enters brain parenchyma at 
sites with increase BBB permeability) and ionized calcium binding adapter molecule 1 (a 
microglia and macrophage marker). Brightfield microscopy and focused ion-beam scanning 
electron microscopy imaging was conducted to study microglia functional and structural 
transformation.
Results:  Using brightfield images, we are currently analyzing the density, distribution, and 
morphology of  microglia. Morphological analysis is being conducted with common shape 
descriptors such as perimeter and area, as well as fractal dimension and lacunarity which 
can capture at high sensitivity arborization complexity. Moreover, microglial density and 
distribution are being measured using nearest neighbor distance, spacing index, and cluster 
analysis. We hypothesize that FUS increases signals from the periphery, resulting in more 
abundant microglia surrounding the targeted area, as well as displaying increased arborization 
complexity and soma area. Such changes would indicate microglial response to blood-
derived mediators, such as fibrinogen and cytokines, resulting in exacerbated surveillance 
and phagocytic activities, in line with previous studies. Given that BBB permeability returns 
to baseline 4-6 h post-MRIgFUS, we hypothesize that these adaptations of  microglia would 
appear as early as at 1 h and be resolved within 24 h post-MRIgFUS, as seen for endothelial 
cells. 
Conclusions:  In addition to a comprehensive analysis of  density, distribution and 
morphology, our results will provide the first ultrastructural characterization of  microglial 
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changes upon MRIgFUS, examining their organelles (e.g., density of  phagosomes and 
lysosomes) and their interactions with other CNS elements (e.g., BBB, synaptic elements). 
Complementary analyses using immunostaining will aim to identify the blood-derived 
molecules to which microglia respond. If  confirmed, our findings would support that 
MRIgFUS can temporarily modulate microglial surveillance and phagocytic activities in 
healthy CNS tissue.
Acknowledgment/Funding Sources:  Sources This work is supported by the Canadian 
Institutes of  Health Research, the National Institute of  Biomedical Imaging and 
Bioengineering, the Sunnybrook Health Sciences Centre, and Natural Sciences and 
Engineering Research Council Discovery
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Microbubble Properties and Ultrasound Frequency Can Modulate the 
Blood-Brain Barrier Phenotype
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Background:  Focused ultrasound (FUS) combined with microbubbles (MB) provides 
a physical method to transiently open the blood-brain barrier (BBB) and improve drug 
delivery in the brain. While the amplitude of  the excitation pulse is widely considered to 
be the primary determinant of  the MB dynamics and their impact on BBB, there is limited 
consensus on how MB properties and resonant effects contribute to the observed changes in 
BBB permeability. This study investigates the impact of  MB shell and size and FUS excitation 
frequency on the cerebrovascular MB dynamics to elucidate their role in the observed 
changes in the BBB phenotype.
Materials and Methods:  To better understand the microscale MB dynamics in the brain, 
we developed a mathematical model of  MB dynamics inside an elastic and porous vessel. 
The model captures the MB oscillation, which is based on the modified Rayleigh-Plesset 
equation, and its interaction with blood and vessel wall along with the fluid transport across 
the vessel wall and into interstitial space. Using this model, we studied the impact of  MB shell 
properties, MB diameter (1-2 µm), and excitation frequency (0.5-5MHz) on MB dynamics 
inside the vessels. The hypotheses generated from these data were tested under controlled 
in vivo experiments. In our experiments, MB dynamics and kinetics were monitored with 
passive cavitation detection, while changes in BBB phenotype were assessed with dynamic 
contrast-enhanced MRI (Ktrans values) and immunofluorescence staining. We employed the 
FDA-approved MBs Optison and Definity that were size-selected prior to experimentation.
Results:  The mathematical model indicates that larger MB with a more elastic shell have 
stronger oscillation and exert higher normal and shear stress on the vessel wall under the 
same acoustic pressure. To test this model prediction, we firstly conducted FUS-BBB opening 
experiments using MBs with i) more elastic lipid shell (Definity) and ii) more rigid albumin 
shell (Optison) of  the same size (2 µm). The experiments with Definity revealed higher 
Ktrans values (2.5-fold, p = 0.028), stronger harmonic emission (1.7-fold, p < 0.0001), and 
a higher down-regulation in the expression of  the tight junction protein Claudin 5, (4-fold, 
p = 0.01) after treatment as compared to Optison, indicating that MBs with a more elastic 
shell are more potent in opening the BBB. We observed similar trends for different MB sizes, 
where 2 µm Definity led to higher Ktrans values (2-fold, p = 0.017) and stronger harmonic 
emission (7.3-fold, p < 0.0001), as compared to 1 µm Definity for the same acoustic setting 
(175 kPa PNP, 1.5MHz). Moreover, our model suggests that due to MB resonant effects, 
MB oscillation exerts a higher level of  shear force (200Pa vs 64Pa) on the vessel wall when 
excited with 1.5MHz versus 0.5 MHz for moderate changes in MB oscillation amplitude. To 
test this hypothesis, we compared 0.5 MHz and 1.5 MHz frequencies with Definity using the 
same focal pressure (175 kPa PNP; insertion loss from the skull is accounted). Interestingly, 
we observed a similar level of  Ktrans for both groups, but a 54% increase in the ICAM-1 
expression which is sensitive to shear stress at the 1.5 MHz group compared to 0.5 MHz (p 
= 0.048). Likewise, there was a 48% lower microglia/macrophage-specific protein expression 
(Iba1) in the sonicated region of  0.5 MHz compared to 1.5MHz (p = 0.045), revealing a 
novel way to modulate inflammatory responses in the brain (or increase the safety profile of  
the treatment). In all experiments, less than 1% of  the pulses had broadband emissions above 
3dB. 
Conclusions:  Combining mathematical modeling with prospective in vivo experiment, 
we demonstrated that larger MBs with more elastic shell have a higher impact on vessel 
permeability under the same acoustic pressure at 1.5MHz. In addition, Definity MBs that are 
excited at 1.5 MHz result in stronger inflammatory responses (ICAM-1 and Iba1) compared 
to 0.5 MHz under the same acoustic pressure. Together, our findings indicate that MB shell 
properties and ultrasound excitation frequency can be employed to independently modulate 
the BBB permeability and inflammatory responses, thereby creating new opportunities for 
targeted drug/cell delivery strategies against brain diseases. 
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Figure 1. Bubble lifespan vs. 
cavitation exposure measured 
from the array receive elements. 
Each curve represents a mean 
across 6 repetitions.

Shockwave Evolutions during Histotripsy Treatment in Ex-vivo Tissues

Scott Haskell, Jonathan R. Sukovich, Zhen Xu  
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI, USA

Background:  Quantifiable metrics for assessing histotripsy induced damage, i.e. dose, in 
targeted tissues, as well as robust methods for monitoring damage in real time remain to be 
established. Recent studies have suggested that the shockwaves emitted during the initial 
growth and subsequent collapse of  acoustically nucleated bubbles correlate with induced 
damage in the targeted media. It has been observed that the amplitudes of  generated 
shockwaves, as well as the lifetimes of  the associated bubbles, change as the nucleation 
medium is destroyed by exposure to cavitation. It has also been demonstrated that shockwave 
signals can be detected through the skull to localize generated cavitation events. Here we aim 
to identify correlations between the acoustic shockwave emissions and histotripsy-induced 
damage in ex-vivo tissues, which can be used to develop methods for non-invasive, real-time, 
quantitative assessment of  damage during histotripsy treatments.
Materials and Methods:  Cavitation events were generated in ex-vivo bovine liver and 
brain samples embedded in agarose hydrogel using a 700kHz, 360-element, transmit-receive 
capable hemispherical histotripsy transducer array with a focal distance of  15cm. Histotripsy 
treatment was delivered using 1-cycle pulses at ~110MPa peak negative pressure, 200Hz 
pulse repetition frequency (PRF) with varying pulse numbers (i.e. cavitation exposures) 
to induce variable amounts of  damage to the target. Shockwave emission signals from 
cavitation were collected using receive-capable acoustic elements of  the histotripsy array. 
Following treatment, histology was used to assess induced damage. Features analyzed from 
the shockwave signals, including cavitation collapse times, amplitudes, and rebound interval 
timings, were correlated with the damage evaluations.
Results:  Cavitation collapse times and collapse shockwave amplitudes increased 
monotonically with the number of  histotripsy pulses applied. Treatments of  increasing 
exposure count were observed to have greater changes to the measured collapse times/
amplitudes. These trends were consistent across all tested tissue types. Preliminary 
histological evaluations from this study are in agreement with previous results and show 
increasing cell disruption with increasing number of  pulses. Simultaneous trends in bubble 
dynamics/shockwave amplitudes and the induced damage in the tissue samples suggest that 
features of  cavitation shockwaves can be used to quantitatively assess damage generated by 
histotripsy.
Conclusions:  These results indicate that measurements of  the shockwaves emitted by 
histotripsy-generated bubbles can provide a means for dose monitoring during transcranial 
histotripsy treatments, but that treatment parameters and cavitation medium may need to be 
accounted for to get accurate dose assessments.
Acknowledgment/Funding Sources:  Acknowledgment: This work was funded by the ONR 
(Dr. Tim Bentley, #N000141712058) and the Focused Ultrasound Foundation.

Figure 2. Collapse shockwave 
amplitude vs. cavitation exposure 
measured from the array receive 
elements. Each curve represents 
a mean across 6 repetitions.

Figure 3. Hematoxylin and 
eosin staining of histotripsy-
ablated brain tissue following 
10 cavitation exposures. Note 
the cell debris and vascular 
structure.

Figure 4. Hematoxylin and eosin 
staining of histotripsy-ablated 
brain tissue following 300 
cavitation exposures. Note the 
complete homogenization in the 
ablated region.
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Figure 1. Design and application 
of the focused ultrasound device 
for FUS-BBBD. A. Picture of 
the stereotactic-guided FUS 
system. B. Ultrasound parts: 
FUS transducer, housing, and 
adapter.

Tunable Focused Ultrasound Device for High Precision Drug Delivery 
to the Mouse Brain

Zhongtao Hu, Si Che, Yaoheng Yang, Yan Gong, Hong Chen
Washington University in St. Louis, St. Louis, MO, USA

Background:  Focused ultrasound (FUS) combined with microbubble-mediated blood-
brain barrier (BBB) opening (FUS-BBBO) is not only a promising technique for clinical 
applications but also a powerful tool for preclinical research. However, existing FUS devices 
for preclinical research are expensive, bulky, and lack the precision needed for small animal 
research, which limits the broad adoption of  this promising technique by the research 
community. Our objective was to design and fabricate an affordable, easy-to-use, high-
precision FUS device for preclinical research.
Materials and Methods:  We designed and fabricated in-house mini-FUS transducers (~$80 
each in material cost) with three frequencies (1.5, 3.0, and 6.0 MHz) and integrated them 
with a stereotactic frame for precise mouse brain targeting using established stereotactic 
procedures (Figs. 1A-B). The miniature FUS transducers had an aperture of  13 mm and a 
focal length of  10 mm. The BBB opening volume by FUS at different acoustic pressures 
(0.20–0.57 MPa) was quantified using T1-weighted contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance 
imaging of  gadolinium leakage and fluorescence imaging of  Evans blue extravasation. A 
total of  36 mice were randomly assigned to 9 groups to evaluate FUS-BBBO using FUS 
transducers with different frequencies (1.5, 3.0, 6.0 MHz) and different pressures (0.20, 0.40, 
0.57 MPa) at each frequency.
Results:  The targeting accuracy of  the device as measured by the offset between the desired 
target location and the centroid of  BBBO was 0.63 ± 0.19 mm. The spatial precision of  the 
device in targeting individual brain structures was improved using higher frequency FUS 
transducers (Fig. 2). The BBB opening volume had high linear correlations with the cavitation 
index (defined by the ratio between acoustic pressure and frequency) and mechanical index 
(defined by the ratio between acoustic pressure and the square root of  frequency). The 
correlation coefficient of  the cavitation index was higher than that of  the mechanical index 
(Figs. 3A-B). The BBB opening volume was tunable by modulating the cavitation index. 
Conclusions:  This affordable, easy-to-use, high-precision, and tunable device is expected 
to decrease the barriers to the adoption of  the FUS-BBBO technique by the broad research 
community.
Acknowledgment/Funding Sources:  This work was supported in part by the National 
Institutes of  Health grants (R01EB027223, R01EB030102, and R01MH116981)

Figure 2. Bright-field (upper) 
and corresponding fluorescence 
(bottom) images of coronal 
sections from representative 
mouse brains treated at different 
frequencies (1.5, 3.0, or 6.0 
MHz) and pressures (0.20, 
0.40, or 0.57 MPa).

Figure 3. 
Quantifications.  
A. The correlation 
between Evans blue 
volume and cavitation 
index.  
B. The correlation 
between Evans 
blue volume and 
mechanical index. 
The variation of BBBO 
volume is indicated 
by the error bars in A 
and B.
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Figure 1. a) TcFUS 
treatment data based 
ray tracing and b) the 
incident angle distribution 
of all the channels.

Transcranial Focused Ultrasound Sonication Efficiency Estimation 
Toolkit

Changzhu Jin, Dong-Guk Paeng 
Jeju National University, Jeju-si, Jejudo, South Korea

Background:  Transcranial focused ultrasound (TcFUS) using a large-phased array transducer 
has become an alternative ablation modality to treat numerous brain diseases. A tool that can 
estimate the performance of  TcFUS prior to the operation could be beneficial for treatment 
planning. In clinical practice, analytical parameters, such as skull score (SS) and skull density 
ratio (SDR), were used to estimate the efficiency of  TcFUS. The common ground between 
SS and SDR is that they all account for the porosity of  the skull to estimate the transmission 
efficiency. However, the transmission of  the therapeutic wave through the skull layer is much 
more complicated and cannot be assessed by using a single factor. In this study, we propose 
the sonication efficiency estimation by counting the abovementioned factors such as skull 
porosity, skull-region-specific skull density, and incident angle.
Materials and Methods:  A TcFUS phased array transducer and patient-specific skull 
volume were placed and visualized in the same domain on MATLAB (Mathworks, CA, 
US) to mimic the TcFUS treatment scene. To register the transducer and skull volume, the 
coordinate of  each transducer element, skull volume data, and the relative transformation 
matrix between transducer coordinate and skull data were required. The Kranion software 
was used to translate the treatment record data exported from the clinical system (Insightec, 
Israel) to MATLAB-readable information, including transducer coordinate, patient CT 
images and the transformation matrix. After reconstructing the virtual treatment scene in 
MATLAB, the acoustic wave propagation through the water-skull-brain layer was simulated 
based on the ray-based method (Fig. 1), and the total transmission coefficient of  sonication 
was estimated.
Results:  The significant parameters that affect the TcFUS efficiency, such as skull density, 
thickness, SDR, incident angle, and solidity, were estimated and visualized as shown in Fig.1 
and Fig.2. The distribution of  each parameter could be altered when the TcFUS transducer 
moved to a different position which result in different sonication efficiency. As shown in 
Fig.3, the total transmission coefficient combines the transmission coefficient of  the acoustic 
waves on the water-skull and skull-brain layer and the absorption coefficient of  the skull 
medium could be evaluated with patient-specific CT images. Since the ray method used in 
this study only considers the longitudinal wave transmission, the target located close to the 
skull surface is not applicable because the shear wave may significantly affect the focal quality. 
Further validation of  the proposed method will be carried out in the next step of  the study.
Conclusions:  A sonication efficiency estimation toolkit counting skull-region-specific 
skull density, skull porosity, and incident angle was implemented. The total transmission 
coefficient of  acoustic waves through the water-skull-brain layer could be estimated. The 
toolkit introduced in this study could be beneficial for TcFUS planning, post review, and new 
transducer pattern design.
Acknowledgment/Funding Sources:  Authors appreciate the Dr. John Snell’s work on 
development of  Kranion software. This work was funded by Focused Ultrasound Foundation 
(IAP-BrTech 2021). 

Fig. 1.
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Figure 2. The per channel 
distribution of a) HU, b) SDR, c) 
skull thickness and d) solidity of 
transducer configuration A. The 
transducer elements greater than 
the critical angles were marked with 
black dots.

Figure 3. The distribution of a) 
Two-layer transmission coefficient, 
b) absorption coefficient, c) total 
transmission coefficient and d) 
histogram of the transmission 
coefficients.
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Figure 1. A combination of 
Barker sequences(top) and 
resulting phase modulated 
sine burst (bottom).

Pulse-Modulated Patterned Interference Radiation Force for High-
Spatial-Resolution Transcranial Focused Ultrasound Neuromodulation

Jeong Nyeon Kim1, Young Hun Kim2, Kwan Kyu Park2, Kamyar Firouzi1, Yichi Zhang1, 
Butrus T. Khuri-Yakub1

1Stanford University, Stanford, CA, USA
2Hanyang University, Seoul, South Korea

Background:  Patterned interference radiation force in a standing wave generated by more 
than a single transducer exhibits compression and tensile forces and delivers improved 
stimulation in the brain compared to acoustic radiation force from a single transducer. We 
recently reported that frequency-modulated patterned interference radiation force achieved 
higher-spatial-resolution neuromodulation. To further improve the spatial resolution of  
Patterned interference radiation force, we explore phase shift keying achieving 5 mm of  
spatial resolution, equivalent to two wavelengths, in axial(z)-direction using 600 kHz 46-cycle 
sine burst without compromising PIRF amplitude.
Materials and Methods:  Phase shift keying is a signal modulation process that carries data 
by changing the phase of  a constant frequency reference signal. It can also be used as a pulse-
compression tool. To this end, Barker sequences are widely used phase modulators. Barker 
sequences exist in seven lengths, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 11, and 13, and the sidelobe suppression level is 
equal to 1/N where N is the length of  the Barker sequence. In this study, we applied Barker 
sequences with lengths of  7 and 13 to 600 kHz, 46-cycle sine burst. Each phase value of  the 
Barker 13 sequence was repeated three times and applied to the first 39 cycles of  the input 
burst, and Barker 7 sequence was applied to the last 7 cycles of  the 46-cycle sine burst. Figure 
1 shows the Barker sequences and Barker sequences applied input burst signal. Two 600 kHz 
transducers (Olympus V389-SU-F3080in-PTF) were placed facing each other in a water tank 
and the transmitted signals formed a standing wave. A membrane hydrophone (GAMPT 
SF110) placed between the two transducers was used to scan the pressure fields. Figure 2 
displays the experimental measurement setup. Patterned interference radiation force was 
calculated from the measured pressure using the divergence of  the Reynolds stress.
Results:  Patterned interference radiation forces generated by the 46-cycles sine bursts from 
the two facing transducers and that generated by the Barker sequences applied sine burst 
are shown in Figure 3. The Barker code successfully compressed the 46-cycle long input 
signal and spatially confined the patterned interference radiation force area to a length of  
two wavelengths of  600 kHz wave in the axial(z) direction while the sine bursts generated a 
radiation force in the axial direction of  equivalent amplitude as compared with our initial trial.
Conclusions:  The improved spatial resolution of  the patterned interference radiation force 
field was achieved using the Barker sequence. The result suggests that phase-modulation 
can be a useful tool to optimize neuromodulation applications, like frequency modulation. 
More combinations of  Barker sequences and phase shift keying sets will be investigated, and 
the effectiveness of  phase modulation will be compared with that of  frequency modulation 
methods. Considering the volume of  the hippocampus in adult humans is approximately 
3-3.5 cm3, the spatial resolution accomplished in the study is fine enough to stimulate specific 
regions of  the human brain. 
Acknowledgment/Funding Sources:  This research was supported by National Institutes of  
Health (NIH) Project 1220688-601-PAOVX and Project 1242070-130-PAUEX.

 

Figure 1. A combination of Barker sequences(top) and resulting phase modulated sine burst(bottom). 
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Figure 2. An experimental 
measurement setup for 
patterned interference 
radiation force.

Figure 3. Patterned 
interference radiation 
force field generated by 
(top) 46-cycle sine burst, 
and (bottom) the Barker 
sequences applied sine 
burst.

 

Figure 2. An experimental measurement setup for patterned interference radiation force. 

 

Figure 3. Patterned interference radiation force field generated by (top) 46-cycle sine burst, and 
(bottom) the Barker sequences applied sine burst. 
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Figure 1. Comparison of 
the EEG signals of the rat 
brain in various conditions 
of ultrasound stimulation 
(before stimulation, during 
stimulation, and sham 
stimulation).

Rat Brain Stimulation by a Laser-Generated Focused Ultrasound 
Using a Carbon Natotube Transducer and Its Electroencephalogram 
Response

Jooho Lee, Dong-Guk Paeng
Jeju National University, Jeju city, Jejudo, South Korea

Background:  Electromyography (EMG) and electroencephalogram (EEG) systems 
are commonly used to observe brain activity. Ultrasound stimulation of  a specific brain 
region can trigger complementary nerve activation noninvasively. Laser-generated focused 
ultrasound (LGFUS) transducers produce high-pressure shockwaves in several nanoseconds 
at a tight focal spot, resulting in a confined acoustic exposure to a small area. In the current 
study, we developed and applied focused carbon nanotube (fCNT) transducers combined 
with monitoring of  the response using EEG signals from the rat brains for their potential in 
targeted therapy. We successfully applied the LGFUS signals of  short duration and broad-
band frequency at the different targets in the rat brain and obtain the EEG response signals. 
Our findings may help the researchers utilize LGFUS-based fCNT transducers to study brain 
response, which may open a new door for wireless and wearable brain stimulators with better 
spatial resolution and minimal acoustic intensity.
Materials and Methods:  The Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) of  
Jeju National University approved this study for the neurostimulation experiment using rats. 
All procedures and rat handlings were performed following the ethical guidelines for animal 
studies. Sprague-Dawley rats (450g weight, CRONEX, Cheongju, Korea) were anesthetized 
with avertin. EEG system electrodes were placed at each corner of  the rat's head, with a 
reference electrode housed on the right ear of  the rat. The Nd:YAG pulsed laser system 
(TRLi-850, Rugby, UK) with a wavelength of  532 nm and energy of  20 - 80 mJ generated an 
LGFUS with a pulse repetition frequency of  1 and 2 Hz. Ultimately, LGFUS was produced 
using the laser triggered fCNT transducer (F# = 0.7, focal length = 1.4 cm) which was 
immersed in water. The EEG signals of  the rat brain were monitored in real-time. Data were 
acquired through a Bluetooth device and processed using OpenBCI software.
Results:  The amplitudes of  the EEG signals of  the control group and the experimental 
group were compared with or without LGFUS brain stimulation (Figure 1). Then, the EEG 
signals were measured when the focus of  the fCNT transducer was changed from the brain 
tissue to the cortical bone. The EEG signals responded according to the stimulation cycle 
(1Hz) of  the LGFUS (Figure 2(a)). However, no change was observed in the EEG signals 
during the stimulation when the LGFUS was focused on the rat's cortical bone (Figure 2(b)). 
Conclusions:  We stimulated rat brain with an LGFUS fCNT transducer and evaluated the 
changes in the amplitude of  the EEG signal before, during, and after brain stimulation. Our 
results provide the bases for the application of  fCNT transducer to induce the shock waves 
for brain stimulation to precisely target the deep brain structures.
Acknowledgment/Funding Sources:  This research was supported by the Focused 
Ultrasound Foundation.

Figure 2. The EEG signals of the real-time monitoring at different the focal 
positions of LGFUS in the rat brain. (a) EEG signals from the rat’s brain 
surface and (b) the rat’s cortical bone at 60 mJ of laser energy and 1 Hz of 
PRF during focal shift.
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Figure 1. (a) (left) Measured pressure 
distribution at the depth of 1mm. (right) Line 
plot of the line A denoted at the image. (b) 
(left) simulated pressure distribution at the 
depth of 1mm. (right) simulated pressure 
distribution at the depth of 50um.

Ultrasonocoverslip: Optimized Acoustic Coverslip Platform for 
Investigating Glia-Neuron Interaction upon Ultrasound Stimulations

Keunhyung Lee1, Jung Moo Lee2, Joo Min Park2, C. J. Lee2, Jinhyoung Park1

1Sungkyunkwan University, Suwon, Gyeonggido, South Korea
2Institute for Basic Science, Daejeon, Daejeon Gwang'yeogsi, South Korea

Background:  Fundamental mechanisms in modulating brain activities with ultrasound 
stimulations have been recently proposed to involve glia-neuron interaction through 
astrocytic TRPA1-mediated glutamate release and activation of  neuronal NMDA receptors 
(Oh, et al., 2020). Although there has been increasing need to perform in-vitro studies for 
investigating the detailed mechanisms, appropriate tools to induce celluar responses to 
ultrasound stimulations are lacking. In this report, we developed Ultrasonocoverslip, an 
optimized acoutistic coverslip platform, consisting of  an ultrasound transducer embedded 
on top of  a glass coverslip (Fig. 2a). This new platform enabled us to co-culture neuronal 
cells together with astrocytes directly on the transducer to acquire cellular responses 
of  fluorescence signals upon ultrasound stimulation. With this Ultrasonocoverslip, the 
glutamatergic neuronal excitations followed by ultrasound-induced activation of  astrocytic 
TRPA1 were investigated.
Materials and Methods:  Ultrasonocoverslip was fabricated by spin-coating PVDF-
TrFE, a polymeric piezoelectric material, on a glass coverslip with the deposition of  gold 
electrode. Parylene of  12um in thickness was loaded for acoustic matching and water 
passivation. Primary neuronal cells were harvested from C57BL/6J mouse, and co-cultured 
with astrocytes on the transducer. The calcium responses upon ultrasound stimulations 
were monitored from Fluo4-loaded (1uM, 20min) cells by a spinning confocal microscope. 
Pharmacological studies were conducted using 50uM AP5, 20uM CNQX, and 40uM 
HC030031, the antagonists for NMDAR and AMPAR and TRPA1 channels, respectively, to 
confirm the glia-neuron interaction upon ultrasound stimulations.
Results:  The surface pressure values measured by both the experiment and the simulation 
were shown in figure 1a-b, respectively. In the experimental results, the standard deviation of  
the measured surface pressure was 0.007MPa, less than 8% of  the mean value of  0.097MPa. 
The simulation result also showed similar uniformity having the small deviation less than 
0.001MPa at both 50um and 1mm above the surface. Co-cultured neurons and astrocytes 
were labeled with Tuj1 and GFAP antibodies and DAPI with fluorescence microscopy (Fig. 
2a). The neuronal calcium responses upon ultrasound stimulation was partly blocked by AP5 
and further blocked by a combination of  AP5 and CNQX (Fig. 2b), indicating that neuronal 
excitation was induced by glutamate. In contrast, the astrocytic calcium responses were not 
affected by AP5 and CNQX. Furthermore, both neuronal and astrocytic calcium responses 
upon ultrasound stimulation were blocked by HC030031 (Fig. 2b), indicating that activation 
of  astrocytic TRPA1 is the upstream event and that glutamate release from astrocyte is 
the downstream event. These results validate the previous proposal that the extracellular 
glutamate is secreted from astrocytes via TRPA1 channel upon ultrasound stimulation, 
followed by neuronal excitation via NMDAR and AMPAR. 

Conclusions:  In conclusion, the newly 
developed Ultrasonocoverslip could 
deliver uniform ultrasound stimulations 
on hundreds of  cultured neuronal 
cells and effectively recapitulates the in 
vitro studies demonstrating the glia-
neuron interaction upon ultrasound 
stimulations.
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Figure 2. (a) Overall experiment scheme and immunostained neurons and astrocytes labeld by Tuj1, GFAP, 
DAPI. (b) Calcium responses from neurons and astrocytes with pharmacologic studies.
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Figure 1. Acoustic feedback-controlled 
FUS-BBB opening system. a) Components 
of the system; b) In-vivo setup; c) A 
diagram showing acoustic emissions from 
stimulated bubbles was collected by the 
hydrophone during FUS-BBB opening.

Predicting Acoustic Feedback-Controlled Focused Ultrasound-Induced 
Blood-Brain Barrier Opening with Machine Learning

Wenjing Li1, Chenchen Bing2, Rajiv Chopra2, Qian Wang1, Bingbing Cheng1

1ShanghaiTech University, Shanghai, Shanghai, China
2UT Southwestern Medical Center, Dallas, TX, USA

Background:  Previously, we have demonstrated acoustic feedback-controlled focused 
ultrasound (FUS) combined with microbubbles (MBs) can achieve reliable blood-brain 
barrier (BBB) opening in rodents. Current methods to verify BBB opening in animals include 
contrast-enhanced T1-weighted MRI or dye leakage. The former requires the injection of  
gadolinium and access of  MRI scanner while the later requires complicated brain harvesting 
and processing, which is time consuming. In this study, we aim to investigate a machine 
learning-based method to predict the BBB opening success/failure after the FUS exposure, 
with the acoustic emission data from stimulated microbubbles during the treatment.
Materials and Methods:  Female rats (Sprague Dawley, 230-300 g, n=35) were used in this 
study. All procedures were approved by UT Southwestern Institutional Animal Care and 
Use Committee. The acoustic feedback-controlled ultrasound system was adopted from our 
previous report (Figure 1). The therapeutic transducer and the coaxial hydrophone have a 
center frequency of  0.5 and 0.75 MHz, respectively. Custom-made nanobubbles was infused 
into the animal via tail vein during ultrasound exposures for BBB opening (10 ms pulse 
length, 1 Hz PRF, and 100 pulses). The acoustic emissions were recorded for each treatment 
with a sampling rate of  20 MHz. To assess the BBB opening results, Evans Blue was injected 
before the treatment. After the FUS exposure, animals were perfused and brains were 
harvested. In total, we have 33 success samples and 2 failed samples. The recorded acoustic 
emission data was preprocessed with Fast-Fourier Transform. The data in the frequency 
domain between 0.7-0.8 MHz was chosen (1000 points) as the ultraharmonics are uniquely 
corresponding to the bubble activity. Then down sampling with a factor of  4 was applied 
(250 points). Because of  the high dimension of  features (250×100) and very unbalanced 
samples (33 positive, 2 negative), a specific algorithm was designed. Random Forest was 
used for best feature selection to reduce the feature dimension and Support Vector Data 
Description (SVDD) was used to build the one-class classifier model that can detect failed 
cases. The developed machine-learning algorithm was validated with the leave-one-out 
method (Figure 2).
Results:  The model we trained has an average FUS-BBB opening success prediction accuracy 
of  96% on the training dataset and 67% on the test dataset, respectively. The negative recall 
rate and precision on the test dataset are 52% and 99%, respectively. 

Conclusions:  The preliminary results indicate 
it is likely to predict the FUS-BBB opening 
with a machine learning-based method. It 
offers a fast-response tool to evaluate the 
BBB opening effect. However, more work 
needs to be done to improve the prediction 
accuracy and negative recall rate. 
Acknowledgment/Funding Sources:  This 
work was supported by the start-up grant 
from ShanghaiTech University (2021F0209-
000-09, B.C.).
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Figure 2. The proposed network architecture
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Design and Validation of a Transducer for Small Volume Blood Brain 
Barrier Opening in Macaques

Thomas Manuel1, M. A. Phipps2, Michelle Sigona1, Singh Aparna1, Jiro Kusunose2, 
Huiwen Luo1, Pai-Feng Yang2, Allen T. Newton2, William Grissom1, Li Min Chen3, 
Charles Caskey2

1Vanderbilt University, Nashville, TN, USA
2Vanderbilt University Institute of Imaging Science, Nashville, TN, USA
3Vanderbilt University Medical Center, Nashville, TN, USA

Background:  Focused ultrasound (FUS) in combination with microbubbles can reversibly 
open the BBB noninvasively in focal brain locations and has been explored for many 
applications where localized drug delivery is desired. Applications of  FUS BBBO requiring 
target specificity need treatment volumes to match the size of  the brain region. We focused 
our design on the macaque frontal-eye-field, a cortical target roughly approximated as a 
sphere with a 5 mm radius. We optimized the transducer geometry and frequency using 
transcranial acoustic simulations. Our design also leverages electronic steering, achieving a 
smaller focus by steering towards the transducer which artificially lowers f-number without 
worsening angle-based reflections at the skull.
Materials and Methods:  A parametric study involving 115 k-WAVE simulations informed 
transducer design (Fig. 1). We investigated 7 transducer geometries, 6 frequencies, and 
4 element distributions all in 4 macaque skulls with and without phase-only abberation 
correction with the primary goal of  minimizing spot size while maintaining transmission. 
The transducer was fabricated by Imasonic (Besancon, France) according to our 
specifications. Beam maps of  the acoustic field were collected in degassed water tanks 
using a ceramic needle hydrophone. We integrated the transducer into an MRgFUS system 
guided by optical tracking. We developed a python-based cavitation monitoring program to 
adaptively set therapy amplitudes based on signals received by a passive cavitation detection 
element centered on the FUS array. The program recorded echoes for each therapy 
pulse, plotted the spectrum, and calculated inertial and stable cavitation doses (Fig. 2). All 
therapies (approved by IACUC) used 10 ms, 1 MHz pulses repeated at 2 Hz for 2 minutes 
following the arrival of  microbubbles. Definity microbubbles (Lantheus Medical Imaging, 
North Billerica, MA, USA) were administered intravenously (10 µL/kg diluted into 3 mL 
of  saline). A T1-weighted images were collected immediately after therapy and 5 minutes 
after a Gadavist (Leverkusen, North Rhine-Westphalia, Germany) injection (0.1 mL/kg). 
T1-weighted subtraction images were cropped to a cylinder of  size equal to three times 
the acoustic focus (9 x 30 mm) to avoid mislabeling bright vessels and off  target noise as 
opening. Susceptibility-weighted images (SWI) were collected after the second T1-weighted 
image to check for hemorrhage.
Results:  Simulations revealed several tradeoffs between transmission and spot size. Spot 
size improvement stopped beyond 1 MHz due to increased aberration and absorption. 
Higher f-numbers yielded better transmission but increased spot size. Transmission 
improvements at f-numbers less than 0.9 diminished due to worsening critical angle 
reflections from outer elements. The measured spot size at the geometric focus of  the 
fabricated transducer was 2.0 x 2.0 x 13.5 mm, and the simulated spot size was (1.8 x 1.8 
x 13.5 mm). Steered inward 16 mm, the measured spot size reduces to 1.6 x 1.6 x 7.5 mm. 
Inward steering was used in all therapies to leverage the reduced axial spot size. BBBO 
was achieved in a total of  eight trials targeting grey matter sulci in two different macaques 
(Fig 3.). The average opening volume was 55 mm3 (std. 69 mm3) with opening defined 
as voxels with an increase in signal greater than 20% in gadolinium images. Most opening 
was in grey matter (51 mm3 average) compared to white matter (4 mm3 average). We also 
quantified opening using signal change thresholds of  10%, 20%, and 30% to highlight 
differences in grey versus white matter signal change. With a 10% threshold, the grey 
matter opening volume was 178 mm3 (std. 116 mm3), and the white matter opening 
volume was 47 mm3 (std. 43 mm3). Only grey matter displayed >30% signal increase with 
an average volume of  21 mm3 (std. 35 mm3). BBBO was not detected when targeting 
white matter (n=8). We detected hemorrhage in 3 targets using SWI. These occurred prior 
to adopting our custom software for cavitation monitoring.
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Conclusions:  We achieved BBBO at small volumes with a transducer optimized for spot size 
in macaques at cortical targets. Our design approach can be used to match BBBO volume to 
targets in macaques or humans, improving target specificity. 
Acknowledgment/Funding Sources:  NIH UG3 MH120102 

Figure 1. Visualization of k-Wave 
simulated pressure field output in 
3D-Slicer. (top-right) Transducer model 
visualized next to macaque skull.

Figure 2. Passive cavitation signal 
at three FUS amplitudes. Left) 
Spectrograms from three BBBO 
procedures. Right) Frequency line 
plots at 2.5 s (pre bubble) and 40 s 
(bubble arrival). Data shown uses a 
no-bubble baseline subtraction and 
is log compressed.

Figure 3. T1-weighted subtraction image 
showing gadolinium-based contrast 
enhancement at region of blood-brain barrier 
disruption overlaid on a t1-weighted image 
(scale bar is 10 mm).
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The Effect of Bone Model Geometries on the Determination of Skull 
Acoustic Properties Using Ultrasound Simulations and Optimization

Joshua K. Marchant, Samuel Clinard, Henrik Odéen, Dennis L. Parker, Douglas 
Christensen
University of Utah, Salt Lake City, UT, USA

Background:  An accurate understanding of  skull acoustic properties is essential for 
ultrasound beam focusing during magnetic resonance-guided high intensity focused 
ultrasound treatments. We tested the ability of  ultrasound modeling to determine the 
attenuation coefficients and speed of  sound values of  diploë and cortical bone in various 
two-component skull bone models as a function of  their relative distribution and geometry. 
By investigating the solution space for various property/bone combinations and performing 
several optimization experiments, we characterized the extent to which certain internal bone 
geometries can enable or inhibit the accurate determination of  skull bone acoustic properties 
via optimization.
Materials and Methods:  Through-transmission simulations were conducted using 
the hybrid angular spectrum method (HAS), a computationally efficient wave modeling 
strategy which extends the angular spectrum method for use in inhomogeneous models 
[1]. Forward modeling was executed in MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA), as pictured in 
Fig. 1, to predict the resulting complex acoustic pressures after transmission through four 
sets of  3D numerical array skull bone models (Fig. 2) using a simulated flat (unfocused) 
transducer at 220 kHz, 650 kHz, or 1 MHz. We defined the transmitted amplitude ratio 
as At=|P(x,y)|/|P0(x,y)|, where P(x,y) (or P0(x,y)) was the two-dimensional complex 
pressure field at a fixed distance from the transducer face with (or without) the bone model 
in place. For each test, we obtained a "true" transmitted amplitude ratio At0 using acoustic 
properties from Leung et al. (2019) ("truth" values), then varied either the attenuation 
coefficients or speed of  sound values to obtain a test measurement distribution At while 
maintaining other acoustic properties constant. The root-mean-square error between the 
At and At0 distributions, RMSE(At), was used as our cost function. A window of  values 
was explored for both properties in diploë and cortical bone to produce a solution space 
array of  RMSE(At) values for each model (color columns, Fig. 3) using the simulated 650-
kHz transducer. Then, to evaluate whether the assigned properties could be determined 
via optimization, MATLAB's surrogateopt routine was employed. Optimization tests to 
determine attenuation values included Set B (220-kHz, 650-kHz, and 1-MHz transducers) 
and Set C and D (650-kHz transducer). The speed of  sound tests included only Set C and 
D (650-kHz transducer). Attenuation search bounds: 0-4 Np/cm. Speed of  sound search 
bounds: 1400-3400 m/s. Each model was tested five times using quasirandom initial values.
Results:  The solution spaces are shown in Fig. 3. Layered models (cortical-diploe-cortical 
structure) that did not have adequate thickness variation in the direction of  propagation (such 
as Model A1) or with spatial frequency variations in diploë thickness that were not properly 
resolved by the ultrasound at 650 kHz (Models B3–B10 and Model C2) resulted in the most 
ambiguous attenuation solution spaces (Fig. 3). For the speed of  sound tests, A1 and C2 had 

the largest regions of  ambiguity. Using the 
surrogateopt routine, the models displayed 
a spatial-frequency limit xi0 specific to 
each ultrasound wavelength (approximately 
0.195 mm-1 for 220 kHz, 0.381 mm-1 
for 650 kHz, and 0.4706 mm-1 for 1 
MHz). The assigned ‘true’ attenuation 
coefficients were determined with very low 
error (RMSE < 0.004 Np/cm) for models 
in Set B and C with diploë structures at 
frequencies below this limit (Fig 4). Models 
in Set B and C with diploë structures 
at frequencies above this limit showed 
increased error. The predefined speed of  
sound values were determined successfully 
for Set C and D (RMSE < 0.4 m/s).

Figure 1. (Top) Y-z view of a 
water-only HAS-generated 
pressure field. The transducer 
is located at the far left. The 
model was placed in a region 
of uniform beam amplitude. 
(Bottom) Y-z view (cropped) 
of the phase and various 
model dimensions.
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Figure 2. Transverse views of Set A, Set B 
(select models), Set C, and Set D 3D (0.25 
isotropic resolution) models. Set B was 
composed of a total of 33 models (B3, B4, 
B5…B35; only three pictured). Yellow: cortical 
bone. Light blue: diploë. Dark blue: water.

Figure 3. Grayscale 
columns show model 
diploë thickness 
variations (mm in a-c, 
integrated HU in d) for 
all sets (select models 
for Set B). Color columns 
show RMSE(At) solution 
spaces. Contours show 
the region of ambiguity 
below a property-specific 
threshold.

Conclusions:  A single skull bone sample, modeled as a layered structure with two distinct 
tissue types, provided sufficient information for the determination of  both attenuation 
coefficients and speed of  sound values using HAS and an optimization routine under the 
conditions described above. An increase in attenuation coefficient error occurred when the 
layer thicknesses in a bone were relatively uniform across the bone volume or the resolution 
limits of  the ultrasound created an appearance of  such uniformity. [1] Vyas and Christensen, 
IEEE Ultrasonics, 2012.
Acknowledgment/Funding Sources:  Authors acknowledge funding from the Focused 
Ultrasound Foundation (Global Intern Program), Mark H. Huntsman Endowed Chair, and 
NIH grant NIHR01EB028316.
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a

b

c

Figure 4. a) RMSE in attenuation (Np/cm) as determined by the surrogateopt 
optimization. b) RMSE in speed of sound (m/s). c) RMSE in the attenuation values per 
model for Set B, separated according to ultrasound frequency to show cutoff spatial 
frequency values.
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Figure 1. Cavitation dose 
maps and contrast-
enhanced imaging 
acquired a week before and 
immediately after FUS-
BBBD in two patients. The 
individual subspot targets 
are shown.

Cavitation Control during Ultrasound-Mediated Blood-Brain Barrier 
Disruption in Glioblastoma Patients

Nathan McDannold1, David Reardon2, Alexandra J. Golby1,2

1Brigham and Women's Hospital, Boston, MA, USA
2Dana Farber Cancer Institute, Boston, MA, USA

Background:  We investigated the relationship between subharmonic emissions, contrast-
enhanced MRI, and vascular damage measured in susceptibility-weighted imaging during 
blood-brain barrier (BBB) disruption in glioma patients.
Materials and Methods:  Blood brain barrier disruption was performed in eight 
glioblastoma patients receiving temozolomide chemotherapy using the ExAblate Neuro 
device; patients received up to six monthly treatments. The device actively controlled the 
exposure level based on the subharmonic emissions. We measured contrast enhancement 
in T1-weighted MRI in an ellipsoid volume centered on each sonication target using an 
automated routine in images obtained several days before and immediately after treatment. 
We manually segmented hypointense regions in susceptibility-weighted imaging. The presence 
or lack of  contrast enhancement and hypointense regions, representing BBB disruption and 
petechiae respectively, was compared to the acoustic power and the cavitation dose on a 
subspot-by-subspot level.
Results:  Over 32 sessions, 7925 targets were sonicated in the eight patients. New contrast 
enhancement was observed in every patient. Example contrast enhancement and cavitation 
dose are shown for two patients in Figure 1. Hypointense regions were often observed, but 
most were resolved by the next treatment. While there was substantial variability, we observed 
a clear relationship between subharmonic emission and the percentage of  the sonicated 
volume with BBB disruption and vascular damage in individual patients (Figure 2A-B). 
However, taken together the relationship between acoustic emissions, BBB disruption, and 
vascular damage varied substantially between patients (Figure 2C-D). The sonication power 
level also varied significantly between patients (Figure 1E-F).
Conclusions:  We conclude that subharmonic emissions measured by the device can be useful 
in individual patients to ensure consistent BBB disruption. However, variability between 
patients suggest that more work is needed. Accounting for skull attenuation, cavitation 
detector location, microbubble infusion rate, harmonic emissions, and variable vascular 
density might improve this approach.
Acknowledgment/Funding Sources:  The clinical trial was supported by InSightec. 
Additional support provided by the Focused Ultrasound Foundation and the Jennifer 
Oppenheimer Cancer Research Initiative
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for all sonicated targets in one patient. Binned values for the regions indicated are shown. 
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Figure 1. a) A given a 
temperature distribution. 
b) Taking an image that 
intersects the center 
of focus gives accurate 
temperature data c) An 
offset slice is missing 
temperature data. d) Taking 
orthogonal images reduces 
ambiguity.

Simultaneous Orthogonal Slice Thermometry

Matthew D. Osburn1, Steven P. Allen2 
1Brigham Young University, Mapleton, UT, USA
2Brigham Young University, Provo, UT, USA

Background:  Focused ultrasound thalamotomies are monitored using MRI thermometry. 
In current clinical practice, temperature estimates of  the brain are calculated on a single MRI 
slice centered on the ultrasound focus. As cells are ablated, patients and surgeons run the 
risk of  missing vital temperature information that outside of  the monitored frame (figure 1). 
Potential side effects of  unmonitored heating include numbness, pain in the scalp, tingling 
in the fingers, and ataxia. Simultaneous monitoring of  orthogonal slices in the brain could 
reduce the ambiguity of  how the brain is heating around the ultrasound focus with no loss in 
temporal resolution of  thermometry. In this in-silico study, we hypothesize that simultaneous 
orthogonal slice thermometry produces a root mean squared error (RMSE) of  ±1C° , which 
is comparable to the error rate of  the traditional single slice method.
Materials and Methods:  Scans from a human subject were obtained using the cartesian 
thermometry sequence described in Marx and Butts Pauly.1 All temperature data was then 
artificially inserted into the human scans in order to match the natural noise and structural 
characteristics found in scans obtained during clinical surgery. A temperature change of  
+?20°C was simulated according to the proton resonance frequency shift principle on each 
image as a gaussian distribution with a standard deviation falloff  of  3mm (1mm per pixel). 
The first image was then added to the second image that had been altered using Quah et al.'s2 
method for incoherent phase smearing, and then the data was sent into the reconstruction 
algorithm for processing (figures 2 and 3). We created a custom implementation in MATLAB 
of  Boyd et al.'s3 formulation of  the Alternating Direction Method of  Multipliers (ADMM) 
to estimate the proper separation of  the two superimposed slices. The accuracy of  this 
separation method was measured by estimating the RMSE obtained from the separated 
images and the input images. This RMSE was calculated for a region within 3 standard 
deviations of  the simulated focus. This experiment was repeated on 29 sets of  MRI images at 
100 different focal locations per set. 
To test the robustness of  this method over a wide range of  images this experiment was re-
run on 29 sets of  MRI images with 100 different distribution locations per set. A total of  
5,800 RMSE values for the focal regions was calculated.
Results:  The focal region RMSE for the single slice method has a median of  2°C and the 
inter quartile range of  the simultaneous orthogonal slice method is 1.7°C – 2.5°C. The focal 
region RMSE for the multi-slice has a median of  3°C and the inter quartile range of  the 
multi-slice method is 2.7°C – 3.7°C. The focal region RMSE for the simultaneous orthogonal 

slice method is consistently 1°C more than the traditional 
method. 
Conclusions:  Simultaneous orthogonal slice thermometry 
introduces 1°C additional error in the focal region.
References
1. Marx, M. and Butts Pauly, K. (2016), Improved MRI 

thermometry with multiple-echo spirals. Magn. Reson. 
Med., 76: 747-756. 

2. Quah, K, Poorman, ME, Allen, SP, et al. Simultaneous 
multislice MRI thermometry with a single coil using 
incoherent blipped-controlled aliasing. Magn Reson Med. 
2020; 83: 479–491. 

3. Stephen Boyd, Neal Parikh, Eric Chu, Borja 
Peleato and Jonathan Eckstein (2011), "Distributed 
Optimization and Statistical Learning via the 
Alternating Direction Method of  Multipliers," 
Foundations and Trends® in Machine Learning: Vol. 3: No. 
1, pp 1-122.

Figure 2. a) The first slice is unaltered. b) The second slice is incoherently 
phase smeared. c) The additive combination of the two simulates 
simultaneous orthogonal slice acquisition.
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Figure 3. a-b) Temperature 
reconstruction of two orthogonal 
slices

Figure 4. Comparison of multi slice 
method and single slice method RMSE in 
the focal region.
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Drug Concentration in Rat Brain Parenchyma Can Be Predicted by MRI 
during BBB Opening Treatments

Michael Plaksin1, Tiran Berkovitz1, Gabriella Toltsis1, Javier grinfeld1, Boaz Shapira1, 
Yuval Zur1, Rafi de Picciotto, Eyal Zadicario1, Mustaffa Siddeeq1, Anton Wohl1, Zion 
Zibly2, Yoav Levy1, Zvi R. Cohen2

1INSIGHTEC, Tirat Carmel, Haifa, Israel
2Sheba Medical Center, Ramat Gan, Tel-Aviv, Israel

Background:  Ultrasound (US) is known to disrupt the Blood Brain Barrier (BBB) through 
micro-bubbles bio-mechanical interactions with vasculature structures. Numerous studies 
have shown the ability of  US to enable the transfer therapeutic agents of  various types and 
sizes across the BBB, commonly using small molecule agents to demonstrate BBB disruption. 
However, modern and effective therapies require transfer of  significantly larger molecules 
through the BBB to enable meaningful therapeutic outcomes. An effective transfer is not 
granted when demonstrating BBB disruption to small molecules (i.e., Gad salts). We present 
a novel method which provides a measure that corresponds with effective delivery of  large 
molecule agents.
Materials and Methods:  Sprague Dawley male rats (n=18) were placed on MRgFUS 
transducer (230kHz, 1024 elements, Exablate Model 4000 Type-2 system), which then 
inserted to 1.5T GE MRI scanner for treatment planning and execution; 5 msec pulses 
with PRF=1Hz and acoustic powers=1-1.5W were introduced to the treatment targets thar 
covered all right-side hemisphere (not including the cerebellum), following acoustic contrast 
agents’ administration. Clinically relevant drug mimicking Gd-liposomes (three populations 
with peak diameters of  18nm-44nm) were injected post BBB treatments. T1W and Multi-
echo R2* MR imaging were acquired before and after BBB treatment and after Gd-liposomes 
injection to find the correlation between ΔR2* values and Gd-liposomes concentration.
Results:  Analyses show clear and statistically significant correlation between ΔR2* values 
and parenchymal concentrations of  the three populations of  liposomes. A moderate signal 
is correlated with lower (or none) concentration of  large molecule transfer across the BBB 
whereas stronger signal reflects larger concertation delivery. In addition, smaller liposomes 
introduced higher parenchymal concertation than larger molecules for the same ΔR2* values.
Conclusions:  These results demonstrate the variability of  BBB transfer dynamics for 
different size molecules and highlights the limitation of  using small (nanometer scale) 
Gd-salts to quantify BBB opening and use it as a surrogate for effective delivery of  large 
molecule drugs such as monoclonal antibodies. Reaching an appropriate value of  ΔR2* 
during treatment can reflect effective delivery of  large therapeutic agents through its 
prediction power to obtain desirable agent parenchymal concentration that will lead to 
effective therapeutic outcome.
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Figure 1. Experiment setup

A 3-D Ultra-High-Frequency Ultrasound Atlas of the Isolated Guinea 
Pig Brain Preparation: A New Tool for Focused Ultrasound Preclinical 
Research

Edoardo Porto1, Laura Librizzi1, Laura Uva1, Nicoletta Corradino1, Riccardo Ciocca2, 
Francesco DiMeco1,3, Marco de Curtis1, Francesco Prada1,4  
1Fondazione IRCCS Istituto Neurologico Carlo Besta, Milan, Italy
2Fondazione IRCCS Istituto Neurologico Carlo Besta, Treviglio, Bergamo, Italy
3Johns Hopkins Medical School, Baltimore, MD, USA
4Focused Ultrasound Foundation, Charlottesville, VA, USA  

Background:  The isolated Guinea pig brain preparation is an invaluable resource for basic 
neuroscience. Multiple are the contexts in which this anatomic model has been applied, 
ranging from epilepsy studies to neuro-oncology. Recently, it has also been used to study the 
induction of  blood-brain barrier opening by means of  low-intensity pulsed ultrasound waves 
and intravascular microbubbles. The present study aimed at performing a high-frequency 
ultrasound scan of  an isolated Guinea pig brain preparation to develop a free-accessible 
ultrasound-based atlas to be labeled with key anatomical landmarks and used as a tool to 
drive future preclinical FUS research.
Materials and Methods:  In vitro perfused and isolated guinea pig brains were employed to 
perform ultra-high-frequency ultrasound scanning. Sequential B-mode images were acquired 
through Vevo 3100 (VisualSonics, Fujifilm), and post-contrast perfusion imaging was 
performed on single sequences. Subsequently, the sequential B-mode acquisition was used to 
perform a 3D reconstruction with VevoLab (VisualSonics, Fujifilm).
Results:  B-mode ultra-high frequency ultrasound acquisition demonstrated a high spatial 
and temporal definition. (Fig. 1) This allowed the easy recognition of  key anatomical brain 
landmarks such as the hippocampus and basal ganglia. Perfusion studies demonstrated how 
the technique employed can properly study the whole vasculature of  the Guinea pig brain 
including terminal cortico-subcortical branches. The 3D reconstruction was revealed to be a 
useful instrument to easily study different anatomical regions of  the Guinea Pig Brain. (Fig. 2)
Conclusions:  3D ultra-high-frequency ultrasound may be an instrument of  utmost 
importance to construct an ultrasound atlas to be compared with MRI and histological 
images. Thus, this lays the groundwork for further comparative anatomical studies and makes 
a new tool available for future preclinical focused ultrasound research.
Acknowledgment/Funding Sources:  The authors acknowledge Dr. Dieter Fuchs and Dr. 
Savino Laceranza (Fujifilm) for providing Vevo 3100.

Figure 2. 3D Guinea Pig Brain Ultra-high-
frequency Ultrasound reconstruction
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Figure 1. Method for controlled delivery of ultrasound into the brain.

Controlled, Effective Ultrasonic Neuromodulation through the Skull

Tom Riis, Jan Kubanek
University of Utah, Salt Lake City, UT, USA

Background:  Transcranial focused ultrasound provides noninvasive, reversible approaches 
for precise and personalized manipulations of  brain circuits, with the potential to transform 
our understanding of  brain function and treatments of  brain dysfunction. However, the 
effectiveness and safety of  these approaches have been limited by the human skull, which 
attenuates and distorts ultrasound strongly and unpredictably. To address this lingering 
barrier, we have developed a "Relative Through-Transmit" (RTT) approach that directly 
measures and compensates for the attenuation and distortion of  a given skull.
Materials and Methods:  We implemented this correction in hardware and directly 
measured the delivered intensity field using 3D hydrophone scans in 8 ex-vivo human skulls. 
We quantified the correction's ability to deliver an intended value of  intensity through the 
skull. We compared this correction to the ground-truth hydrophone correction. Moreover, 
we show that the correction is crucial for effective ultrasonic neuromodulation. We applied 
this and other corrections and measured neuromodulation by stimulating nerves in the 
finger of  human subjects placed inside the intact ex-vivo skull.
Results:  We found that the ultrasound-based correction method accurately restores the 
operator's intended intensity at target. With no correction, the intensity was reduced to 
10.4 +- 3.3% (mean +- s.e.m.) of  the intended value. The ultrasound correction delivered 
intensity 94.8 +- 8.7% of  the intended value and there was no significant difference 
between this correction and the ideal hydrophone correction. We also found this correction 
was crucial for effective neuromodulation. Without any correction, no significant 
neuromodulation was achieved. Following ultrasound correction, we observed a neural 
stimulation response rate of  62.7%, which was statistically equivalent to the response rate 
from the ideal hydrophone correction, 66.3%. 
Conclusions:  When ultrasound correction was not applied—as in currently used 
approaches and devices---there was no significant stimulation. This approach and hardware 
overcome the major barrier of  skull aberrations and thus unlock the potential of  current 
and emerging ultrasound-based approaches to provide effective, safe, and reproducible 
therapies of  the brain. 

Figure 2. Relative through transmit correction 
accurately compensates for the skull and restores 
the intended intensity at target.
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Acoustic Coupling Pads for the Control of Ultrasound 
Neuromodulation Exposure

Samantha Schafer1, Norman Spivak2, Mark Schafer1

1Drexel University, Philadelphia, PA, USA
2UCLA, Los Angeles, CA, USA

Background:  Ultrasound neuromodulation studies often require unexposed control groups 
to limit placebo or other confounding effects. Ultrasound transducers produce an audible 
clicking sound when energized, thereby inducing an auditory cue. A method is needed for 
controlling ultrasound exposure while maintaining this auditory cue, so the subjects are 
blinded to the exposure condition (single-blinded). The operator should also be unaware of  
the exposure condition so they cannot provide subtle cues to the subject (double-blinded). 
Methods such as disabling the transducer electrical drive signal or improperly mounting the 
transducer on the subject�s head do not solve this problem. We have developed acoustic 
coupling pads that facilitate single-blind and double-blind experiments by selectively 
transmitting ultrasound into the subject without affecting the audible sound from the 
transducer.
Materials and Methods:  The pads were made from a skin-safe two-part silicone with 
little to no ultrasonic attenuation (Dragon Skin NV-20). The material was dyed white 
with a skin-safe silicone dye (Silc-Pig) to hide the inner contents of  the pad. This material 
provided the necessary acoustic properties, mechanical stability, and flexibility. The acoustic 
requirements included low loss (~5%) and little refractive bending of  the beam due to 
sound speed differential (therefore sound speed within 20% of  tissue). Mechanically, the 
gel pads conformed to both the front of  the transducer and the surface of  the skull and 
were compressible to fill the gap in between the two. A locking ring was embedded into the 
pad to mechanically stabilize the pad onto the transducer face (see Figure 1). To inhibit the 
transmission of  ultrasound, a foam disk (open cell polyethylene foam wrap) was encapsulated 
into the pad during the manufacturing process (see Figure 2). The design goal for acoustic 
attenuation was -40dB (factor of  10,000 in intensity). Pads are assigned individual serial 
numbers so that testing can be unblinded at a later date. Additionally, the foam inserts can be 
designed with different geometries to control beam patterns. This expands the application 
possibilities of  fixed beam transducers.
Results:  Fifteen sets of  transmit pads and non-transmit pads were fabricated. Acoustic 
transmission loss was measured in a water tank with a 60mm diameter, 80mm focus circular 
disk transducer operated at 650kHz and a standard hydrophone (Reson TC4038). Transmit 
pads had an average of  -0.4dB loss (3% variation); non-transmit pads met the required 
-40dB loss (average: -47.7dB). An operator experienced with ultrasound treatments was 
asked to inspect and handle both types of  pads and was unable to distinguish them by visual 
inspection (see Figure 3) or casual physical manipulation, as would be the case clinically. 
A subject well experienced with ultrasound neuromodulation treatments was exposed to a 
typical treatment regimen, once using the transmit pad and once using the non-transmit pad. 
The subject was asked to discern between the two and was not able to distinguish any audible 
difference.
Conclusions:  The acoustic coupling pads create identical testing situations for single-
blind and double-blind studies for neuromodulation treatments. Neither the patient nor 

the operator administering the treatment can 
distinguish which patient group is receiving the 
ultrasound treatment and which is not.
Acknowledgment/Funding Sources:  Work 
was funded by Brainsonix, LLC. MS and NS are 
consultants to Brainsonix.

Figure 1. Photograph of the 
coupling pad mounted to 
the front of a transducer. It is 
aligned using an embedded 
ring that mates with the 
transducer housing.

Figure 2. Schematic 
representation of a non-
transmitting pad (top: top view; 
bottom: cross section) Hatched 
area represents the embedded 
foam. The bottom of the pad 
has a ring to align it with the 
face of the transducer.

Figure 3. Photograph of one transmit pad and one 
non-transmit pad side-by-side with scale reference.
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Transcranial Histotripsy Dose Monitoring via Acoustic Cavitation 
Emission (ACE) Feedback Methods

Jonathan R. Sukovich, Scott Haskell, Timothy Hall, Zhen Xu 
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI, USA

Background:  A key challenge with delivering transcranial histotripsy treatment is that there 
are currently no established dose metrics by which induced tissue damage as a function of  
cavitation exposure can be quantified. Imaging modalities such as ultrasound or MRI are 
generally not suitable for use in monitoring transcranial histotripsy treatments as ultrasound 
cannot be used to directly image targets through the skull and MRI is not fast enough for 
use in real-time during histotripsy treatments. Establishing quantifiable metrics for assessing 
induced tissue damage, and methods for accurately and rapidly measuring them through the 
skull, are essential for ensuring reliable and repeatable treatments across patients. Acoustic 
cavitation emission (ACE) signals in the form of  shockwaves emitted during the nucleation 
and collapse of  histotripsy generated bubbles in single focal site, low treatment rate, ex vivo 
tissue targets have previously been observed to undergo characteristic changes correlated 
with the level of  therapy-generated damage therein. Here we aim to identify whether 
previously observed correlations remain valid in different tissues and during high-rate, large 
volume, transcranial histotripsy treatments.
Materials and Methods:  Cavitation events were generated through an excised human 
skullcap in ex vivo bovine liver, brain, and blood clot samples using a 700kHz, 360-element, 
transmit-receive capable histotripsy transducer with a 15cm focal distance. Cavitation events 
were electronically steered through 1cm wide cubic volumes at pulse repetition frequencies 
of  up to 200Hz. Samples were treated with between 10 and 300 cavitation events per target 
location in the steering volume to generate different levels of  damage in the tissue targets. 
ACE signals were collected following every delivered pulse using the array elements as 
receivers. Following treatment, histology was used to assess induced damage, and features of  
the ACE signals were evaluated for correlations with histological damage outcomes.
Results:  Cavitation lifespans, assessed as the delay between the nucleation and collapse 
ACE signals, were observed to grow monotonically with cavitation exposure count before 
reaching a plateau, which correlated well with the level of  induced cellular necrosis in all 
targeted tissues. The amplitudes of  the collapse-associated ACE signals were observed to 
correlate roughly with damage to structural components of  the tissues (e.g., blood vessels, 
portal tracts), but trends varied significantly between tissue types and generally changed 
non-monotonically as a function of  induced damage. In a subset of  liver targets, large 
discontinuities in the amplitudes of  the collapse ACE signals were observed mid-treatment. 
Histological evaluation revealed the destruction of  blood vessels within the target volumes 
which are known to be resistant to cavitation induced damage. Spatially dependent, intra-
lesion variabilities in the ACE feature trends were observed, e.g., increases in bubble lifespan 
over the course of  treatment were seen to be larger in pre-focal target regions than in 
post-focal ones. At high treatment rates, the re-excitation of  cavitation events at previously 
targeted focal sites produced additional ACE signals. While the individual ACE signals 
could be spatially localized and thus differentiated from one another, the presence or lack 
thereof  of  the re-excitation ACE signals / bubbles was observed to introduce pulse-to-pulse 
deviations in measured ACE features from expected trends.
Conclusions:  These results indicate that ACE signals may provide a means for dose 
monitoring during transcranial histotripsy treatments. While more work is required to account 
for the observed intra-lesion spatial variabilities in the generated ACE signals, as well as to 
compensate for re-excitation ACE signals, the plateau in cavitation lifespan was observed 
to be spatially independent and to provide a stable marker of  treatment completion. Trends 
in the amplitudes of  the collapse ACE signals suggest that they may provide indications 
of  damage to structural tissues and blood vessels and thus may be used to help minimize 
potential damage to these structures during treatments and improve treatment safety.
Acknowledgment/Funding Sources:  This work was funded by the Focused Ultrasound 
Foundation (N029705) and ONR (Dr. Tim Bentley, #N000141712058).
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Retrospective Estimation of the Thermal Rise during Transcranial 
Ultrasound Stimulation in Humans

David Attali1, Thomas Tiennot2, Maxime Daniel3, Mohammed Bashaiweth2, Alice Le 
Berre1, Marion Plaze1, Ghazaleh Darmani4, Elsa Fouragnan5, Jean Francois Aubry2

1Sainte-Anne Hospital, Paris, France
2Physics for Medicine Paris, Paris, France
3ESPCI Paris, Paris, France
4Krembil Research Institute, University Health Network, Toronto, ON, Canada
5University of Plymouth, Plymouth, Devon, United Kingdom

Background:  The use of  low intensity Transcranial Ultrasound Stimulation (TUS) is 
booming. Shortly after the first evidence that TUS can induce behavioral changes in 
non-human primates, many studies have been conducted on humans: not less than 17 
clinical research studies on healthy volunteers and 4 clinical studies on patients have been 
reported. We propose here to estimate retrospectively the acoustic pressure at target and the 
ultrasound-induced thermal rise for these studies.
Materials and Methods:  The ultrasound parameters were extracted from published 
human studies (transducer properties, acoustic intensities, sonication pattern) as well as the 
configuration of  the stimulation (brain target coordinates, position of  the transducer). A first 
set of  simulations was performed in water. The propagation of  the acoustic wave was then 
simulated through three human skulls based on the corresponding CT data. Depending on 
what was reported by the authors of  the TUS studies on human, the pressure maps were 
rescaled based on the reported pressure: either in water or in the brain. Finally, the thermal 
rises in the head were simulated by using the bioheat equation and the maximum temperature 
in the skull, in the brain close to the skull and in the brain around the focal spot area were 
computed.
Results:  We illustrate here the results for two studies targeting the primary visual cortex (Lee 
et al, Simultaneous acoustic stimulation of  human primary and secondary somatosensory 
cortices using transcranial focused ultrasound, BMC neuroscience 2016) and the thalamus 
(Legon et al, Neuromodulation with single?element transcranial focused ultrasound in human 
thalamus, Human brain mapping 2018). In the Primary Somatosensory Cortex, we estimated 
temperature rises of  0,031 ± 0,003, 0,003 ± 0,001 and 0,004 ± 0,001 in the skull, the brain 
close to the skull and the focal spot area, respectively. In the thalamus setup, we estimated 
temperature rises of  0,032 ± 0,011, 0,004 ± 0,001 and 0,032 ± 0,004 in the skull, the brain 
close to the skull and the focal spot area, respectively. The maximum thermal rise was up to 
5 times higher than estimated in Lee et al, and 9 times higher than estimated by Legon et al, 
because of  the heating of  the skull bone. Nevertheless, the thermal rise remained below any 
safety concern. 
Conclusions:  The initial results of  our retrospective analysis shows that low intensity 
TUS setups produce minimal thermal elevation in brain, when targeting either cortical or 
subcortical areas and that the heating of  the skull has a strong impact on the thermal rise, 
even though is it often neglected in the simple analytical estimations used in most of  the 
human studies. We will continue our retrospective analysis and present at the FUS symposium 
a summary of  the exhaustive analysis of  the 21 TUS setups that we found in the literature. 
The simulations can be used not only to double check the safety of  previous studies but also 
to investigate the possibility of  a safe increase of  acoustic parameters for future TUS studies 
in humans.

Acknowledgment/Funding Sources:  
This work was supported by the 
Bettencourt Schueller Foundation 
and the FUS Foundation Center of  
Excellence program (Physics for 
Medicine Paris).

Figure 2. Thermal rise 
during TUS of the Thalamus

Figure 1. Thermal rise 
during TUS of the Primary 
Somatosensory Cortex
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Implementation of Concurrent Focused Beam Mapping in a Clinically 
Applied Blood Brain-Barrier Opening Procedure

Chih-Hung Tsai1, Hsiang-Ching Lin1, Chia-Jung Lin1, Ko-Ting Chen2, Kuochen Wei3, 
Hao-Li Liu4 
1NaviFUS Co. Ltd., Taipei, Taipei, Taiwan
2Chang Gung Memorial Hospital, Taipei, Taipei, Taiwan
3Chang Gung Memorial Hospital, Kweishan, Taoyuan, Taiwan
4National Taiwan University, Taipei, Taipei, Taiwan

Background:  The backscattered emission based power feedback control manipulation 
of  ultrasound energy is the most common way to monitor and control FUS-induced BBB 
opening with microbubble to enhance effectivity and safety. NaviFUS system is a dual-mode 
phased array system with the capability of  transmit and receive RF signals simultaneously. 
We aim to implement the acoustic emission feedback (AEF) based controller and the passive 
beam mapping to NaviFUS system to assure the effectivity and safety of  FUS-induced BBB 
opening.
Materials and Methods:  The concept of  AEF was implemented in a dual-mode 
ultrasound 256-element system (NaviFUS-001, NaviFUS, Taiwan). To receive AEF signals, a 
selected 32 elements out of  total 256 elements were selected as receiver. A ramping strategy 
controlled by AEF signals was employed to the procedure of  FUS-BBB opening. The FUS 
parameter is 500 kHz fundamental frequency with 5000 cycles, 0.2~2.4 MI in free field 
and 1 Hz PRF. For focused beam mapping, a short-cycle excitation (500kHz, 2 cycles, MI 
in free field = 0.2~2.4) was operated in dual-mode to receive the backscattered signal for 
focused beam image reconstruction. Figure 1 shows the overall conceptual flow of  using 
AEF signals to control delivered FUS energy, and passively reconstruct focused beam 
mapping. This study was applied in in-vivo experiments to validate its feasibility. To confirm 
BBB opening in the in-vivo experiments, we observed the leakage of  Evans Blue (EB). 
After the validation, the approach was employed to be applied in the clinical procedure 
(NCT04446416), whereas in the clinical trial, T1-weighted MR images were applied to 
observe the BBB-opening.
Results:  In the transcranial cadaver setup, the correlation between the passive beam 
mapping and the measured transcranial acoustic pressure was 0.673. In in-vivo experiment, 
the BBB can be opened effectively using AEF to control acoustic emission. In clinical trial 
application stage, the strategy has been applied to a totally 6 patients (2 completed and 4 
is ongoing). During the treatments, the AEF effectively monitors and controls the FUS-
induced BBB opening. For the passive focused beam mapping, high correlation between the 
transcranial focused beam exposure level with the reconstructed mapping magnitude can be 

found (r2 = 0.754). 
Conclusions:  This study 
demonstrated the feasibility 
of  AEF and passive beam 
mapping to control FUS energy 
during the process of  BBB 
opening both in the pre-clinical 
experiment and in the clinical 
trial. NaviFUS system with 
the AEF controller and the 
passive beam mapping is reliable 
to induce the BBB-opening 
effectively and safely.
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Figure1. The procedure of NaviFUS 
induced blood-brain barrier opening. AEF 
signal is employed to control acoustic 
level. Beam mapping is acquired at the 
beginning and the peak of Ramp stage. 
Post MR image is acquired after the 
sonication procedure no longer than 2hrs.
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An In Vitro Blood Brain Barrier Model for the Permeability Assessment 
of Fluorescent Molecules with the Combination of Ultrasound and 
Phase Changed Nanodroplets

Stavros Vlatakis1, Maya Thanou1, Weiqi Zhang1, Alexandru Moldovan2, Hilde 
Metzger2, Sarah Thomas1, Sandy Cochran2, Paul Prentice2

1King's College London, London, England, United Kingdom
2University of Glasgow, Glasgow City, United Kingdom

Background:  High-Intensity Focused Ultrasound (HIFU) has attracted notable attention 
in the last years due to its ability to alter tissue characteristics and enhance the delivery of  
therapeutic molecules. In preclinical models (including non-human primates), HIFU has 
proved to promote the permeability of  macromolecules and nanoparticles through the 
Blood-Brain Barrier (BBB). The BBB acts as an inhibitory factor for the antineoplastic drugs, 
preventing most of  them from entering the tumor and reducing their efficacy. The phase-
change nanodroplets (NDs) have a perfluorocarbon (PFC) core, that undergoes acoustic 
vaporisation and starts oscillating upon activation with HIFU energy. This event is called 
cavitation and potentially causes a reversible permeability of  the BBB for a short period. 
This study analyses the preparation of  lipid-based NDs, labelled with fluorescent probes and 
drug-loaded to create a targeted drug delivery vehicle. After the HIFU application, the gas-
cored NDs will create a localised BBB opening and selectively release the encapsulated drug 
molecules to the tumor site. In addition, the incorporation of  the near-infrared (NIRF) dye 
will allow for real-time tracking of  the NDs in vivo.
Materials and Methods:  DPPC; 16:0 PC and DSPE-PEG2000-MeO were purchased 
from Avanti Polar Lipids (AL, USA). Perfluoropentane (PFP), perfluorohexane (PFH), 
Chloroform, Methanol (MeOH), Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM), Trypsin-
EDTA solution and Protein Buffer Solution (PBS), Fluorescein isothiocyanate–dextran10000 
(FITC-10K) were purchased from Sigma Aldridge.Lipid-CW800 was prepared according 
to the previous methods. For the size and lipid membrane characterisation, Dynamic Light 
Scattering (DLS) was used. For cell experiments, Precision Acoustics spherically focused 1 
MHz ultrasound (US) transducer was used. bEnd.3 [BEND3] are endothelial cells isolated 
from brain tissue derived from a mouse with endothelioma and purchased from ATCC 
(CRL-2299™). Millicell Cell Culture Inserts, 30 mm, polycarbonate, 0.4 µm were purchased 
from Merck. The NDs were prepared using the thin-film hydration method. The addition 
of  PFC to form the NDs was carried out by adding Perfluorocarbon to the NDs followed 
by a series of  ultrasound cycles. The ND stability is assessed by measuring their size (DLS) 
and fluorine content (19F-NMR) over time. Moreover, the cavitation profile was measured 
with a high-speed camera and/or passive acoustic methods. The permeation studies were 
carried out using BEND3 cells seeded onto transwell inserts (figure 1). The permeation of  
the BBB model after US+ ND, US and ND alone was determined by measuring FITC-10K 
fluorescence on either side of  the transwell insert.

Results:  The characterisation experiments 
demonstrated that our formulated NDs were 
of  ~110nm and were stable at 37°C with no 
observable bubble expansion over 10 minutes. 
In addition, the NDs started expanding and 
cavitating after US exposure of  0.12 MPa. 
From fast speed camera imaging, it was 
obvious that the ND composition can affect 
vaporization and cavitation. Fluorescence 
spectroscopy confirmed that the NDs were 
labelled with near-infrared components 
for future tracking and imaging. The long-
term stability of  the PFC encapsulation was 
determined with 19F-NMR and a loss of  
~15% was observed after one week of  storage 
at 4°C. The in vitro experiments in BBB 
cell models showed a 2-fold increase in cell  

Figure 1. The figure shows 
the in vitro BBB model setup 
for the FITC-10K permeation 
experiments
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Figure 2. The figure depicts the permeability enhancement of 
FITC-10K after the application of US and NDs, US alone and NDs 
alone of the in vitro BBB model
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membrane permeation after the combined application of  US and NDs, compared to the sole 
US application.
Conclusions:  We successfully formulated a series of  labelled NDs. All the ND formulations 
showed favorable stability properties both at 37ºC and in standard storage conditions. The 
ultrasound parameters required to activate the NDs are in-line with the clinically approved 
microbubbles which could allow for direct translation into the clinic. The in vitro BBB model 
experiments carried out proved that the NDs can enhance FITC-10K permeability across the 
endothelial barrier. However, this permeation is only achieved when the NDs are combined 
with the US application. The in vitro endothelial barrier model is suitable for investigating 
cavitation agents. 
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Figure 1. Experimental timeline

Sonogenetics for Locomotor Behavior Modulation in Freely Moving 
Mice

Kevin Xu, Yaoheng Yang, Zhongtao Hu, Yimei Yue, Hong Chen
Washington University in St. Louis, St. Louis, MO, USA

Background:  Neuromodulation tools are critical for establishing the causal link between 
neural circuits and behavior. Currently, chemogenetics and optogenetics are widely used 
for the causal control of  neuron activity, but with many limitations. Chemogenetics can 
noninvasively modulate neuron activity using designer drugs and receptors, but the technique 
suffers from poor temporal resolution. Optogenetics can control neuron activity with 
high spatiotemporal resolution but requires the invasive implantation of  optical fibers. To 
address these limitations, we recently developed sonogenetics by using focused ultrasound 
to noninvasively activate genetically defined neuron populations overexpressed with TRPV1. 
While we previously demonstrated successful mouse locomotor behavior modulation at 
a deep brain region (striatum), the efficacy of  sonogenetics in controlling behavior by 
targeting superficial brain regions was not demonstrated. Targeting superficial brain regions is 
challenged by the close proximity of  these regions to the skull, which could generate heating 
and off-target effects that limit the safety and efficacy of  TRPV1-mediated sonogenetics. 
In this study, we evaluated the feasibility and safety of  TRPV1-mediated sonogenetics to 
modulate the locomotor behavior of  freely moving mice by targeting the motor cortex.
Materials and Methods:  The experimental timeline is shown in Figure 1. Adeno-
associated virus was delivered to the mouse motor cortex via intracranial injection to express 
TRPV1 (TRPV1+) in excitatory neurons under the CaMKII promotor. Once the virus 
was sufficiently expressed (4 to 5 weeks), a wearable focused ultrasound (FUS) transducer 
targeting the motor cortex was attached to the mouse head to control neuronal activity 
by activating TRPV1 through FUS sonication at different acoustic pressures. The mouse 
locomotor behavior was quantified using angular velocities to characterize the efficacy of  
sonogenetics. Control mice were injected with virus without TRPV1 (TRPV1-). After FUS 
sonication, the mouse brain was harvested for immunohistochemical staining and safety 
analyses.
Results:  Sonogenetic stimulation of  TRPV1+ mice at different acoustic pressures evoked 
rotational behavior in the direction contralateral to the stimulation site. The average angular 
velocities of  TRPV1+ mice increased as acoustic pressure increased, while those of  TRPV1- 
mice did not show such a trend (Figure 2). At 1.1 MPa, the average angular velocity of  
TRPV1+ mice was significantly higher compared to that of  the sham (0 MPa), indicating that 
this is the minimum pressure needed for TRPV1-based sonogenetic control of  motor cortex. 
Comparison of  stimulation and unstimulated sides demonstrated that sonogenetics did not 
induce significant changes in inflammatory or apoptotic markers (GFAP, Iba1, Caspase-3, and 
TUNEL). 
Conclusions:  These findings demonstrate that TRPV1-mediated sonogenetics can achieve 
safe and effective neuromodulation at the superficial brain regions. While our previous study 
demonstrated successful behavior modulation by targeting a deep brain region (striatum), this 
study suggests that TRPV1-mediated sonogenetics can enable neuromodulation in the whole 
mouse brain.
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Figure 2. Average angular velocity of TRPV1- and TRPV1+ mice at different acoustic 
pressures. Sonogenetic stimulation of TRPV1+ mice evoked rotational behavior 
contralateral to the stimulation site.
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Figure 1. The in vivo 
experimental setup for 
the acoustic feedback-
controlled FUS-BBB opening

Predicting Potential Damage Occurrence after Focused Ultrasound-
Induced Blood-Brain Barrier Opening in Rodents with Deep Learning

Zhouyang Xu1, Wenjing Li, Chenchen Bing2, Rajiv Chopra2, Qian Wang, Bingbing 
Cheng
1Shanghaitech University, Shanghai, China
2UT Southwestern Medical Center, Dallas, TX, USA

Background:  Acoustic feedback-controlled focused ultrasound (FUS) combined with 
microbubbles (MBs) has been demonstrated to be able to achieve reliable blood-brain barrier 
(BBB) opening in rodents. Current methods for assessing brain tissue damage occurrence, 
such as hemorrhage or red blood cells extravasation, include T2-weighted MRI and histology. 
The former requires the access of  MRI scanner and the later requires complicated tissue 
harvesting and processing. This work aims to investigate a deep learning-based method using 
the acoustic emission data from stimulated microbubbles during the treatment to predict the 
potential tissue damage occurrence introduced by the FUS-BBB opening procedure.
Materials and Methods:  Female rats (Sprague Dawley, 230-300 g, n=38) were used in this 
study. All procedures were approved by UT Southwestern Institutional Animal Care and 
Use Committee. The acoustic feedback-controlled ultrasound system was adopted from our 
previous report. The animal setup is shown in Figure 1. The center frequency of  therapeutic 
transducer and the coaxial hydrophone is 0.5 MHz and 0.75 MHz, respectively. Optison 
(GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, WI, USA) was infused into the animal via tail vein during 
ultrasound exposures for BBB opening (10 ms pulse length, 1 Hz PRF, and 100 pulses). 
The acoustic emissions were recorded for each treatment at a sampling rate of  20 MHz. To 
assess the potential tissue damage, animals were perfused and the brains were harvested. We 
have 27 samples without hemorrhage (negative samples) and 11 with hemorrhage (positive 
samples). The recorded acoustic emission data was converted to the frequency domain with 
Fast-Fourier Transform. The data between 0.7-0.8 MHz was chosen (1000 points) as the 
ultraharmonics are uniquely corresponding to the bubble activity. The overall workflow of  
proposed method is shown in Figure 2 and the network architecture is demonstrated in 
Figure 3. We used a convolutional neural network (CNN) as a feature extractor combined 
with a fully connected neural network as a classifier. The Adam optimizer was used to 
improve the model.
Results:  The model we trained has a hemorrhage onset prediction accuracy of  75%, recall 
rate of  100%, and precision of  66.67% after the FUS-BBB opening procedure. 
Conclusions:  The preliminary results indicate that it is likely to predict the hemorrhage 
occurrence after the FUS-BBB opening treatment with a deep learning-based method. 
However, more work needs to be done to improve the prediction accuracy and precision. 
Acknowledgment/Funding Sources:  This work was supported by the start-up grant from 
ShanghaiTech University (2021F0209-000-09, B.C.).

Figure 2. An illustration of the workflow

Figure 3. The proposed network architecture
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Effect of the Static Magnetic Field on Focused Ultrasound Induced 
Blood-Brain Barrier Opening

Leqi Yang, Yaoheng Yang, Yan Gong, Christopher P. Pacia 
Washington University in St. Louis, St. Louis, MO, USA

Background:  Focused ultrasound (FUS) combined with microbubbles (MB) is a promising 
technique for blood-brain barrier opening (BBBO). For either preclinical or clinical studies, 
magnetic resonance (MR) images are critical to providing real-time imaging of  the brain for 
treatment guidance, monitoring, and assessment. However, the effect of  the static magnetic 
field generated by the MR scanner on MB cavitation has been overlooked for years. While 
we recently demonstrated the static magnetic field could dampen MB cavitation and decrease 
the BBBO volume by using a 4.7 T MR scanner, it is still not clear whether a higher magnetic 
field also has a similar dampening effect or not. Here, we examined the effect of  a strong 
static magnetic field (9.4 T) on MB cavitation and its consequent FUS-BBBO outcome in 
vivo in mice. 
Materials and Methods:  The experimental setup is shown in Figure 1A. Mice were 
randomly divided into two groups and treated by FUS in two static magnetic fields (0 T or 9.4 
T) while keeping all other experimental parameters the same. Immediately after intravenous 
injection of  MBs, FUS sonication was performed by targeting the brainstem. During the 
sonication, MB cavitation activity, the widely-accepted mechanism of  FUS-BBBO, was 
monitored with a passive cavitation detector. After sonication, contrast-enhanced T1-
weighted MR images were acquired to evaluate the BBB opening outcome. Evans blue was 
used as a model agent to evaluate trans-BBB drug delivery efficiency. The stable cavitation 
level was defined as the root mean squared amplitude of  the subharmonic (1/2f0; f0: center 
frequency of  the transducer), second (2f0), and third (3f0) harmonic signals within 3 kHz 
bandwidths. The stable cavitation dose was defined by the cumulative sum of  the stable 
cavitation levels during the whole sonication and then normalized to the corresponding 
cavitation dose of  the baseline. After sonication, the mouse brains were harvested and 
transversely cut into 1 mm and imaged by fluorescence imaging. The Evans blue intensity was 
quantified by the sum of  the fluorescence intensity within the brainstems normalized to the 
background fluorescence of  the nontreated cerebrum. 
Results:  The microbubble cavitation dose decreased on average by 1.5 dB at 9.4 T (p = 
0.046) compared with that at 0 T. Evans blue intensity was reduced by 3.4 fold at 9.4 T 
(p = 0.023) compared with that at 0 T. In our previous work, the microbubble cavitation 
dose decreased by an average of  2.1 dB at 1.5 T (p = 0.05), 2.9 dB at 3.0 T (p = 0.01), 
and 3.0 dB at 4.7 T (p = 0.01) compared with that at 0 T. Combining the previous results 
with the current one, it suggests the static magnetic field doesn’t dampen MB cavitation 
monotonically. 
Conclusions:  This study demonstrated that a strong static magnetic field (9.4 T) decreased 
MB cavitation and the consequent BBBO volume as well as Evans blue delivery efficiency. It 
suggests that the static magnetic field generated by the MR scanner should be considered in 
MR-guided FUS treatment. 
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Figure 1 (A) Experimental setup. (B) Stable cavitation doses of mice sonicated in different magnetic fields. 
(C) Evans blue intensity quantification of mice treated at 0 T and 9.4 T. Error bars indicate standard error 
of the mean. 
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(C) Evans blue intensity quantification of mice treated at 0 T and 9.4 T. Error bars indicate standard error 
of the mean. 

 

Figure 1. (A) Experimental setup. (B) Stable cavitation doses of 
mice sonicated in different magnetic fields. (C) Evans blue intensity 
quantification of mice treated at 0 T and 9.4 T. Error bars indicate standard 
error of the mean.
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic illustration of TRPV1-mediated 
sonogenetics. (b) Ca2+ images (green) before and after FUS 
stimulation in TRPV1-overexpressing cells (TRPV1+) and control 
cells (TRPV1-). (c) Ca2+ dynamics of TRPV1+ and TRPV1- cells.

TRPV1-Mediated Sonogenetics for Noninvasive and Cell-Type-
Specific Control of Neurons, Neural Circuits, and Mouse Behavior

Yaoheng Yang1, Christopher P. Pacia1, Dezhuang Ye1, Charlotte Weixel1, Yimei Yue1, 
Jinyun Yuan, Mark Miller1, Jianmin Cui1, Joseph P. Culver1, Michael R. Bruchas2, Hong 
Chen1 
1Washington University in St. Louis, St. Louis, MO, USA
2University of Washington, Seattle, WA, USA

Background:  Critical advances in the investigation of  brain functions and treatment of  
brain disorders are hindered by our inability to causally control specific neural circuits in 
a noninvasive manner in the deep brain. To achieve this unmet need, sonogenetics was 
developed that involves the use of  focused ultrasound (FUS) to selectively control a specific 
type of  neurons that have been genetically modified to express ultrasound-sensitive ion 
channels. Existing sonogenetic techniques mainly focused on discovering new ultrasound-
sensitive ion channels ex vivo, while its ability for the causal control in neuronal cells, neural 
circuits, and behavior in mammalian brains has not been fully explored. This study developed 
TRPV1-mediated sonogenetics for noninvasive and cell-type-specific neuromodulation and 
demonstrated causal control of  neurons, neural circuits, and behavior by sonogenetics.
Materials and Methods:  The sensitivity of  TRPV1 to FUS sonication was first evaluated 
in vitro. It was followed by in vivo assessment of  the success rate of  TRPV1-mediated 
sonogenetics in the activation of  genetically defined neurons in the mouse brain by two-
photon microscopic calcium imaging. Functional positron emission tomography (PET) 
combined with [18F]-fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) was used to image the sonogenetics-evoked 
brain activity in both the target region and other brain regions. Behavioral response evoked 
by sonogenetic stimulation at a deep brain target was recorded in freely moving mice that 
were sonicated by a customized miniature wearable focused ultrasound device. The selected 
deep brain target was the striatum, which is a hub in the basal ganglia circuitry controlling 
motor behavior. Immunohistochemistry staining of  ex vivo brain slices was performed to 
evaluate the safety of  FUS sonication.
Results:  TRPV1 was found to be a sonothermogenetic actuator (Fig. 1). FUS sonication in 
the mouse brain in vivo selectively activated neurons that were genetically modified to express 
TRPV1 (Fig. 2). Temporally precise activation of  TRPV1-expressing neurons was achieved 
with 88.0 ± 7.3% success rate. PET images (Fig. 3) showed that TRPV1-sonogenetics is able 
to activate the target location and also evoke secondary activity of  the other brain regions 
involved in the basal ganglia circuit. FUS stimulation of  TRPV1-expressing neurons at the 
striatum repeatedly evoked circuit-specific rotating locomotor behavior in freely moving mice 
(Fig. 4). FUS sonication was confirmed to be safe based on inspection of  neuronal integrity, 
inflammation, and apoptosis markers. 
Conclusions:  This study demonstrated that TRPV1-sonogenetics is a noninvasive and cell-
type-specific neuromodulation technique. It enables causal control and mapping of  neural 
circuits in a spatially precise manner and evokes circuit-specific behavior change. With these 
unprecedented key features, TRPV1-sonogenetics has the potential to advance both the 
fundamental neuroscience and the clinical translation toward new therapies for neurological 
diseases.

Figure 2. TRPV1-mediated 
sonogenetics selectively activates 
TRPV1+ neurons in vivo. A unique 
two-photon microscope system (left) 
images single-neuron activity (right) 
in vivo. Bottom: FUS repeatedly 
activates neurons expressing TRPV1.
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Figure 3. TRPV1-mediated sonogenetics, with functional 
PET, enables the mapping of the neural circuit.  
Left: FUS-targeted location in the striatum (red dots). 
Right: transverse (top) and coronal (bottom) PET images 
(with CT) obtained during sonication.

Figure 4. TRPV1-mediated 
sonogenetics evokes mice 
rotational behavior specifically 
in the contralateral direction 
by targeting at striatum. Left: 
the miniaturized wearable FUS 
transducer. Right: the mean 
angular rotation speed with a 
directional bias.
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Figure 1. A) A representative fluorescence image from the FUS-targeted 
brain region. BSA signal (red) was associated with SMA+ vessels (white) and 
capillaries around these large vessels. B) Quantification of BSA fluorescence 
intensity in different types of vessels.

Ultrasound with Microbubbles Accelerates Glymphatic Transportation

Dezhuang Ye, Si Chen, Yajie Liu, Charlotte Weixel, Zhongtao Hu, Hong Chen
Washington University in St. Louis, St. Louis, MO, USA

Background:  The brain's glymphatic system, a perivascular network for exchanging 
interstitial fluid and cerebral spinal fluid, facilitates the clearance of  protein waste products. 
Nose to brain delivery is a useful tool for investigating the glymphatic system because the 
intranasally delivered agents utilize the glymphatic system for distribution throughout the 
brain tissue. Focused ultrasound activation of  microbubbles (FUS-MB) in the cerebral 
vasculature can push and pull on the vasculature, generating mechanical forces that may 
accelerate glymphatic system function. The objective of  this study was to evaluate the 
feasibility of  FUS-MB in modulating glymphatic transportation.
Materials and Methods:  Mice were treated by FUS-MB after intranasal administration 
of  Alexa Flour 555-conjugated bovine serum albumin (BSAA555). FUS sonication in the 
presence of  systemically injected microbubbles was targeted at the left thalamus. After 
sonication, mice were transcardially perfused and sliced into 1-mm coronal slices. Tissue 
clearing was performed to increase the transparency of  the tissue slices for confocal 
fluorescence imaging. The brain slices were stained with lectin, ?-smooth muscle actin 
(aSMA), and glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) to identify different vessel types and the 
glymphatic pathway.
Results:  From a macroscopic view, the fluorescence image showed a locally enhanced 
signal of  BSAA555 at the FUS-targeted thalamus. Fluorescence quantification found 1.4-
fold higher fluorescence intensity in the FUS-treated side than the contralateral side. From 
a microscopic view, FUS-MB sonication enhanced the transportation of  BSAA555 along 
arterioles (Fig. 1A). The quantification of  categorized vessels showed that arterioles had 
significantly higher BSAA555 accumulation than capillaries and venules (Fig. 1B), suggesting 
that FUS may enhance a directional flow from arterioles to venules through the capillary. 
Enhanced transport of  BSAA555 in the perivascular and interstitial space was found in the 
FUS-treated brain (Fig. 2) but not observable in the perivascular space and interstitial space in 
the contralateral side of  the brain.
Conclusions:  This study showed that the FUSIN delivered BAS traveling within the 
perivascular space, indicating that the IN delivery utilized the glymphatic pathway as a 
transportation route. FUS-MB locally enhanced the accumulation and extravasation of  the 
IN-administered BSA, suggesting FUS-MB has great potential to noninvasively modulate the 
glymphatic transportation. This can potentially be utilized for improving either brain drug 
delivery or waste clearance in the central nerve system. 
Acknowledgment/Funding Sources:  National Institutes of  Health (NIH)

Figure 2. A) Left panel: FUSIN-enhanced BSA accumulating 
in the perivascular space; Right panel: BSA extravagates 
through the astrocyte endfeet; B). Left panel: FUSIN-
enhanced BSA extravasate SMA+ vessels; Right panel: 
extravasation of BSA from the vessel.
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Figure 1. A & B: High 
resolution MRI T2 & T2* 
images acquired 3 days post 
treatment. Two Histotripsy 
targets are labeled in 
orange and green circles. 
C: Corresponding histology 
slice.

Feasibility of Brain Transcranial Mr-Guided High Intensity Ultrasound 
Histotripsy: Pre-clinical Swine Model ResultsAuthor 

Zion Zibly1, Zvi R. Cohen1, Netanel Naftalis2, Yoav Levy3, javier grinfeld3, Eyal 
Zadicario4 

1Sheba Medical Center, Ramat Gan, Tel-Aviv, Israel
2Insightec, Tirat Carmel, Haifa, Israel
3Insightec, Ramat Gan, Tel-Aviv, Israel
4Insightec, Haifa, Tel-Aviv, Israel

Background:  MRgHIFU (MR guided High Intensity Ultrasound) is an emerging FDA 
approved technology that is currently used for the noninvasive treatment of  movement 
disorders. The technology involves real time acoustic imaging together with high intensity 
focused ultrasound directed to deep structures in the brain. Histotripsy is a process by which 
various types of  tissue is being liquified via high intensity ultrasonic sonications. Previous 
preclinical studies have shown that MRgHIFU can target and lesion various cerebral locations 
using craniectomy to permit an acoustic window. Here we present an extensive study of  a 
trans skull noninvasive MRgHIFU Histotripsy lesioning in an intact swine skull model(no 
craniectomy). MRgHIFU (MR guided High Intensity Ultrasound) is an emerging FDA 
approved technology that is currently used for the noninvasive treatment of  movement 
disorders. The technology involves real time acoustic imaging together with high intensity 
focused ultrasound directed to deep structures in the brain. Histotripsy is a process by which 
various types of  tissue is being liquified via high intensity ultrasonic sonications. Previous 
preclinical studies have shown that MRgHIFU can target and lesion various cerebral locations 
using craniectomy to permit an acoustic window. Here we present an extensive study of  a 
trans skull noninvasive MRgHIFU Histotripsy lesioning in an intact swine skull model(no 
craniectomy).
Materials and Methods:  A transcranial MRgHIFU system (A 660kHZ, 1024 elements, MR-
compatible phased-array, 1.5T GE MRI scanner) was used. MR images were acquired with 
pickup coils placed on both sides of  the brain. Targets were scattered within the swine's brain 
geo acoustic area. MR images were acquired pre-treatment, immediately post-treatment, and 
few days post-treatment to evaluate sonications outcome. Correspondingly, histopathologic 
examination of  the harvested brain was done to evaluate the tissue changes following 
sonications.
Results:  Focused ultrasound induced histotripsy ablation was observed in all treated animal 
brains. Post procedure MRI studies demonstrated a tightly conformal lesions confined 
within the targeted volume, with no evidence of  excessive brain edema or hemorrhage in the 
surrounding treated zone. Histopathologic studies showed tissue homogenization confined to 
the ablation zones with a sharp demarcation to the unaffected tissue. These findings correlate 
with the radiographic changes as seen on MRI. 
Conclusions:  This is the first study to report a successful transcranial histotripsy through 
an intact skulls with MRgHIFU in an in-vivo model. This modality has the potential to be 
applied for a diversity of  neurological disorders. Additional studies to investigate the use of  
MRgHIFU for clinical application is needed.
Acknowledgment/Funding Sources:  Insightec supported this study

Figure 2.  
Study setup 
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Transcriptomic Effects of Increasing Number of Pulses of Nonablative 
Focused Ultrasound in Murine Breast and Melanoma Tumors

Yasmin Ali1, Joseph A. Frank2, Scott R. Burks3 
1NIH Clinical Center, Indiana, PA, USA
2NIH, Bethesda, MD, USA
3NIH Clinical Center, Bethesda, MD, USA

Background:  Nonablative pulsed focused ultrasound (pFUS) has been shown to alter 
molecular tumor microenvironments which lead to changes in tumor-immune system 
interactions and tumor physiology. Thus pFUS is a potential option to treat oncologic disease 
that is not amenable to ablation. We have shown that pFUS slows growth of  murine 4T1 
breast tumors and B16 melanomas and early data suggested that molecular mechanisms 
of  slowed growth occurred by different pathways each tumor. The goal of  this study 
was to further delve into differences in molecular responses using RNA-seq to monitor 
transcriptomics over time. Additionally, as treatment parameters (e.g. number of  pulses) 
are often arbitrarily established, we wanted to investigate whether increasing the number 
of  pulses each tumor recieved had additional effects, such as amplification, of  anti-tumor 
signaling or immune pathways that were previously observed.
Materials and Methods:  Flanks of  C57 BL/6 or BALB/c mice were inoculated with 
B16 or 4T1 cells, respectively. Tumors (~5mm diameter) were sonicated using 1.15 MHz 
focused ultrasound. Tumors were treated over their entire volumes with 10 ms pulses, 10 Hz 
repetition frequency, and 6 MPa peak-negative-pressure. Cohorts were treated for durations 
of  10, 20, or 50 s per spot. Tumors at 2, 24, and 72 h were harvested and subjected to RNA-
seq and compared to time-matched controls.
Results:  Global transcriptomic responses diverged significantly between the two tumor 
types. B16 tumors had substantial responses in pathways relating to innate immune responses 
and immune cell infiltration. 4T1 cells however, responded major downregulation of  
basic metabolic pathways (carbohydrate and fatty acid metabolism) and reduction in cell 
motility pathways. Evaluating different FUS treatment durations within each tumor revealed 
further changes, where 20 s displayed increased magnitudes of  each tumor type's respective 
transcriptomic changes. Further increasing treatment time to 50 s in 4T1 and B16 tumors 
yielded significant increases in activation of  their respective molecular pathways.
Conclusions:  Nonablative FUS reduces growth of  B16 and 4T1 tumors through very 
different biological mechanisms. However, many treatment parameters in nonablative FUS 
treatments remain arbitrary and we demonstrate that each changing parameters leads to 
different biological responses, which in this case are mediated mechanosensitive Ca2+ 
signaling mechanisms.
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Figure 1. Viability of 
nonresistant (left) and 
resistant (right) breast 
cancer cells post-
treatment with FUS and 
different concentrations 
of tamoxifen (Tam)

Figure 1
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Mechanical Disruption by Focused Ultrasound Re-sensitizes ER+ 
Breast Cancer Cells to Hormone Therapy

Hakm Y. Murad1, Rachel A. Sabol1, Emma P. Bortz1, Margarite D. Matossian1, Shirley 
Hong1, Charles Kelly1, Matthew E. Burow1, Bruce A. Bunnell2, Damir B. Khismatullin1 
1Tulane University, New Orleans, LA, USA
2University of North Texas Health Science Center, Fort Worth, TX, USA

Background:  Tamoxifen is the most commonly used agent to treat estrogen receptor-
positive (ER+) breast cancer. While it decreases the risk of  cancer recurrence by 50%, 
many patients develop resistance to this treatment, culminating in highly aggressive disease. 
Tamoxifen resistance comes from the repression of  ER transcriptional activity that switches 
the cancer cells to proliferation via nonhormonal signaling pathways.
Materials and Methods:  Here, we evaluate a potential strategy to overcome tamoxifen 
resistance by focused ultrasound (FUS), a noninvasive approach for mechanical disruption 
of  cancer cells. We hypothesize that the FUS-induced loss of  histones that maintain the 
chromatin structure leads to ER expression induction and re-sensitization of  BC cells to 
hormonal therapy. To test the hypothesis, we exposed resistant and non-resistant ER+ 
BC cells and patient-derived BC xenografts to a combination of  FUS and tamoxifen or 
fulvestrant. We investigated the programmed death; activity of  pro-survival factors such as 
ER?, NF-?B, and Akt; histone expression; and morphological changes in treated cells and 
tissues.
Results:  Our results show that FUS re-sensitized tamoxifen-resistant MCF-7 breast cancer 
cells by upregulating the ER? expression and inhibiting key nonhormonal pro-survival 
mechanisms such as NF-?B and Akt. FUS in combination with tamoxifen significantly 
reduced both the viability and proliferation rate of  both resistant and nonresistant MCF-7 
cells, as compared to individual treatments. Our experiments with patient-derived xenografts 
of  tamoxifen-resistant breast cancer demonstrated that tamoxifen + FUS reduced tumor 
viability and proliferation due to strong mechanical disruption of  both cancer cells and their 
microenvironment. 
Conclusions:  FUS can improve ER+ breast cancer treatment by re-sensitizing the cancer 
cells to tamoxifen and inhibiting their alternative pro-survival mechanisms. 
Acknowledgment/Funding Sources:  This work was supported by the National Institutes of  
Health (grant number TL1TR001418); National Science Foundation (grant number 1438537); 
Louisiana Board or Regents (grant number LEQSF(2014-2018)-GF-14); and Tulane 
University intramural grants. 
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Figure 2. FUS increases estrogen 
receptor gene expression in 
tamoxifen resistant breast cancer 
cells, inhibits alternative pro-
survival signaling pathways, and 
causes chromatic decondensation 
due to loss of histone H3

Figure 3. FUS promotes long-term 
re-sensitization of breast cancer 
cells. Shown are images and 
viability of breast cancer cells at 
day 1 post initial FUS treatment, 
followed by 4 days of re-culture 
(no treatment) and 2 days of 
tamoxifen treatment

Figure 4. FUS and tamoxifen work 
synergistically ex vivo on PDX 
breast tumor. Shown are percent 
viable cells and cryo-SEM images of 
breast cancer PDX post-treatment
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Real-Time Harmonic Motion Imaging Guided Focused Ultrasound 
(HMIgfUS) in Breast Cancer Patients In Vivo

Xiaoyue J. Li, Niloufar Saharkhi, Yangpei Liu, Murad Hossain, Elisa Konofagou
Columbia University, New York, NY, USA

Background:  Focused ultrasound (FUS) is a noninvasive ablation procedure in which 
ultrasound energy deposition causes localized temperature rise and cell necrosis. FUS is 
advantageous due to its shorter recovery times compared to invasive methods, lack of  
ionizing radiation, and targeting specificity. At present, there is a need for both further study 
on the effects of  FUS and on techniques for FUS monitoring and guidance. Harmonic 
Motion Imaging (HMI) is a radiation-force-based ultrasound elasticity imaging technique that 
can be used to monitor FUS ablation by assessing ablation related changes in stiffness. In this 
study, harmonic motion imaging (HMI) is used for real-time monitoring of  FUS treatment 
in vivo in a breast cancer subject. The aim of  this pilot clinical study (ClinicalTrials.gov ID: 
NCT05219695) is to monitor and guide FUS ablation using HMI.
Materials and Methods:  The HMIgFUS system consisted of  a coaligned FUS (fc = 4 MHz) 
and imaging (fc = 7.8 MHz) transducer. The FUS transducer was driven with an interleaved, 
square-wave amplitude modulated signal, with a 50% duty cycle and 1 ms burst period. The 
amplitude of  each burst was assigned such that the overall signal replicates a 50 Hz sine 
wave, resulting in 100 Hz oscillatory tissue displacement. HMIgFUS was applied in vivo in 
one ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS) patient. The tumor was situated ~3 cm from the surface 
of  the skin, and had dimensions of  2.44 cm lateral by 2.42 cm axial at its largest anti-radial 
plane, as determined from clinical ultrasound B-mode. As shown in Fig. 1B and Fig. 2A, the 
mass consisted of  a cystic region and a solid tumor below. HMIgFUS was applied at three 
adjacent spots inside the tumor tissue, due to the small focal spot size of  the FUS transducer 
(-6 dB focus of  0.2 mm lateral by 1.2 mm axial). The aim was to create a small ablated lesion 
inside of  the tumor. The first two ablation locations used a peak positive pressure of  ~30 
MPa for 2 and 3 minutes, respectively. The third ablation was performed at a peak positive 
pressure of  ~40 MPa for 3 minutes. Imaging data was acquired at a PRF of  5 kHz. For 
real-time processing, 80 RF frames were acquired and processed before the next imaging 
acquisition cycle. RF data was beamformed using a GPU-based delay-and-sum method. HMI 
imaging was interleaved such that RF frames acquired during FUS off  cycles were used for 
displacement estimation. Notch filters from the 1st-5th harmonic of  the FUS signal were 
applied to both datasets. Axial displacement was estimated using a normalized 1D cross-
correlation method. Our in vivo clinical study procedures were performed intraoperatively 
immediately before the patient received her scheduled tumor segmentectomy. The patient 
was anesthetized during the entire duration of  our study. Following surgical resection, we 
imaged the ex vivo specimen using HMI before returning the specimen to clinical pathology. 
The ex vivo specimen was 2D mechanically raster scanned with HMI imaging using the same 
transducer setup, using a 2 mm lateral step size and 2.6 mm axial step size.
Results:  Out of  the three ablation applications, the first ablation treatment showed the most 
significant changes in HMI displacement during FUS treatment. An initial increase in HMI 
displacement was observed within the geometric focus during the first 60 seconds of  FUS 
treatment followed by a decrease in displacement in subsequent time-points, suggesting lesion 
heating and then stiffening (Fig.1). Ex vivo HMI imaging showed a region at the center of  
the mass with higher peak-to-peak displacement as compared to surrounding tissue, which 
may suggest higher RF absorption due to ablation (Fig. 2). 
Conclusions:  In this pilot clinical study, we have shown an application of  HMI guided FUS 
monitoring in real-time in vivo in a patient with DCIS. In vivo monitoring and subsequent ex 
vivo imaging indicated the presence of  an ablated lesion, indicating that HMI is feasible for 
FUS guidance in breast cancer patients. Future work includes ongoing patient recruitment 
and optimization of  our clinical HMIgFUS sequence and setup.
Acknowledgment/Funding Sources:  NIH R01 R01CA228275 and NSF GRFP Fellowship
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Figure 2. 

Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Breast MRgFUS 
system used in the outlined 
clinical trial.

Treating Breast Cancer with Magnetic Resonance Guided Focused 
Ultrasound: A Clinical Trial Design

Allison Payne, Nicole Winkler, Evin Gulbahce, Christos Vaklavas, Henrik Odéen, Sara 
Johnson, Dennis L. Parker, Cindy Matsen 
University of Utah, Salt Lake City, UT, USA

Background:  Magnetic resonance guided focused ultrasound (MRgFUS) is an ideal 
technology for treating breast disease with the potential for tumor destruction and excellent 
cosmetic results. In this clinical trial, subjects will undergo partial ablation of  half  of  their 
breast tumor followed by surgical resection approximately 2-3 weeks after ablation. The 
partial tumor ablation design will ensure that no information is lost that would impact the 
subject's standard of  clinical care. MR imaging correlation, histological evaluation, and 
subject reported outcomes will assess the safety, tolerability, and efficacy of  the MRgFUS 
ablation. This proposed study will adhere to the guidelines of  subjects receiving a timely 
tumor resection after diagnosis. All subjects will undergo the definitive procedure of  surgical 
resection within 30 days after the decision to proceed with surgical resection.
Materials and Methods:  The study will be evaluating a breast MRgFUS system (Fig. 1) 
developed at the University of  Utah in collaboration with Image Guided Therapy (Pessac, 
France). All studies will be performed in 3T MRI scanners. The primary objective is to 
evaluate the safety, feasibility, and tolerability of  soft tissue ablation with the Muse MRgFUS 
system as assessed by subject-reported procedural pain and incidence of  device- and 
procedure-related adverse effects. The secondary objective is to estimate ablation efficacy 
through comparison of  the MRI thermometry and T1-weighted non-perfused volume 
with pathologic assessment. Exploratory objectives include evaluating subject preference 
for treatment of  localized breast cancer with MRgFUS and evaluate correlation between 
change in lactate dehydrogenase levels and ablation efficacy. The study will enroll a total 
of  34 patients undergoing lumpectomy that have unilateral, unifocal invasive breast cancer 
between 1 and 3 cm located > 1 cm from the chest wall and skin. In all cases, approximately 
50% of  the tumor volume will be ablated with MRgFUS. The MR thermometry utilized to 
inform the accuracy of  the treatment may introduce underestimation of  the true peak tissue 
temperature introducing potential error in the predictive value. To ensure that additional 
testing for ER, PR and HER2 following the ASCO/CAP guidelines can be performed after 
MRgFUS ablation, subjects will be enrolled in two cohorts. If  tumor excision (lumpectomy) 
histopathology analysis demonstrates non-ablated/viable tissue to be available for additional 
testing (ER, PR, and HER2) in all patients enrolled in Cohort 1 (N=10), then Cohort 2 
(N=24) will be enrolled under the reduced exclusion criteria defined in Table 1. If  any of  the 
patients in Cohort 1 do not demonstrate non-ablated/viable tissue for additional testing, the 
study will proceed with the more restrictive exclusion criteria for all remaining patients, as 
outlined in Table 1.
Results:  FDA Investigation Device Exemption was obtained for the breast MRgFUS 
system and proposed trial design in January 2022. At the time of  submission, the protocol 
is under IRB review and study enrollment is slated to begin in June 2022. The trial will be 
approximately 24 months in duration.
Conclusions:  The proposed clinical trial design will evaluate a new breast MRgFUS system in 
a breast cancer population. This trial will evaluate the utility of  volumetric MRI thermometry 
and contrast enhanced imaging data to predict treatment outcome as well as the patient 
experience via pain and tolerability metrics.
Acknowledgment/Funding Sources:  This work is funded by NIH R37CA224141
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Table 1. Exclusion criteria for the two-stage enrollment that ensures non-ablated/viable tissue is available 
for additional testing after the MRgFUS System ablation procedure. The expanded exclusion criteria for 
Cohort 1 are indicated in italics.
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Impacts of Vascular Normalization on FUS-Mediated Drug Delivery in 
Murine Breast Cancer

Mark Schwartz, Eric A. Thim, Catherine Gorick, Richard J. Price 
University of Virginia, Charlottesville, VA, USA

Background:  Heterogeneous flow, vascular leakiness, and high interstitial fluid pressure 
(IFP) present challenges in focused ultrasound (FUS)-mediated drug delivery to solid tumors. 
Vascular normalization (VN) by systemically administering anti-angiogenic agents has 
emerged to modulate tumor endothelium. Such treatment can increase vascular homogeneity, 
decrease capillary size, and diminish IFP. We posit that treating tumors with a monoclonal 
VEGF receptor 2 antibody, DC101, will homogenize blood flow, augmenting therapeutic 
access (1), decrease vascular caliber, increasing microbubble (MB)-vessel interactions (2), 
and diminish IFP, allowing greater drug transport across tumor endothelium (3) (Fig. 1). 
We hypothesize that VN and FUS will increase drug delivery in subcutaneous 4T1 murine 
breast cancer tumors, as this model exemplifies tumors with poor drug access given its low 
enhanced permeation and retention (EPR) effect. To quantify drug delivery, a 70 kD Texas 
Red-labeled dextran model drug will help predict how a drug may accumulate following FUS 
treatment, informing future experiments.
Materials and Methods:  After inoculating BALB/c mice with subcutaneous 4T1 flank 
tumors, we administered DC101 or an IgG control i.p. at 10 mg/kg 7, 10, and 13 days 
post-inoculation. For vessel quantification, we performed cardiac perfusions at day 14 
post-inoculation, then excised, fixed, dehydrated, and flash-froze tumors. They were then 
cryosectioned and stained with FITC-labeled CD31 and DAPI. Sections were imaged at 
10X magnification, with 3-6 images per tumor. CD31 staining, vessel area, and vessel density 
were quantified. For dextran delivery quantification, 70 kD TxRed dextran was injected at 
15 mg/kg at day 14 post-inoculation, 10,000 neutral lipid-shelled MB/gram mouse injected 
i.v., and tumors were sonicated with 0.78 MPa FUS. Mice were euthanized 10 minutes later, 
tumors were excised, enzymatically digested, and mechanically homogenized. Tumor cells 
were resuspended in buffer and read in technical triplicate with a fluorescent plate reader. 
Fluorescence intensity values were normalized to sham mice receiving FUS and no dextran.
Results:  Following DC101 treatment, tumor growth did not significantly depart from 
IgG-treated mice (Fig. 2A), indicating appropriate DC101 dosing. The mean median cross-
sectional vessel area for 4T1 tumors was 78.2 µm2 and 152.5 µm2 in DC101 and IgG-treated 
mice, respectively. Although this did not represent a significant difference (Fig. 2B), nor the 
number of  vessels/FOV (Fig. 2C), total vessel area was different between groups (Fig. 2D). 
This difference, underscored by differences in vessel size and density (Fig. 2E), suggests 
that DC101 is inducing VN in 4T1 tumors and may increase MB-vessel interactions in FUS 
experiments. We aim to confirm these results in a larger cohort. Following dextran delivery 
and/or FUS, fluorescence intensity was augmented in tumors by nearly 2.5-fold (Fig. 3). 
Although the difference is insignificant, we expect these trends will hold in a larger cohort. 
These data suggest that FUS was sufficient to partly overcome interstitial fluid pressure in 
4T1 tumors and increase model drug delivery compared to the EPR effect. All statistical 
comparisons were unpaired t-tests with error bars as standard error of  the mean. 

Conclusions:  Sequential DC101 
treatments may normalize vasculature in 
4T1 In this same tumor model, 0.78 MPa 
FUS in combination with MBs augments 
model drug delivery. By (1) decreasing 
vessel diameter, thus increasing 
incidence of  MB-vessel interactions, 
(2) homogenizing blood flow, and 
(3), reducing IFP, we believe that the 
combination of  normalization and FUS-
mediated delivery will further increase 
delivery of  model drug to 4T1 tumors. 
Acknowledgment/Funding Sources:  
National Cancer Institute training grant 
T32 CA 009109Figure 1. Hypothesized DC101-mediated VN effects
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Figure 2. Fig. 2A. 4T1 tumor growth curves, B. Representative images of CD31 
and DAPI staining, C-E. quantified CD31 staining and vessel measurements for 
DC101 vs. IgG-treated mice

Figure 3. Augmented fluorescent dextran delivery 
after FUS-mediated delivery
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Blood-Brain Barrier (BBB) Opening with the SonoCloud-9 Implantable 
Ultrasound Device in Recurrent Glioblastoma Patients Receiving IV 
Carboplatin

Michael Canney1, Alexandre Carpentier2, Adam Sonabend3, Roger Stupp3, Olivier 
Chinot4, Henry Dufour4, François Ducray5, Philippe Menei6, John de Groot7, Carole 
Desseaux1, Ahmed Idbaih8

1Carthera, Lyon, Rhône, France
2Hôpitaux Universitaires La Pitié Salpêtrière, Paris, France
3Northwestern Memorial Hospital, Chicago, IL, USA
4Hôpital de la Timone, Marseille, Alpes-de-Haute-Provence, France
5Hospices Civils de Lyon, Lyon, Rhône, France
6CHU Angers, Maine-et-Loire, France
7UCSF Medical Center, San Francisco, CA, USA
8Sorbonne Université, Paris, France

Background:  Low intensity pulsed ultrasound (LIPU) in combination with microbubbles is 
a promising approach for brain drug delivery and has been explored extensively in preclinical 
studies over the past two decades. A phase 1/2 clinical study (NCT03744026) was initiated 
to demonstrate the safety and efficacy of  blood-brain barrier (BBB) disruption over a large 
volume using an implantable ultrasound system (SonoCloud-9) in patients with recurrent 
glioblastoma receiving carboplatin chemotherapy.
Materials and Methods:  The SonoCloud-9 device (Carthera, Paris, France) was placed at 
the end of  tumor resection and replaced the bone flap. The device was activated 9-14 days 
after surgery for a duration of  270 seconds every four weeks until progression or treatment 
completion, concomitantly with IV DEFINITY microbubbles (10 ml/kg, Lantheus, Billerica, 
US). The Phase 1 cohort consisted of  an escalation of  BBB disruption volume by activation 
of  3 (n=3), 6 (n=3), then 9 (n=3) emitters of  the device. Dose limiting toxicity (DLT) 
was assessed during the first two weeks after the 1st sonication. A subsequent expansion 
cohort consisted of  patients treated with nine emitters in which the primary endpoint was 
assessment of  BBB opening on MRI using gadolinium (<1 hr after sonication). All patients 
received carboplatin either after (n=21) or before (n=12) device activation to disrupt the 
BBB. In addition, a sub-study was performed to investigate carboplatin concentration 
enhancement in the peritumoral region with sonication at time of  device implantation.
Results:  Study accrual is complete with 33 patients having been implanted and received at 
least one sonication. A total of  101 sonications were performed (range=1-10 sonication 
sessions/patient). No DLTs were observed. Five serious adverse events (all resolved) were 
considered as possibly related to the study procedure. BBB disruption was confirmed by 
gadolinium enhancement after sonication. In 3 patients who underwent intraoperative 
sonication and carboplatin administration, a 7.58-fold increase in brain/plasma drug levels 
was demonstrated. 
Conclusions:  These results confirm the safety and feasibility of  repeated BBB disruption 
using an implantable ultrasound system. On-going clinical trials are further evaluating this 
approach with a range of  therapeutics including temozolomide and Abraxane® in patients 
with glioblastoma.
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Figure 1. A, B) Fluorescence 
images (20 x) of dextran (3 
kDa) delivered to the pons 
region in a homogenous and 
diffuse distribution. C, D) 
No detectable damage was 
observed on H&E staining of 
brain slices. Scale bars are (A, 
C) 1 mm and (B, D) 200 µM.

Drug Delivery to a Diffuse Midline Glioma Model Using Short-Pulse 
Focused Ultrasound and Microbubble Exposure

Dani Chattenton1, Ian Rivens1, Ruth Ruddle1, Zheng Jiang2, Diana Carvalho1, Krit 
Sujarittam2, Florence Raynaud1, Jessica Boult1, Simon Robinson1, Chris Jones1, Gail 
ter Haar1, James Choi2

1The Institute of Cancer Research, London, United Kingdom
2Imperial College London, London, United Kingdom

Background:  Patients with pontine diffuse midline glioma (DMG-H3K27), previously 
known as diffuse intrinsic pontine glioma, have a 9-month median survival and the only 
available treatment is palliative radiotherapy. DMG tumours are difficult to treat, because 
they spread behind an intact blood brain barrier (BBB), preventing therapeutics from 
reaching cancer cells. The tumours also spread in a vital brain region in a developing brain, 
necessitating a treatment that does not induce long-term neurological damage. In recent 
studies, applying short pulses (<5 µs) of  ultrasound to the hippocampus in the presence of  
intravenously administered microbubbles increased the permeability of  the BBB, in a diffuse 
and safe manner. Here, we evaluated whether short-pulse ultrasound can be used to produce 
a similar safety and drug delivery profile in the pons where DMG arises; and in a syngeneic 
DMG mouse model. We also assessed whether the uptake of  a promising drug for DMG 
(LBH-589, panobinostat) could be improved using short-pulse ultrasound.
Materials and Methods:  Mice were exposed to short ultrasound pulses (peak-negative 
pressure: 0.4 MPa, pulse length: 5 cycles, centre frequency 1 MHz) emitted in a rapid 
sequence (pulse repetition frequency: 1.25 kHz, number of  pulses: 38). Each burst of  pulses 
was emitted as a slow sequence (burst repetition frequency: 0.5 Hz, number of  bursts: 125). 
During exposure mice received an intravenous injection of  SonoVue(R) microbubbles and 
a fluorescently-tagged tracer (dextran, 3 kDa), acting as a drug mimic. Tracer delivery was 
assessed with fluorescence microscopy of  brain slices, first in non-tumour bearing mice 
then in a syngeneic DMG model. To create the DMG model a nestin-Tv-a/p53fl/fl, RCAS-
ACVR1R206H + RCAS-H3.1K27M murine cell line was intracranially injected into the pons 
of  C57BL/6J mice. Serial brain sections from non-tumour bearing mice were H&E stained 
to assess safety of  the ultrasound treatment. In vitro toxicity of  LBH-589 was assessed in the 
DMG model cell line using an ATP-based viability assay (CellTiter-Glo®). The concentration 
of  LBH-589 in the brain was evaluated in non-tumour bearing mice with and without the use 
of  short-pulse ultrasound. All mice (n=6) were given LBH-589 (10 mg/kg) via intraperitoneal 
injection and half  received rapid-short pulse ultrasound 15 m later (same parameters as 
above, SonoVue(R) microbubbles and Evans Blue (1% w/v) intravenously). Plasma and brain 

samples were taken 4 h after treatment with 
LBH-589 concentration assessed via liquid 
chromatography- mass spectrometry (LC-
MS/MS).
Results:  Short-pulse ultrasound successfully 
delivered dextran to the pons of  non-
tumour-bearing mice assessed immediately 
post-treatment (figure 1). Dextran delivery 
was repeatable, diffuse, and encompassed 
the targeted pontine region. No damage was 
observed from H&E staining. Thus, a similar 
safety and drug distribution profile was 
generated in the pons as previously produced 
in the hippocampus. Similar dextran delivery 
was observed in the DMG model, assessed 90 
minutes post treatment. The treatment was 
well tolerated, and typical dextran uptake was 
seen throughout the tumour (figure 2). We 
then assessed drug delivery using short-pulse 
ultrasound. The in vitro toxicity of  LBH-589 
was confirmed in the DMG murine cell line, 
with a GI50 of  15.56 nM (figure 3). At 4 h 

Figure 2. A) Tumour growth 
(white arrow) was monitored 
by magnetic resonance (MR) 
imaging. B, C, D) Fluorescence 
images of dextran (3 kDa) 
delivered into the tumour 
region, indicated by the arrow 
heads. Scale bars are 1 mm (B) 
and 100 µM (C & D).
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Figure 3. A) In vitro toxicity of LBH-589 confirmed in the murine cell line 
used to create a DMG model for this study with a GI50 of 15.56 nM. B) 
The concentration of LBH-589 in the brain 4 h after receiving drug alone 
or drug and short- pulse ultrasound.

after treatment, the concentration of  LBH-589 was higher in the brain tissue of  those mice 
who had received short-pulse ultrasound. The drug remained in the targeted region as LBH-
589 concentration was higher in the back of  the brain (containing the pons) vs. the front of  
the brain (figure 3).
Conclusions:  This study demonstrates that short-pulse ultrasound can be used to deliver a 
drug mimic to the pons of  non-tumour bearing mice and an orthotopic DMG model. Short-
pulse ultrasound increased the concentration of  LBH-589 in the brain compared to mice 
that received no ultrasound. The dose of  LBH-589 (10 mg/kg) has been ineffective in vivo 
but higher doses have been toxic. Therefore, short-pulse ultrasound could enable LBH-589 
to reach therapeutic levels in DMG tumours whilst avoiding systemic toxicity. Future work 
will evaluate the safety and efficacy of  short pulses on LBH-589 delivery in the DMG mouse 
model.
Acknowledgment/Funding Sources:  Funding provided by Cancer Research UK ICR- 
Imperial Convergence Science Centre and The Cure Starts Now.
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Figure 1. Neuronavigation-guided 
focused ultrasound sysmte for 
BBB opening

Combination of Neuronavigation-Guided Focused Ultrasound and 
Bevacizumab for Patients with Recurrent Glioblastoma

Ko-Ting Chen1, Hao-Li Liu2, Kuochen Wei3

1Chang Gung Memorial Hospital, Taipei, Taiwan (Republic of China)
2National Taiwan University, Taipei, Taiwan (Republic of China)
3Chang Gung Memorial Hospital, Kweishan, Taoyuan, Taiwan (Republic of China)

Background:  Bevacizumab (BEV), a vascular normalizing therapy that prolongs progression 
free survival (PFS) to 6 months in patients of  recurrent glioblastoma (rGBM) with their 
first recurrence. Focused ultrasound combines with microbubbles (MB-FUS), an emergent 
technology for targeted blood-brain barrier opening (BBBO), is under investigation for its 
combinatorial effect with current standard of  care for GBM treatment. This study aims to 
evaluate the safety and efficacy of  BEV + MB-FUS for treating patients with rGBM.
Materials and Methods:  This is a phase IIa, open-label, single-arm clinical trial 
(NCT04446416). We aim to include 10 rGBM patients completing chemoradiation therapy 
with their first recurrence. Surgical resection for recurrent disease is allowed. Eligible 
recruited patients received BEV (10 mg/kg), then MB-FUS with a MB dosage of  0.1 ml/kg 
and neuronavigation-guided FUS system (NaviFUS-001, NaviFUS, Taiwan). The MB-FUS 
is planned to be an add-on modality to the bi-weekly BEV therapy for up to 18 sessions (34 
weeks). The targets of  FUS treatment are determined by the operating neurosurgeon base 
on the pre-procedural contrast-enhanced MRI (CE-MRI) and aim at the peritumoral T2 high 
intensity areas. RANO criteria is used to define treatment response (CR: complete response, 
SD: stable disease, PD: progressive disease) on regular CE-MR follow-up. Metabolic imaigngs 
are used to detect: (1) tumor growth with methionine (MET) tracer and (2) neuronal 
metabolism using 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose (18FDG). The primary endpoint is the 6-month 
PFS and the secondary endpoints are tumor control and overall survival.
Results:  The enrollment is ongoing with 6/10 patients. Three patients completed the trial 
with a total of  43 sessions of  BEV-FUS treatment, two of  whom were SD and one (subject 
02) had PD with a PFS of  5 months (8 sessions); while another 3 patients have undergone 
31 sessions of  treatments (all in SD status) remaining in the ongoing trial. On the data 
analytic date (4 May, 2022), the PFS-6 was 66.7% (4 out of  6). Among the 74 sessions of  
FUS treatments, 1 (1.4%) could not be completed due to focal scalp irritation related to 
heating. Other adverse events were all minor including transient scalp rash and focal heat 
sensation. No intracranial hemorrhage, seizure or cognitive decline was found. BBBO were 
confirmed by dynamic CE-MRI. The mean FUS targets were 6.3 per subjects. There was a 
significant normalization of  T2 hyperintensity signals in beampath-concentrated subcortical 
regions comparing to the control FUS-untreated regions in all but two subjects (66.7%) using 
serial MRI evaluation. By pooling all 38 FUS-targets, the T2 normalization effect became 
significant since the completion of  4 sessions of  treatment. In the meantime, no effect of  
disturbance on cortical metabolism was detected comparing the corresponding regions with 
PET imagings.
Conclusions:  Results have demonstrated that combing BEV-FUS was safe, well-tolerated, 
and effective in normalizing T2 abnormality with no effect on cortical metabolism after serial 
FUS treatments. The PFS-6 was 66.7% which was encouraging and more data are needed to 
proof  the therapeutic effect on rGBM patients.
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Figure 2. The subcortical T2 signal normalization effect on serial MRI analysis

Figure 3. Analysis of FUS passage on cerebral cortical metabolism
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Focused Ultrasound Mediated Blood-Brain Barrier Penetrance to 
Enable Cell-Free DNA (cfDNA) as a Liquid Biopsy in Recurrent Primary 
Brain Tumors

Bhaskar Ramamurthy1, Ekokobe Fonkem2, Mallika Keralapura1, Jonathan Hofius1, 
Jack Marshall1, Erixi Wu2, Dedra Preece2, Marvin Jones1, Chi-Yin Lee1, Alexander 
Jonsson1, Ryan Dittamore3

1Cordance Medical, Mountain View, CA, USA
2Baylor Scott & White, Temple, TX, USA
3Cordance Medical, San Diego, CA, USA

Background:  Since 2016, WHO has recommended integrated histopathological and 
molecular diagnostic testing for several central nervous system (CNS) tumor types (Louis et 
al., 2021, 2016). Many patients with an initial CNS tumor diagnosis and even more within a 
recurrent setting do not receive this testing as the tissue is not easily accessible for genomic 
analysis. Blood-based genomic liquid biopsy tests, including CLIA and FDA-approved 
assays, provide a non-invasive means to obtain genomic data. The blood-based tests have 
been widely adopted to avoid side effects related to invasive biopsies for other solid tumor 
types. Yet, in the context of  primary brain tumors, most patients who may be eligible for 
an approved liquid biopsy test have cfDNA concentrations below the analytic Limit-of-
Detection (LOD) of  the approved assays. This is likely partly because of  the blood-brain 
barrier (BBB), which can prevent the free passage of  tumor analytes into the circulatory 
system. BBB opening mediated by Focused Ultrasound (FUS) oscillation of  microbubbles 
(MB) has led to an increase of  tumor-derived circulating biomarkers in pre-clinical models 
and in human glioblastoma (GBM) (Zhu et al. 2018, Meng et al. 2021). Cordance Medical is 
developing a non-invasive, portable FUS platform that can enable clinic-based BBB opening 
treatments.
Materials and Methods:  Unique to the Cordance device is the use of  three transducer 
types, including a Type 1 transducer for Non-invasive BBB opening localization, which 
obtains color Doppler images of  the Circle-of-Willis (CoW) through the temporal lobe. 
The use of  the color Doppler images to align to the existing MRI using CoW as the fiducial 
reference. A second type (Type 2 transducers) is included that generates sufficient acoustic 
pressure to safely oscillate MBs and open the BBB transiently. Finally, a third type (Type 
3 transducers) is included for safety monitoring which receives echo signals from the 
MBs. These signals are analyzed for harmonic content, which forms the basis for safety 
monitoring.
Results:  As a primary endpoint, we will be examining the Cordance platform's ability to 
increase the concentration of  the circulating biomarker derived from the brain following a 
safe BBB opening in the context of  recurrent GBM. The clinical trial will recruit patients 
with recurrent GBM. Patients will receive a baseline blood draw, a BBB opening treatment 
with the Cordance device, and a blood draw after the treatment. Liquid biopsy tests to be 
examined include the MSK-ACCESS test and a tumor-informed DDPCR minimal residual 
disease (MRD) test. The details of  the trial will be presented.
Conclusions:  The trial as proposed will be designed and powered to demonstrate the safety 
and efficacy of  liquid biopsy in focused ultrasound and microbubble-mediated BBB opening 
in the context of  primary brain tumors.
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Figure 1. Experimental 
setup for large-volume 
FUS-BBBO at the brainstem. 
(a) FUS treatment with 
ultrasound image guided 
FUS system. (b) FUS 
sonication was performed 
using a 3×3 grid with 1 mm 
spacing to cover the mouse 
brainstem.

Comparison of Sonication Patterns and Microbubble Administration 
Strategies for Focused Ultrasound-Mediated Large-Volume Drug 
Delivery

Yan Gong, Dezhuang Ye, Chih-Yen Chien, Hong Chen
Washington University in St. Louis, Saint Louis, MO, USA

Background:  Diffuse intrinsic pontine glioma (DIPG) is the most common and deadliest 
brainstem tumor in children. Focused ultrasound combined with microbubble-mediated BBB 
opening (FUS-BBBO) is a promising technique for overcoming the frequently intact blood-
brain barrier (BBB) in DIPG to enhance therapeutic drug delivery to the brainstem. Since 
DIPG is highly diffusive, large-volume FUS-BBBO is needed to cover the entire tumor region. 
The objective of  this study was to determine the optimal treatment strategy to achieve efficient 
and homogeneous large-volume BBBO at the brainstem for the delivery of  an immune 
checkpoint inhibitor, anti-PD-L1 antibody (aPD-L1).
Materials and Methods:  An ultrasound image-guided focused ultrasound system was used 
to treat the mice (Figure 1a) within a 3×3 grid with 1 mm spacing at the brainstem (Figure 
1b). Two critical parameters for large-volume FUS-BBBO, multi-point sonication pattern 
(interleaved vs. serial) and microbubble injection method (bolus vs. infusion), were evaluated by 
comparing four combinations of  these two parameters to achieve efficient and homogeneous 
Evans blue delivery. The optimal strategy determined from the four combinations was applied 
to deliver fluorescently labeled aPD-L1 at different sonication pressures (0.15 MPa, 0.30 MPa, 
and 0.45 MPa). Delivery efficiency was quantified using fluorescence imaging, and homogeneity 
was quantified using the coefficient of  variation. 2D passive cavitation imaging (PCI) was 
performed for monitoring the large-volume sonication.
Results:  Representative bright-field images, fluorescence images and cavitation dose for large-
volume FUS-BBBO from different strategies were showed in Figure 2a. Interleaved sonication 
combined with bolus injection of  microbubbles resulted in 1.29 to 2.06 folds higher efficiency 

than other strategies as evaluated by Evans blue extravasation (Figure 2b). 
The average coefficient of  variation of  the Evans blue delivery was 0.66 for 
interleaved sonication with bolus injection, compared to 0.68–0.88 for all 
other strategies (Figure 2c). Interleaved sonication with bolus injection was 
also associated with higher total cavitation dose. The coefficient of  variance 
of  the cavitation dose quantified from PCI was lower for interleaved 
sonication with bolus injection than other strategies. Interleaved sonication 
with bolus injection was then applied to deliver aPD-L1 at different 

sonication pressures (Figure 3a). A strong segmented 
linear correlation (R2 = 0.81, Figure 3b) was found 
between the total cavitation dose and the total 
fluorescence intensity of  aPD-L1.
Conclusions:  Efficient and homogeneous large-
volume FUS-BBBO can be achieved by interleaved 
sonication combined with bolus injection of  
microbubbles, and the efficiency and homogeneity can 
be monitored by PCI.
Acknowledgment/Funding Sources:  This research 
was supported by the National Institutes of  Health 
(NIH) grants R01EB027223, R01EB030102, and 
R01MH116981. C. Chien was partially supported 
by the Taiwan Washington University in St. Louis 
Scholarship

Figure 2. (a) Representative images of Evans blue delivery 
using different strategies of large-volume FUS-BBBO, with  
(b) delivery efficiency evaluated by fluorescence intensity, and 
(c) spatial homogeneity evaluated by coefficient of variation.
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Figure 3. (a) Representative fluorescence images of aPD-L1 delivery and cavitation dose 
values using the selected strategy under three pressure levels. (b) Segmented linear correlation 
between the fluorescence intensity and total cavitation dose.
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Closed-Loop Controlled Microbubble-Enhanced Focused Ultrasound 
Promotes Safe and Effective Immune Checkpoint Targeted Therapy in 
Glioma

Hohyun Lee1, Yutong Guo1, James L. Ross2, Scott Schoen Jr.3, Levent Degertekin1, 
Costas Arvanitis1

1Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, GA, USA
2Emory University, Atlanta, GA, USA
3Harvard Medical School & Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, MA, USA

Background:  While cancer immunotherapy has proven effective across a range of  tumors, 
the outcomes in intracranial malignancies, such as glioblastomas (GBMs), are particularly 
poor. Despite the challenges, increasing evidence suggest that targeting the immune cells 
within the tumor microenvironment (TME) can lead to improved therapeutic responses. 
Here, we present acoustic emission (AE) based, closed-loop controlled, microbubble-
enhanced focused ultrasound (MB-FUS) system, and test its abilities to open the blood brain 
barrier (BBB) and safely and effectively target the GBM TME using immune checkpoint 
blockade.
Materials and Methods:  We employed a custom-built, ultrasound-guided FUS (USgFUS; 
FUS central frequency 0.5 MHz) system that guides the FUS transducer to the target brain 
region with 500 µm ± 140 µm precision. Subsequently, we designed a proportional feedback 
controller (P-controller) that enables steady approach to a target 3rd harmonic (H3) level 
by controlling the input pressure while also responding to broadband emissions (BB). 
Apart from the controlled input pulse, a low amplitude pressure pulse is applied to track 
MB kinetics, which is used to activate and de-activate the controller upon bubble arrival 
and clearance from the target, respectively. The developed controller was trained using 
Ktrans values (a measure of  vessel permeability assuming constant perfusion) extracted 
from dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI (DCE-MRI) and H3 emissions collected during the 
sonication using the USgFUS. Following the controller training, we tested its performance in 
healthy and glioma-braining (GL261) mice brains. Subsequently, we assessed the abilities of  
the controller to deliver anti-PD1 in the tumor, using immunofluorescence microscopy and 
flow cytometry, and tested the effectiveness of  local anti-PD1 delivery in combination with 
closed-loop controller through survival analysis.
Results:  To assess the performance of  the controller, we set the target H3 level at two close 
but distinct levels, 26 dB (low H3) and 30 dB (high H3), and sonicated healthy brains. The 
controller started its operation when MB arrival was detected (10 dB) and ceased when MB 
concentration decayed by 20%. This led to an average controller operation time of  41.65 ± 
14.85 s with mean rise time of  5 s and precision of  3.65 dB. Interestingly, during controller 
training with constant pressure, nearly 42% of  total BB occurrences were present during the 
10 seconds after MB arrival. With the controller applied, we found that such early-timepoint 
BB were effectively suppressed, resulting in total BB of  0.4% and 2% of  total sonication at 
each target levels. Analysis in the immunofluorescent microscopy and DCE-MRI indicated 
that in healthy brain, the Ktrans values and the expression of  ICAM-1 scaled proportionally 
to target AE level. Importantly, in GL261, expression of  ICAM-1 and increased local 
delivery of  anti-PD1 (2.5-fold for high H3 compared to control) followed the same trend, 
demonstrating the ability of  the proposed controller to fine-tune the MB AE, and support 
our hypothesis that our control methods can be used to noninvasively promote distinct 
changes in BBB phenotype and facilitate spatially targeted anti-PD1 delivery. Using flow 
cytometry cohort, we found that there was notable presence of  PD1+TCF1+CD8 T cells in 
the tumor compared to contralateral non-tumor hemisphere, which serves as resource cells 
for anti-PD1 therapy, suggesting enhanced delivery of  anti-PD1 may lead to a therapeutic 
response. Finally, we observed significant (p<0.05) improvement in survival in the group anti-
PD1 + high H3 as compared to control group (anti-PD1 only). Interestingly, one long-term 
survivor remained in the high H3 group, where the tumor disappeared. After a rechallenge 
experiment, we found that the mouse had developed resistance to GL261 cells, suggesting 
that the treatment elicited anti-tumor immunity.
Conclusions:  Together, our investigations not only reinforced the notion of  spatially targeted 
immunotherapy, but also allowed us to establish a link between changes in the strength and 
type of  MB oscillation, BBB/BTB phenotype, penetration, and distribution of  immune 
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adjuvants (anti-PD1), and their impact on antitumor immunity against aggressive brain 
tumors such as GBM. 
Acknowledgment/Funding Sources:  This study was supported by the NIH Grant 
R37CA239039 (NCI). This study was also supported by the Cancer Research Institute 
Irvington Postdoctoral Fellowship (JLR) and Focused Ultrasound Foundation Global intern 
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Assessment of Chemotherapy Cytotoxic Activity in Brain Tumors with 
Cancer Soluble Biomarkers

Victor R. Menezes, Hohyun Lee, Yutong Guo, Anton Bryksin, Costas Arvanitis
Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, GA, USA

Background:  Microbubble enhanced focused ultrasound (MB-FUS) is a promising 
minimally invasive technology for targeted drug delivery in brain tumors. As this technology 
is currently under clinical evaluation, methods to assess effective drug delivery and refine 
treatment protocols beyond the anatomical information (e.g., tumor size) provided by MRI 
are needed. In this study, we investigated the abilities of  cancer soluble molecules to assess 
effective chemotherapy agent delivery in glioma tumors, track tumor growth, and confirm 
blood-brain and blood-tumor barrier (BBB/BTB) opening.
Materials and Methods:  We employed the glioblastoma cell line GL261 that was transfected 
to express the secretable bioluminescent molecule Gaussia luciferase (GLuc), which 
was used as a test molecule for assay development. We separately applied three different 
chemotherapeutic agents (Doxorubicin, Carboplatin, Temozolomide) in-vitro, which are 
currently in clinical trials in combination with MB-FUS and assessed the secretion of  GLuc 
molecule and gene, using bioluminescence assay and PCR. In a separate experiment, we 
injected the GL261 cell line orthotopically in syngeneic mice (C57BL/6J) and collected blood 
from the venous sinus every week. The blood was analyzed using bioluminescence assay and 
PCR (ddPCR supplemented by nested PCR, using custom-built primers) for GLuc protein 
and cfDNA, respectively. According to the level of  GLuc protein and gene in the blood and 
tumor size (MRI), we determined the optimal timepoint for MB-FUS treatment. To perform 
MB-FUS, we employed a custom-built ultrasound-guided FUS (USgFUS; FUS central 
frequency 0.5 MHz) system and sonicated the tumors under standard exposure settings (175 
kPa PNP; 10 ms pulse length; 1 Hz PRF) while recording the MB acoustic emissions via 
passive cavitation detection (PCD).
Results:  In-vitro chemotherapy experiments indicated that the secretion of  Gluc protein 
and DNA in the supernatant depends to both cell viability and the type of  chemotherapy 
employed. Interestingly, doxorubicin led to smaller reduction in cell viability (57%) but 
to significantly higher GLuc cfDNA secretion (P<0.5) as compared to Carboplatin 
and Temozolomide. This is possibly because doxorubicin (instead of  Carboplatin or 
Temozolomide) promotes cell death morphology that is associated with cell membrane 
perforation, which is critical for the secretion of  cfDNA. In in-vivo experiments, we found 
that i) ddPCR supplemented by nested PCR, ii) careful blood collection using custom-built 
tubes, and larger tumors sizes (> 3mm in diam.), and iii) processing of  the blood immediately 
after collection, were critical for reliable cfDNA detection. Following the assay validation, 
we observed that blood samples collected pre-MB-FUS had lower luminescence signal and 
cfDNA as compared to the ones collect post-MB-FUS, indicating that BBB/BTB is a rate 
limiting factor in their seeding to the circulation. The wideband occurrences (>6dB) were less 
than 2% of  total sonication throughout across all sonicated animals.
Conclusions:  Our in-vitro analysis and quantification of  soluble cancer biomarkers suggest 
that cfDNA can be employed to assess effective chemotherapy delivery to brain cancer, 
however these approaches might not be as effective with all types of  chemotherapy. Further 
research to assess the potential of  cfDNA to monitor effective chemotherapy delivery in 
brain tumors (in-vivo) using MB-FUS is warranted.
Acknowledgment/Funding Sources:  NIH R37 Method to Extend Research in Time 
(MERIT)
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Radiosensitization of Subcutaneous Glioma Tumors Model with 
Focused Ultrasound-Induced Mild Hyperthermia

Zhiyuan Xu1, David Schlesinger1, Andrew Drainville2, David Moore3, Patcharin 
Pramoonjago1, Jason Sheehan1, Frederic Padilla3 
1University of Virginia, Charlottesville, VA, USA
2LabTAU INSERM U 1032, Lyon, Rhône, France
3Focused Ultrasound Foundation, Charlottesville, VA, USA

Background:  Some brain tumors are less amenable to a favorable radiation response, 
including diffuse tumors such as GBM, and hyperthermia may sensitize these tumor types to 
radiation.
Materials and Methods:  Radiosensitization potential of  focused ultrasound (FUS)-
induced mild hyperthermia was assessed in a rat glioma model. Mild hyperthermia at 
42°C was induced in rats bearing subcutaneous C6 tumors using a single element 350 
kHz focused ultrasound transducer. Ultrasound treatment parameters were derived using 
numerical simulations of  the acoustic field within the tumor and of  the bioheat equation 
to predict temperature elevation. The sensitivity of  the tumors to radiation was assessed 
by treatment on a small animal radiation research platform (SARRP) using a single beam 
irradiation technique. For the combined treatment, tumors were treated for 20 min with FUS 
hyperthermia (FUS-HT) at 42°C immediately before radiation. Changes in tumor growth 
were assessed at one week post treatment. Preliminary assessment of  tumor effects was 
performed by DNA damage (g-H2AX staining) and hypoxia (carbonic anhydrase 9 staining) 
at 24 h post treatment.
Results:  A radiation dose escalation study determined that an absorbed dose of  2 Gy was 
only partially effective for tumor control as a solitary treatment and therefore could be used 
to assess the radiosensitization provided by FUS-HT. Treatment with FUS-HT or 2 Gy alone 
did not confer a statistically significant advantage to tumor growth control when compared to 
untreated tumors. When tumors were pretreated with FUS-HT before receiving a suboptimal 
dose of  radiation, the combined treatment resulted in a statistically significant improvement 
in tumor growth control compared to all other treatment modalities. Qualitative 
immunohistological assessment of  tumors 24 h after treatment suggests that one short-term 
mechanism of  action of  the combination of  FUS-HT+RT for tumor growth control might 
be through increased vascular and DNA damage
Conclusions:  FUS-induced mild hyperthermia may radiosensitize a glioma tumor model to 
radiation, and the combination treatment confers tumor growth control when a subablative 
radiation dose is used.
Acknowledgment/Funding Sources:  FUS Foundation
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Figure 1. A-B) Single element. 
A) Pressure waveforms at 
different angles, B) attenuation 
measurements across angles. 
C-E) Array transducer. C) 
Pressure waveforms with/
without the implant, bubble 
cloud in D) degassed water and 
E) through the implant.

Investigation of Ultrasound-Guided Histotripsy Methods for Canine 
Brain Tumor Ablation

Lauren N. Ruger1, Maya Langman2, Francesco Prada3,4, Rell Parker5, Jonathan R. 
Sukovich6, Timothy Hall6, Zhen Xu6, John Rossmeisl5, Eli Vlaisavljevich1

1Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Blacksburg, VA, USA
2Virginia Tech Carilion School of Medicine, Roanoke, VA, USA
3Fondazione IRCCS Istituto Neurologico Carlo Besta, Milan, Italy
4Focused Ultrasound Foundation, Charlottesville, VA, USA  
5Virginia-Maryland College of Veterinary Medicine, Blacksburg, VA, USA
6University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI, USA

Background:  Histotripsy is a non-thermal focused ultrasound (US) therapy able to non-
invasively ablate cancerous tumors in different body locations. Intracranial histotripsy has 
been limited by significant pressure attenuation by the skull, requiring the use of  large, 
complex array transducers to overcome this effect. Recently, a biocompatible, polyolefin-
based cranial implant was developed to allow US transmission into the intracranial space with 
minimal distortion. To date, the implant has been successfully utilized in ultrasonic blood 
brain barrier opening and long-term US surveillance for recurrent oligodendroglioma, but 
has not been investigated for use with histotripsy. In this study, we investigated the in vitro 
feasibility of  applying US-guided intracranial histotripsy procedures through the implant. In 
addition, preliminary experiments explored the in vivo feasibility of  brain tumor ablation 
using US-guided histotripsy in a canine patient with a spontaneous meningioma using an 
open cranial window. 
Materials and Methods:  Single element histotripsy transducers with fundamental 
frequencies of  500 kHz, 1 MHz, and 3 MHz were suspended opposite a rod hydrophone in 
a degassed water tank under free field and implant conditions. A sonolucent cranial implant 
[Intelligenza Trasparente] was secured at 45°, 60°, and 90° respective to the element. Pressure 
waveforms and beam profiles were collected in the axial, transverse, and elevational directions 
across a range of  voltages and compared between conditions. Then, pressure waveforms and 
beam profiles were collected for an 8 element, 1 MHz histotripsy transducer designed for 
canine brain tumor ablation. After failing to achieve cavitation through the implant with the 
current system, we amended the study to investigate the feasibility of  US-guided histotripsy 
brain tumor ablation through an open cranial window. Histotripsy treatment was applied after 
craniectomy to a canine meningioma using the 1 MHz array transducer described above. MRI 
was used for pre-treatment planning, while US imaging provided real-time image guidance 
and monitoring during treatment. Following post-treatment MRI, the patient underwent 
standard of  care tumor resection, with histological staining used to assess damage in the 
treated region.

Figure 1 
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Results:  Under perpendicular conditions, average pressure attenuations of  9.37±1.12%, 
15.43±1.31%, and 23.46±3.50% were measured through the implant at 500 kHz, 1 MHz, 
and 3 MHz, respectively. These results reiterate previous findings, demonstrating higher US 
attenuation with increasing frequency. We also identified a trend of  increasing attenuation at 
decreasing transducer angles. Average pressure attenuations of  25.51±1.65% and 56.7±1.34% 
were observed at 60° and 45°. The 1 MHz histotripsy array transducer experienced an 
average attenuation of  49.51±2.98%, falling within the predicted range of  the single element 
measurements at 1 MHz. Further, the array transducer failed to generate a bubble cloud 
through the implant, suggesting that histotripsy ablation through the implant is unachievable 
with the current device. Preliminary results from the canine meningioma ablation revealed 
discrete lesion formation evident on post-treatment MRI and grossly. The canine patient 
tolerated the treatment well, experiencing no adverse events secondary to histotripsy. 
Histological results are pending.
Conclusions:  These data show US transmission through the sonolucent implant is angle 
and frequency dependent, suggesting that clinically-relevant histotripsy transducers may 
experience more pressure attenuation than previously reported. While future device iterations 
may be capable of  cavitation through the implant, successful histotripsy was not achievable 
with the current device. Treating the canine meningioma through an open cranial window 
showed early promise, and further trials are underway testing histotripsy ablation of  primary 
canine brain tumors through an open window. The sonolucent prosthesis will be implanted 
after treatment and resection in canine patients when possible to facilitate US monitoring for 
disease recurrence.
Acknowledgment/Funding Sources:  This work was funded by grants from the Focused 
Ultrasound Foundation and the American Kennel Club. Lauren Ruger was supported by 
the Virginia Tech Institute for Critical Technology and Applied Science Doctoral Scholars 
program throughout this work.
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Figure 1. Evaluation of a 
neuronavigation-guided 
sonobiopsy device in vitro. 
Tank test in free-field 
condition found the total 
tracking error on average 
was 1.66 mm ± 0.79 mm

Development of a Neuronavigation-Guided Sonobiopsy Device for 
Glioblastoma Patients

Lu Xu, Christopher P. Pacia, Yan Gong, Chih-Yen Chien, Zhongtao Hu, Leqi Yang, 
Michael Gach, Hao Yao, Hassanzadeh Comron, Jiayi Huang, Eric Leuthardt, Hong 
Chen
Washington University in St. Louis, St. Louis, MO, USA

Background:  Focused ultrasound (FUS)-enabled liquid biopsy (sonobiopsy) is an emerging 
technique for the noninvasive and spatiotemporally controlled molecular diagnosis of  brain 
cancer by inducing blood-brain barrier (BBB) disruption to release brain tumor-specific 
biomarkers into the blood circulation. The feasibility, safety, and efficacy of  sonobiopsy were 
demonstrated previously using magnetic resonance-guided FUS devices in both small and 
large animal models. To accelerate the adoption of  sonobiopsy in the clinic, we developed a 
neuronavigation-guided sonobiopsy device, evaluated its targeting accuracy in a water tank 
and in vivo using a pig model, and assessed its feasibility for applications in glioblastoma 
patients using numerical simulation.
Materials and Methods:  The sonobiopsy device integrated a commercially available 
neuronavigation system (Brainsight) with a nimble, lightweight FUS transducer (aperture = 
65 mm and weight = 0.53 lbs). Its accuracy in targeting a specific location was characterized 
in a water tank using a hydrophone. The targeting accuracy was verified by performing in 
vivo pig studies by measuring the offsets between the locations of  target and the measured 
centroid of  BBB opening. Numerical simulations using the k-Wave toolbox were conducted 
to assess the tumor-targeting accuracy of  the FUS transducer in 54 glioblastoma patients, as 
shown in Fig. 3. The tumor-targeting accuracy was measured as the difference in locations 
between the simulated intracranial peak ultrasound pressure and the planned target location 
in the tumor.
Results:  The targeting accuracy of  the neuronavigation-guided sonobiopsy device as 
measured in the water tank was 1.66 mm ± 0.79 mm as shown in Fig. 1. The targeting 
accuracy evaluated based on in vivo pig study was 3.34 mm ± 1.40 mm, as shown Fig. 2. 
The transcranial targeting accuracy of  the FUS transducer in glioblastoma patients was 5.49 
mm ± 4.92mm as shown in Fig. 4. Age, sex, and incident locations were found to be not 
correlated with the targeting accuracy. 
Conclusions:  This study showed that the developed neuronavigation-guided sonobiopsy 
device had a high spatial targeting accuracy, paving the foundation for its translation to 
clinical use.

Figure 2. Evaluation of a 
neuronavigation-guided 
sonobiopsy device in vivo. 
In vivo experiment in pigs 
found the total target error 
between the location of 
BBB opening and planned 
targets was on average to 
be 3.34 mm ± 1.40 mm

Figure 3. Representative 
simulation results from one 
glioblastoma patient. The 
glioblastoma tumor (red) was 
segmented based on MRI 
images. The lateral and axial 
distances between the intended 
target and the maximum 
pressure location were quantified

Figure 4. Group analysis found 
the averaged total offset was 
5.49 mm ± 4.92mm, with a 
lateral offset of 2.09 mm ± 
1.38mm and axial offset of 
5.076 mm ± 4.727 mm.
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Sonobiopsy for Sensitive Detection of Glioblastoma-Derived 
Circulating Tumor DNA

Jinyun Yuan1, Christopher P. Pacia1, Yimei Yue1, Lu Xu1, Arash Nazeri1, Rupen Desai1, 
Michael Gach1, Xiaowei Wang2, Aadel Chaudhuri1, Eric Leuthardt1, Hong Chen1

1Washington University in St. Louis, St. Louis, MO, USA
2University of Illinois at Chicago, Chicago, IL, USA

Background:  Brain cancer management via blood-based liquid biopsies is a noninvasive 
alternative to invasive surgical biopsies; however, the blood-brain barrier (BBB) restricts the 
quantities of  circulating brain tumor-derived molecular biomarkers necessary for sensitive 
diagnosis. Focused ultrasound-enabled blood-based liquid biopsy (sonobiopsy) locally 
disrupts the BBB and releases tumor-derived DNA into blood circulation. This study aimed 
to demonstrate that sonobiopsy could achieve sensitive detection of  glioblastoma (GBM)-
derived circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA) in mouse and pig models of  GBM.
Materials and Methods:  MRI-guided focused ultrasound (FUS) sonication in the presence 
of  intravenously injected microbubbles was targeted at the tumors in mouse and pig models. 
After sonication, blood was collected via cardiac puncture in mice and via peripheral vein in 
pigs. Droplet digital PCR (ddPCR) was used to quantify the plasma ctDNA levels of  GBM-
specific mutations, EGFRvIII and TERT C228T. Histological staining was performed to 
assess off-target tissue damage.
Results:  MRI scans confirmed successful FUS-induced BBB disruption. In mice, sonobiopsy 
significantly increased the plasma levels of  EGFRvIII ctDNA (920-fold, p = 0.00089) and 
TERT C228T ctDNA (10-fold, p = 0.015). The detection sensitivities for EGFRvIII and 
TERT C228T were increased by 57.57% and 31.54% compared with blood-based liquid 
biopsy, respectively (Fig.1 A). In pigs, sonobiopsy significantly increased the plasma levels of  
EGFRvIII ctDNA (270-fold, p = 0.016) and TERT C228T ctDNA (9-fold, p = 0.022). As 
a result, sonobiopsy increased the detection sensitivities for EGFRvIII and TERT C228T 
by 71.43% and 28.57%, respectively (Fig.1 B). No significant off-target tissue damage was 
observed from sonobiopsy treated animals. 
Conclusions:  This study demonstrated that sonobiopsy improved the detection sensitivity 
of  GBM mutations without posing significant safety risks. Sonobiopsy has the potential to 
advance brain cancer diagnosis, treatment monitoring, and recurrence detection.
Acknowledgment/Funding Sources:  Supported by the National Institutes of  Health (NIH) 
grants R01EB027223, R01EB030102, and R01MH116981.

Figure 1. Sonobiopsy increased 
the sensitivity of EGFRvIII and TERT 
C228T mutation detections in 
plasma of mouse (A) and pig (B) 
GBM models using ddPCR.
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Early Economic Modelling of Magnetic Resonance Image-Guided High 
Intensity Focused Ultrasound Compared to Radiotherapy for Pain 
Palliation of Bone Metastases

Julia Simoes Correa Galendi1, Sin Yuin Yeo2, Holger Grüll1, Arim Shukri1, Grischa 
Bratke1, Dennis Akuamoa-Boateng1, Christian Baues1, Clemens Bos3, Helena M. 
Verkooijen3, Stephanie Stock1, Dirk Müller1

1University Hospital of Cologne, Cologne, Nordrhein-Westfalen, Germany
2University Hospital of Cologne/Profound Medical GmbH, Hamburg, Germany
3University Medical Center Utrecht, Utrecht University, Utrecht, Netherlands

Background:  Bone metastases occur in 65% of  patients with advanced cancer, particularly 
originating from lung, prostate, and breast cancers. For these patients, pain is a common and 
devastating consequence since it affects quality of  life and functionality. Magnetic Resonance 
Image-guided High Intensity Focused Ultrasound (MR-HIFU) is a new non-invasive 
treatment modality that provides similar overall treatment response with more rapid pain 
palliation when compared to radiotherapy (EBRT). The uptake of  MR-HIFU as a treatment 
alternative for palliative treatment of  painful bone metastases may be hampered by concerns 
with the economic consequences. Therefore, this early modelling study aimed to assess the 
cost-effectiveness of  MR-HIFU for the palliative treatment of  patients with bone metastases 
in Germany.
Materials and Methods:  To reflect the clinical and economic consequences of  MR-HIFU 
and EBRT for the treatment of  bone metastases, we developed a patient-level simulation 
(software TreeAge Pro 2019) with a lifetime horizon and a one-month cycle length. The 
analysis was performed from the perspective of  the German Statutory Health Insurance 
(SHI). Patients entering the model were male and female adults with uncomplicated non-
vertebral painful bone metastases originating from lung, prostate, or breast cancer, in an even 
proportion. Included patients had at least four weeks of  life expectancy, and significant pain 
despite optimum pain management with opioids. The strategies compared were (i) MR-HIFU 
offered either as a first-line or after prior EBRT (i.e., in case of  persistent pain after EBRT); 
and (ii) EBRT only. EBRT dose was defined as 20Gy in 5 fractions, or 8Gy in 1fraction (in 
10%), as for German practices. The patient-level simulation model incorporated the clinical 
events that may follow a palliative treatment with MR-HIFU or EBRT: i. complete pain relief  
(pain score of  0 in the NRS), ii. partial pain relief  (i.e., defined as a reduction of  pain score 
of  at least 2 points without increase of  analgesic intake), iii. persistent pain, iv. retreatment in 
case of  persistent pain and v. death. In addition, the probability of  recurring pain after initial 
or complete pain relief  (pain relapse) and suffering a pathological fracture were considered. 
Figure 1 shows the model overview. Literature searches in Medline were performed to 
identify adequate input parameters (e.g., transition probabilities, utilities, and costs). Most 
data regarding EBRT (effectiveness, fracture rate, retreatment rate) were extracted from a 
systematic review of  randomized controlled trials. For MR-HIFU data was extracted from 

a placebo-randomized controlled trial. To compare the alternatives, the 
incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER) was calculated and expressed 
as cost per pain response (i.e., months spent in complete or partial pain 
response) and cost per quality-adjusted life year (QALY). Deterministic 
and probabilistic sensitivity analyses (DSA and PSA) were performed to 
test the robustness of  results.
Results:  Compared to EBRT only, the MR-HIFU strategy resulted in 
slightly higher costs (EUR 399) and more benefits (0.02 QALYs and 0.95 
pain response), with ICERs of  EUR 19,845 per QALY and EUR 421 
per pain response. Limiting the analysis to cancer-subgroups, MR-HIFU 
results in increased costs and more benefits for: breast cancer (ICER: 
22,403 EUR/QALY and 484 EUR/pain response), prostate cancer 
(ICER: 21,072 EUR/QALY and 2,281 EUR/pain response) and lung 
cancer (ICER: 14,086 EUR/QALY and 188 EUR/pain response). In 
sensitivity analysis, offering all patients MR-HIFU as first-line treatment is 
slightly more expensive, resulting in an ICER (31,048 EUR/QALY) 50% 
higher than the base case. PSA showed that at a WTP of  EUR 20,000 per 
QALY, the probability of  MR-HIFU being cost-effective is 52%.

(Re)Treatment

Partial pain 
relief

Complete  pain 
relief Persistent pain

Death

Pain relapse

 

Figure 1. Model overview. 
Patients enter the model 
after treatment with 
either EBRT or MR-HIFU. 
Pathological fracture was 
modelled as an event that 
could occur in each cycle and 
health state (except death).
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Conclusions:  This is the first model to compare MR-HIFU with the standard care for bone 
metastases. The MR-HIFU strategy resulted in higher costs and more benefits compared 
to EBRT only, and might be cost-effective for the German SHI. As expected for an early 
modelling study, there was considerable uncertainty around model results. However, it can 
inform research prioritization, support decisions about reimbursement, and investments in 
infrastructure installation. 
Acknowledgment/Funding Sources:  This project has received funding from the European 
Union’s horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 825859
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Title: Bilateral MR-Guided Focused Ultrasound Central Lateral 
Thalamotomy for Refractory Trigeminal Neuralgia: Preliminary 
Results

Abdul-Kareem Ahmed, Jiachen Zhuo, Paul S. Fishman, Howard Eisenberg, Rao 
Gullapalli, Dheeraj Gandhi
University of Maryland, Baltimore, MD, USA

Background:  Trigeminal neuralgia (TN), a form of  neuropathic pain (NP), is the most 
common cause of  facial pain. TN is treated with anticonvulsant medications, but when 
ineffective or not tolerated, surgical treatment can be attempted. In the case of  an impinging 
vessel loop, a microvascular decompression (MVD) is often curative, and in other cases, 
several compressive or ablative approaches to the gasserian ganglion are effective. Some 
patients remain refractory with poor quality of  life. To treat refractory NP, evidence for 
targeting the posterior central lateral nucleus (CLp) of  the thalamus is longstanding. This 
pilot study sought to evaluate the safety and efficacy of  bilateral MR-guided focused 
ultrasound (MRgFUS) CLp thalamotomy to treat refractory TN.
Materials and Methods:  A prospective, non-randomized, single arm, investigator-initiated 
trial was developed (NCT04579692). Patients eligible for MR imaging, and tolerant of  
treatment were included. Patients underwent bilateral MRgFUS CLp thalamotomy. Safety 
data were collected. Scores for screening, one month, and six month Brief  Pain Inventory-
Facial (BPI-Facial), Patient Global Impression of  Change (PGIC), and Barrow Neurological 
Institute Pain Intensity (BNI) were collected. Comparative statistics were conducted with an 
alpha level set at 0.05.
Results:  Five patients have received treatment, with two exiting the study at six months 
follow up, and two currently with one month follow-up. Mean age is 54.6 years (SD:16.1), 
with a sex ratio of  3:2. Diagnosis duration ranged from 3 to 21 years. Four patients had prior 
MVDs, one patient prior gamma knife radiosurgery. Bilateral treatment was accomplished 
in all patients (Figure 1). Mean sonication time was 128.8 minutes (SD:54.0). There were 
no serious adverse events. Adverse events were all transient and included headache, nausea, 
transient facial paresthesia. For four patients with one month follow up, mean BPI-Facial 
decreased 61.7 percent (t-test, p=0.017). BPI-Facial and BNI Pain Intensity Scores trended 
toward decreasing, while PGIC trended toward increasing (Figure 2). Several patients 
discontinued TN-directed medications after treatment.
Conclusions:  In this preliminary analysis we have observed that bilateral MRgFUS CLp 
thalamotomy for refractory TN has an acceptable safety profile. Early pain score results 
demonstrate promise in reducing the interfering affects of  chronic intermittent pain. This 
treatment has the potential to be an option for TN patients when medications and/or surgery 
have failed. Continued follow up and enrollment, and eventually, a randomized trial, are 
needed to evaluate safety and effectiveness.

Figure 1. T2-weighted MR of bilateral 
focused ultrasound central lateral 
thalamotomy

Figure 2. Brief pain inventory-facial scores after treatment
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Low-Intensity Focused Ultrasound to Insula Attenuates Contact Heat 
Evoked Potentials and Reduces Pain Perception in Humans

Alexander In1, Wynn Legon2

1Virginia Tech Carilion School of Medicine, Roanoke, VA, USA
2Fralin Biomedical Research Institute, Roanoke, VA, USA

Background:  Low-intensity focused ultrasound (LIFU) is a novel form of  noninvasive 
neuromodulation with high spatial resolution and depth penetration. Several lines of  
evidence have demonstrated that LIFU induces short and lasting neuromodulation in 
humans and therefore has the potential to improve clinical outcomes. The insula is a 
promising brain area for pain mitigation as it receives the majority of  the direct di-synaptic 
spinothalamic projections; single-unit recordings have identified neurons responding to 
nociceptive stimuli in the insula; fMRI imaging studies that employ nociceptive stimuli 
consistently report insular activation; the contact heat evoked potential (CHEP) has 
been sourced to the insula and lesions of  the insula in human modifies pain processing. 
Unfortunately, it lies deep within the lateral sulcus covered by both the overlying frontal 
opercula and temporal lobes, making it difficult to target non-invasively. This study examines 
the effect of  LIFU to the anterior and posterior gyrus of  the insula on CHEPs and 
subjective pain report to a brief, safe and reproducible painful stimulus.
Materials and Methods:  We enrolled 8 healthy participants and stereotaxically targeted 
LIFU to both the anterior gyrus and posterior gyrus of  the insula using individual anatomical 
MRI images. We measured surface electroencephalogram (EEG) in response to contact heat 
stimuli applied to the dorsum of  the right hand under an ultrasound or sham condition. 
Participants were required to rate the pain stimulus on a scale of  0 to 9 using a numerical 
keypad. Prior to formal testing, participants were acquainted with the stimulus and the energy 
level titrated to produce a perceived rating of  approximately 6/10. Blood pressure, galvanic 
skin response, photoplethysmography, and one lead electrocardiogram was also collected to 
monitor the patient's autonomic nervous system changes as potential confounding factors as 
well as assessing for effects from LIFU.
Results:  We found an attenuation of  the CHEP N1 and P1 under the ultrasound condition 
as compared to the sham condition (Figure 1). The average of  the amplitude differences 
between LIFU and sham for N=8 was -9.15 ± 8.2 µV. In addition, we found a decrease in 
the perceived rating under the ultrasound condition as compared to the sham 4.24 ± 0.5 vs. 

3.75 ± 0.5 (Figure 2). 
Conclusions:  LIFU is a suitable method to non-invasively target 
deep brain structures, such as the insula, and not only capable of  
attenuating CHEP amplitudes but also reducing pain perception. 
This study demonstrates the neuromodulation abilities of  LIFU and 
is a promising tool to further test the relationship of  various brain 
regions with pain and to develop transformational clinical therapies 
for chronic pain conditions.
Acknowledgment/Funding Sources:  This study is funded by the 
Fralin Biomedical Research Institute Seale Innovation Fund

Figure 1. Average CHEP (40 
trials) from one participant. 
Ultrasound (US) in red 
and sham in grey. Note the 
attenuation of the positive 
and negative peak in the US 
condition. Pseudocolor trial 
by trial responses for the 
sham and US condition.

Figure 2. Group (N=8) 
average perceived pain 
rating of a heat stimulus 
after ultrasound and a 
sham procedure.
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Low-Intensity Transcranial Focused Ultrasound Modulates Pain 
Perception in Mice Models

Min Gon Kim1, Kai Yu1, Donovan Argueta2, Stacy Kiven2, Yunruo Ni1, Kalpna Gupta2, 
Bin He1

1Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA, USA
2University of California, Irvine, Irvine, CA, USA

Background:  Pain is a major comorbidity of  sickle cell disease (SCD) which afflicts millions 
of  people worldwide and mostly African Americans in the United States. Pain in SCD can 
be chronic in addition to unique unpredictable and recurrent episodes of  acute pain which 
requires hospitalization, impairs the quality of  life and reduces survival. Opioids are the 
mainstay for both acute and chronic pain, which are associated with liabilities including fear 
of  addiction and stigma. As persons with severe chronic pain are on many therapies with 
toxicities of  their own, a critical unmet need is to develop targeted analgesic therapies devoid 
of  pharmacologics. To address this critical need, we applied low-intensity transcranial focused 
ultrasound (tFUS) to target pain-processing brain circuits without additional pharmacologics 
as the tFUS has high spatiotemporal precision and deep penetration for brain stimulation, 
and it holds significant potential in managing pain noninvasively.
Materials and Methods:  We have conducted preclinical studies to quantitatively assess 
the effect of  tFUS neuromodulation to ameliorate pain by targeting specific brain regions 
involved in the pain processing in male and female wild-type mice and female humanized 
Berkley sickle cell mice (HbSS), which exclusively express human sickle Hb and show 
characteristic features of  sickle cell pain. The multi-element tFUS stimulations (center 
frequency of  1.5 MHz, PRF of  40 Hz and 3 kHz, and total sonication time of  600 s and 
1200 s) were administered to the hindlimb of  the primary somatosensory cortex (S1HL) at 
the left hemisphere of  the brain as an experimental group, and to a vicinity region of  S1HL 
as a sham group. A modified hot-plate behavior test was implemented to investigate unilateral 
effects of  tFUS neuromodulation and nociceptive responses to noxious heat stimuli before 
and after tFUS or sham stimulation. The mice behaviors were blindly assessed, and further 
analyzed in terms of  Δhind paw withdrawal latency (ΔhPWL) (s) (= right hPWL- left hPWL) 
after placing the mouse subjects in a hot-plate chamber.
Results:  We found that tFUS stimulation at S1HL brain region can significantly attenuate the 
sensitivity to thermal pain stimuli in male and female wild-type mice. The averaged ΔhPWL 
modulated by tFUS with a PRF of  40 Hz at S1HL was significantly increased compared to 
the baseline values (***p<0.001, animal number N=8 for 3 min after tFUS; *p<0.05, N=8 
for 8 min after tFUS; statistics by Friedman test). However, the averaged ΔhPWL treated by 
the sham ultrasound was not significantly different from the measurements prior to sham 
stimulation (p>0.05, N=8 for 3 and 8 min after sham stimulation; statistics by Friedman test). 
We further investigated if  tFUS could reduce thermal hyperalgesia in female sickle cell mice 
exhibiting severe chronic thermal hyperalgesia. Figure 1 shows that the averaged ΔhPWL 
treated by sham stimulation was not significantly changed from baseline values (p>0.05, 
N=9 for 3 and 8 min after sham stimulation; statistics by Friedman test). However, the 
averaged ΔhPWL by tFUS stimulation with a PRF of  40 Hz at the left S1HL was significantly 
increased compared to the behavioral readouts before tFUS stimulation (*p<0.05, N=9 for 
3 min after tFUS; **p<0.01, N=9 for 8 min after tFUS; statistics by Friedman test), which 
indicates that tFUS stimulation with the lower PRF at left S1HL is effective in attenuating 
heat hyperalgesia in the sickle cell mice. Moreover, a negative mean value of  ΔhPWL was 
observed by tFUS stimulation with a PRF of  3kHz, suggesting that the tFUS parameter with 
a higher PRF may exacerbate thermal hypersensitivity in the HbSS mice.
Conclusions:  We demonstrate that tFUS stimulation is effective in modulating pain 
sensitivity in wild-type mice and treating thermal hyperalgesia in humanized sickle mice by 
targeting at specific brain circuits with high specificity. Our findings have the potential to 
develop an effective non-pharmacological means for treating pain.
Acknowledgment/Funding Sources:  This work was supported in part by NIH HEAL 
U18EB029354.
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Figure 1. Comparisons of averaged ∆hPWL between sham and experimental groups before and 
after treatments. Compared to the averaged ∆hPWL in the sham group, tFUS treatment induces 
significant changes of ∆hPWL to the thermal stimuli in female HbSS mice. Statistics by Friedman 
test and Kruskal-Wallis test, *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001. 
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Figure 1. Diagram of 
experimental setup with 
FUS transducer and 
mechanical stimulator.

Focused Ultrasound Modulates Neuropathic Pain

Stephen A. Lee, Erica McCune, Hermes Kamimura, Christopher Winfree, Elisa 
Konofagou
Columbia University, New York, NY, USA

Background:  The peripheral nervous system, the arbor of  nerve branches extending 
throughout our bodies, manages and translates all sensory signals, including noxious pain, to 
our brain for processing. Noxious thermal stimuli, via c-fiber nociceptors, translate painful 
signals from the external environment. In normal conditions, pain is helpful for indication of  
injury or warning of  potentially harmful events. However, in neuropathic pain where pain is 
generated by the nervous system itself, quality of  life for the individual drastically decreases. 
In many cases where pain becomes chronic, secondary ailments, such as depression or 
inability to sleep, often further mentally burden the patients. In addition, over-prescription 
of  opioids for treating pain has directly tied to the epidemic currently happening in the 
United States. Evidence shows focused ultrasound (FUS) has neuromodulatory attributes 
that can alter both brain and nerve signals. Previously, we preliminarily demonstrated how 
FUS can alter nociceptive signaling in healthy subjects (Lee et al. IEEE TMI. 2020). Thus, 
the objective of  this study was to investigate whether FUS nerve stimulation can alter pain 
sensation in patients with neuropathic pain.
Materials and Methods:  Human subjects (n = 10) with acute or chronic neuropathic pain 
were recruited to receive FUS with displacement targeting (Lee et al. IEEE TUFFC. 2020). 
Patient pathologies included post-procedural sural nerve biopsies, nerve tumors, and nerve 
entrapment conditions and were screened to ensure robust and repeatable evoked pain from 
mechanical stimulation. A variety of  symptoms were expressed within this patient population: 
paresthesia, heat sensations, and acute or persistent pain. Patients received and subjectively 
rated pain on a visual analog pain scale for 40 mechanical stimulations by a solenoid-driven 
indenter, with randomized FUS/Sham pulse trains (4.8 MPa, 10 s at 7.5% DC) in a double-
blinded fashion (Fig 1). For each FUS stimulation (20/40) displacement was recorded at the 
nerve. Four of  the subjects received off-target and six received on-target stimulations.
Results:  Intra-subject analysis seems to indicate that pain ratings were lower when FUS vs 
sham pulses when accurately targeting the associated nerve compared to off-target (Fig 2A). 
However, statistical testing did not show significance. On the other hand, if  we consider 
overall pain rating decreases longitudinally from the beginning to the end of  the session, 
a statistical significance in changed of  ratings between patients that received on-target 
stimulations to off-target (Fig 2B). In addition, two pain subjects verbally relayed immediate 

pain relief  following the procedure and, in one subject, the 
experienced pain relief  persisted for three days post-FUS. 
These findings indicate that FUS can lower pain ratings where 
off-target patients either had suppression or no change in pain 
sensation. Lastly, displacement analysis indicates greater nerve 
displacement amplitudes (greater than 20 microns) tend to have 
more decreased ratings (Fig 3).
Conclusions:  This initial clinical feasibility study demonstrated 
how FUS can induce short- and long-term pain-relief  in 
patients with acute or chronic neuropathic pain. Results indicate 
that nerve displacement serves as an indicator for successful 

treatment. Though significant differences 
were not obtained between sham and 
FUS pulses across subjects, subjects that 
did receive FUS had overall decrease 
in pain ratings. This indicates potential 
long-term and cumulative effects of  FUS 
stimulation, warranting further study into 
the possible therapeutic benefits.
Acknowledgment/Funding Sources:  
NIH (R36DA054475), (Google) X, 
Inc., NIH (R01EB009041), DARPA 
(HR0011-15-2-0054)
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Figure 2. Inter-subject 
analysis within subjects 
and over time. (A) Changes 
in ratings for mechanical 
stimulations during sham vs 
FUS for on-target patients. 
(B) Changes in ratings over 
time for on-target vs off-
target stimulations over the 
length of the
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(*) p = 0.0381
Two-tailed Mann Whitney Test
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Figure 3. Displacement analysis plotted against changes 
in ratings for on-target stimulation patients.
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Figure 1. Experimental set-up. 
Electrical stimulation applied 
to the median nerve in the left 
arm of N = 7 healthy human 
subjects. The FUS transducer 
focused on the median nerve 
upstream of the electrical stim.

A Reduction of Somatosensory Evoked Potentials Using Focused 
Ultrasound Median Nerve Stimulation

Erica McCune, Hermes Kamimura, Ethan Bendau, Elisa Konofagou 
Columbia University, New York, NY, USA

Background:  Peripheral nerve entrapments, such as carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS), can 
result in persistent neuropathic pain. Focused ultrasound (FUS) has been shown to modulate 
peripheral nerve activity, including decreasing perceived pain with the acoustic radiation force 
proposed as the mechanism, indicating its potential for treating neuropathic pain. Pain can be 
subjective, however, and difficult to quantify. Instead of  measuring pain itself, somatosensory 
evoked potentials (SSEP) from electrical stimulation can be used to quantify sensory signaling 
to the brain under different conditions. This study investigated the ability of  FUS to modulate 
sensation by evaluating both nerve displacement and changes in SSEP signals in response to 
FUS applied at the median nerve during electrical stimulation.
Materials and Methods:  Seven (n = 7) healthy human volunteers (23-28 years old) were 
recruited for this study. Each subject received electrical stimulation at the median nerve in the 
wrist and FUS targeted at the median nerve upstream from the electrical stimulation (Fig. 1). 
The electrical stimulation consisted of  1000 pulses, each 300 microseconds long and repeated 
at a rate of  1 Hz. The pulse amplitude was adjusted for each subject up to a maximum 
current of  7 mA such that a thumb twitch was induced. With each electrical pulse, a 1.1MHz, 
4-element FUS transducer delivered a simultaneous 5 ms pulse of  FUS to the median nerve. 
Pressures of  1.6 (n = 4) or 2.5 MPa (n = 2) derated peak negative pressure (PNP) were used. 
One (n = 1) control subject underwent FUS pulses at 2.5 MPa, but with the ultrasound off-
target from the median nerve. Within the 1000 electrical pulse scheme, subjects received 500 
sham and 500 FUS pulses. Median nerve displacement was estimated within each 5 ms FUS 
pulse using 1D cross-correlation on reconstructed RF signals acquired at 7.8 MHz with a 
concentric imaging transducer using plane wave imaging at a 17.9 kHz frame rate (Vantage). 
Electroencephalography (EEG) data was collected with a 64-electrode configuration (Fig. 
1). To quantify changes at the somatosensory cortex between sham and FUS conditions, 
differences in the area of  activation at 30 ms and decreases in the N20 to P30 peak-to-peak 
amplitude measured at the CP4 somatosensory electrode indicative of  suppressed electrical 
stimulation were calculated.
Results:  Estimated median nerve displacements within each 5 ms pulse were averaged across 
all subjects in the 1.6 MPa and 2.5 MPa experimental groups. Averaged displacement plots 
show a cumulative displacement per pulse at the nerve of  9.5 micrometers and 3.6 micrometers 
at 2.5 MPa and 1.6 MPa, respectively (Fig. 2). On-target FUS at 1.6 MPa resulted in a 9.8% 
N20 to P30 amplitude decrease compared to sham sonication. At a higher on-target pressure 
of  2.5 MPa, a larger amplitude decrease of  19.7% occurred. In contrast, the control off-target 
2.5 MPa sonication showed only a 6.8% amplitude decrease (Fig. 3). The area of  activation 
at 30 ms for each group was defined as the region encompassing a scalp potential of  at least 
-3dB from the maximum potential between the sham and FUS conditions. Scalp maps at 30 
ms illustrate SSEP decreases with on-target FUS compared to sham but more widespread 
activation at the off-target FUS condition (Fig. 4). Specifically, at 1.6 MPa, a 74% reduction 
in the area of  activation occurred in the FUS condition compared to the sham condition. A 
similar area reduction of  61% occurred at 2.5 MPa. In contrast, there was an increase in the 
area of  activation of  56% under the FUS condition compared to the sham condition in the 
control off-target subject.

Conclusions:  The results herein demonstrate 
that the SSEP signal amplitude is significantly 
reduced by the FUS regime, which confirms 
suppression of  electrical stimulation at the 
median nerve during on-target stimulation 
using targeting with displacement imaging. 
In contrast, smaller amplitude decreases and 
increases in the area of  activation were found 
with off-target FUS stimulation. This SSEP 
amplitude reduction increases with the PNP 
applied on the nerve, highlighting a pressure-
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Figure 2. Average cumulative displacement of the 
1.6 and 2.5 MPa conditions for each 5 ms FUS pulse.

Figure 3. Potential at the CP4 somatosensory electrode for both US and sham conditions at 2.5 MPa 
and 1.6 MPa targeted on the median nerve and 2.5 MPa off-target from the median nerve.

Figure 4. EEG scalp maps at 30 ms illustrating area of activation differences between sham and US 
conditions during the CP4 P30 deflection. Areas of activation are indicated by the white traces.

dependent relationship that could control the level of  suppression. Ongoing feasibility is 
being conducted in clinical CTS patients.
Acknowledgment/Funding Sources:  The authors would like to thank the National 
Institutes of  Health (R01EB027576) and the FUS Foundation for funding.
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Figure 1. Drawing of the 
large animal MRgFUS setup. 
The pig is positioned supine 
on the focused ultrasound 
transducer targeting the 
DRGs in the lumbar spine. 
The table shows a summary 
of sonication parameters 
used in the individual 
studies.

MRgFUS of the Dorsal Root Ganglion for the Treatment of Low Back 
Pain: Preclinical Study in a Peripheral Nerve Injury Model

Viola Rieke, Allison Payne, Candace Floyd, Henrik Odéen, Matthew S. Zabriskie, 
Robb Merrill, Michelle Kline, Rock Hadley, Lubdha Shah 
University of Utah, Salt Lake City, UT, USA

Background:  Many of  the currently available low back pain (LBP) treatments are invasive 
with associated risks and complications. Focused ultrasound (FUS) is a lower risk, completely 
non-invasive alternative modality. In vivo animal models have suggested dorsal root ganglia 
(DRGs) to play a role in pain propagation and neuropathic modulation. We developed a 
large animal chronic LBP model, induced by peripheral nerve injury (PNI), and evaluated the 
response to several stimuli with quantitative sensory testing (QST). Here we investigate the 
ability to decrease neuropathic LBP in the pig PNI model with FUS neuromodulation of  the 
spinal DRG with MR-guided FUS (MRgFUS) without permanent surrounding tissue damage.
Materials and Methods:  In an IACUC approved protocol, pigs (N=4) were trained to 
stand in a testing arena and underwent weekly QST, using a porcine pain scale that uses 
vocalization and facial expression as quantifiable measures indicative of  a supra-spinal pain 
response. QST was performed for 4 weeks before and 6 weeks after MRgFUS. Two animals 
served as controls, and two animals underwent surgery (ligation of  the common peroneal 
nerve with complete Freund's adjuvant) to create neuropathic radicular LBP. For MRgFUS, 
the animals were positioned dorsal recumbent over the FUS transducer (IGT, f=1MHz, 
focal length = 10cm), as seen in Fig. 1. The transducer was positioned to unilaterally target 
the DRGs (L1 to L5/L6). Two different sonication protocols were used: continuous FUS 
sonication for the control animals and pulsed sonications for the PNI animals (details in Fig 
1). MR temperature imaging (MRTI) (3D seg EPI, FOV=192x180x30 mm, Res=1.5x1.5x2.5 
mm, TR/TE=23/11 ms, ETL=7) was used to measure temperature at the location of  the 
DRG and surrounding areas. Post treatment T2w (3D SPACE to visualize edema) and CE-
T1w (3D VIBE to visualize non-perfused volume) imaging was performed to assess damage 
to the area.
Results:  The DRGs were easily localized, but direct targeting of  the DRG was hindered by 
spinal bone (e.g. facet joint, transverse process). Moving the focus lateral to the DRG allowed 
to target the spinal nerve. MRTI (Fig. 1) allowed visualization and temperature estimation 
in continuous sonications. In the longer duration pulsed sonications MRTI exhibited 
temperature drift caused by movement of  gas filled bowel (mostly in sync with respiration, 
but irregular in some cases) and required correction in post-processing. Post treatment 
imaging in Figure 3 showed obvious edema in soft tissues and areas of  nonenhancement 
and necrosis in animals undergoing continuous sonications, and mild edema in soft tissues 
and bone in animals with pulsed sonications. None of  the animals showed pain or motor 
deficits during standard veterinary assessments. Of  the different pain threshold tested, 
the heat pain threshold showed the largest change. Figure 4 left shows that in the control 
animals pain increased over baseline directly after MRgFUS and remained elevated for two 
weeks before returning to baseline. In Fig 4 right, on the ipsilateral side (with injury), pain 
scores increased over baseline (weeks 0-1) after PNI (weeks 2-4) and then decreased for 
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~4 weeks after MRgFUS. There were no changes in pain score on the contralateral side. As 
pain is experienced at both the level of  the spinal cord (reflexive) and the level of  the brain 
(supraspinal), the lack of  indicators of  supraspinal sensation in most animal models of  
pain significantly reduces the clinical relevance of  the evaluation. Therefore, we used QST 
outcome metrics that parallel highly quantitative clinical assessments of  neuropathic pain. 
We were able to demonstrate expected increase in pain with PNI that was ameliorated for 4 
weeks following MRgFUS treatment, and that our QST techniques are sensitive indicators of  
pain in a large animal model and are clinically translatable.
Conclusions:  We demonstrated the ability to target the spinal DRG with MRgFUS without 
permanent surrounding tissue damage and showed a reduction in neuropathic low back pain 
in the pig PNI. These data suggest that the QST techniques are sensitive indicators of  pain in 
a large animal model and that MRgFUS-effects on pain reduction can be detected using this 
clinically relevant evaluation method. 
Acknowledgment/Funding Sources:  NIH UH2 AR076736

Figure 2. 3D MRTI. For better 
visualization of the heating, 
the 3D temperature volume 
is reformatted and overlaid 
on the high-resolution T2w 
anatomical images. The insert 
shows the temperature (°C) 
over time (# of acquisition) for 
a pixel in the target area.

Figure 3. Axial T2 and CE T1 
images immediately (A, B) and 
7 weeks (C, D) after treatment. 
Hyperintensity and peripheral 
enhancement with central 
non-enhancement (A, B), 
reflecting edema and necrosis 
with inflammation. C, D show 
decreased marrow edema and 
necrosis.

Figure 4. Left: In control 
animals pain increased over 
baseline directly after MRgFUS 
and remained elevated for 
2 weeks before returning to 
baseline. Right: After PNI, 
pain responses were elevated. 
Following MRgFUS, pain 
scores were reduced, and later 
resumed.
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Presentation Title: Preliminary Results of HIFU Extracorporeal Thermal 
Ablation with the SONOVEIN S System for Varicose Veins Treatment 
in the Lower Limbs

Rubén R. Carvajal
International Vascular and Endovascular Institute (IVEI), Estepona, Málaga, Spain

Background:  Close to 40% of  the population in age between 30 and 70 is affected by 
chronic venous disease. The standard for varicose veins treatment includes open surgery, 
endovenous thermal (radiofrequency and LASER), chemical or mechanico-chemical ablation 
methods using a catheter inserted in the incompetent vein. These methods are invasive 
when compared to HIFU ablative modalities, which are successfully used for numerous 
other pathologies. A first in human prospective open study conducted by Alfred Obermayer, 
MD and approved by the Austrian competent authorities followed patients treated for 
incompetent lower limb veins to 3 months (M).
Materials and Methods:  The SONOVEIN S is the second generation of  HIFU devices 
dedicate exclusively for varicose veins treatment. The device generates HIFU which 
penetrates through soft tissues and causes localized hyperthermia (around 85°C) responsible 
of  irreversible protein denaturation and vein wall coagulation whereas overlying and 
surrounding tissues are spared, by focusing a beam into a defined target. Patients with Great 
Saphenous Vein (GSV), Short Saphenous Vein (SSV), Accessory Anterior Saphenous Vein 
(AASV) or Perforating Veins (PV) incompetence were selected for treatment. A protocol of  
low dose of  Lidocaine 2% infiltration was apply to reduce pain and increase patient tolerance. 
Pain VAS scale, occlusion rates and clinical improvement of  patients treated were evaluated 
(CEAP and VCSS). Initial technical success was defined as complete occlusion of  the target 
vein immediately after the treatment, checked by US.
Results:  39 patients were selected and treated in a one-year period (March 2021-April 2022). 
Treatment was well tolerated with our protocol in 38/39 patient (97%), with an average of  
VAS pain scale of  3,6 points. A total of  68 veins had been treated, 27 GSV (40%), 7 SSV 
(10%), 3 AASV (4%). Initial technical success was achieved in 93% of  veins treated. No 
severe adverse events were observed. No compression stockings or heparin were indicated 
after the treatment. All patients recover their normal life activities immediately after the 
treatment. Three patients developed a superficial skin burning, that resolves alone just with 
local care. One patient developed a skin ulcer, with posterior resolution with appropriate 
wound dressings. Results would be update at presentation time in October.
Conclusions:  In our initial experience with HIFU for the insufficient lower limb veins, 
the preliminary results are encouraging and are showing that this method could become a 
convincing, innovative and patient friendly alternative non-catheter treatment method in this 
field. Low dose Lidocaine 2% protocol seems to be effective to increase patient tolerance to 
the procedure.
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Development of Novel Phase Shift Microbubbles for the Treatment of 
Vascular Clots

Evan Unger1, Mohammed S. Anwar2, Amjad M. Wahab2, Emmanuelle Meuillet1, 
Xucai Chen2, John Pacella2  
1Microvascular Therapeutics, Tucson, AZ, USA
2University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA, USA 

Background:  One person dies every 36 seconds in the United States from cardiovascular 
disease. About 659,000 people in the United States die from heart disease each year, that 
is 1 in every 4 deaths. Although these numbers have decreased somewhat, people are still 
dying from heart attacks or acute myocardial infarction (MI). Deep Vein Thrombosis 
/ Pulmonary Embolism (DVT/PE) affect as many as 900,000 people each year in the 
United States. Estimates suggest that 60,000-100,000 Americans die of  DVT/PE (venous 
thromboembolism) each year. Sudden death is the first symptom in about 25% of  people 
who have PE. Among people who have had DVT, one third to one half  will have long-term 
complications (post-thrombotic syndrome) such as swelling, pain, discoloration, and scaling 
in the affected limb. Microbubble (MB) enhanced sonothrombolysis (SL) has shown promise 
in treating vascular thrombosis, but MB are micron-sized structures and do not easily 
permeate clots. We hypothesized that sub-micron structures, e.g., phase shift microbubbles 
(PSMB) will better permeate clots for more effective SL. We also hypothesized that PSMB 
molecularly targeted to fibrin would be even more effective as compared to bare PSMB at 
treating DVT, PAO and MI.
Materials and Methods:  We have developed MVT-100, a newer generation of  MB that 
is electrostatically neutral and is designed to be a room temperature storage product with 
potential for less side-effects of  back pain as compared to other commercially available 
ultrasound contrast agents. To make PSMB, the MB are condensed. In the condensation 
process, MVT-100 provides for superior condensation compared to available anionic MB and 
smaller PSMB with increased stability, making MVT-100 based PSMB, referred to as MVT-
101, viable for product development. We have also developed a Fibrin Targeted (FT) PSMB 
for which we conjugated one of  the lipids in the MB shell with a fibrin binding peptide. 
We have tested PSMB, FTPSMB and MB in a rat hindlimb model of  MVO and PSMB in 
a pig model of  DVT. All PSMB and MB were injected IV for the rat study and PSMB and 
t-PA were administered through the catheter and ultrasound was delivered from the catheter 
tip for the DVT model. All products tested were characterized using particle sizer, gas 
chromatography for gas content and HPLC for lipid content.
Results:  We have already shown that PSMB (~200 nm in diameter size), easily penetrate 
the thrombus and demonstrate increased SL efficiency in the rat hindlimb model of  
microvascular obstruction. When testing the FTPSMB we found that in a model of  
microvascular obstruction in rats FTPSMB>PSMB>MB in terms of  efficiency of  SL. Only 
1/100th the concentration (dose) of  FTPSMB outperformed PSMB. Only 1/100th the 
concentration (dose) of  FTPSMB outperformed PSMB. We also report that in combination 
with an ultrasound catheter, that with PSMB made with perfluorobutane, completely 
dissolved occlusive DVT clots in a pig model using 1/000th the tPA dose and 1/60th the 
treatment time compared to standard catheter administration of  t-PA. 
Conclusions:  We showed that fibrin targeted (FT)-PSMB outperformed bare PSMB which 
outperformed MB (MVT-100) in treating MVO. In turn PSMB significantly outperformed 
MB. PSMB hold great potential as improved agents for treating DVT/PE and MI. MVT-100 
is mid-way through clinical testing, has an active IND and is regulated by the FDA via the 
505(b)(2) pathway granting accelerated approval. Since MVT-101 are based upon the same 
critical excipients as MVT-100, ability to reference the IND for MVT-100 will help facilitate 
the development of  a PSMB-based product for SL. 
Acknowledgment/Funding Sources:  R33HL15630 and R43HL152819
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Figure 1. Schematic overview 
of the HIFU/DMUA therapy 
delivery. To cover the whole 
target lesion, multiple HIFU 
shots will be delivered per 
imaging plane, in multiple 
planes spaced 1 mm apart.

Non-invasive High Intensity Focused Ultrasound Therapy for the 
Treatment of Atherosclerotic Plaques

Marijn Groen1, Gert-Jan de Borst1, Tim Leiner1, Pieter Doevendans1, Emad Ebbini2, 
René van Es1, Stijn Hazenberg1 
1University Medical Center Utrecht, Utrecht, Netherlands
2University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN, USA

Background:  Primary treatment of  peripheral artery disease (PAD) consists of  
pharmacological therapy, exercise training and lifestyle changes. However, at a later stage, 
intervention is often required. So far, only invasive therapies are available, which carry a risk 
on complications. Robot-assisted High-intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) in combination 
with Dual-Mode Ultrasound Arrays (DMUAs) is a unique, non-invasive image-guided therapy 
to create sub-millimeter thermal lesions up to 4 cm from the skin. The major advantage 
is the real-time registration between the imaging and therapeutic planes, which allows for 
inherent registration between imaging and treatment location. Moreover, with this technique 
closed-loop control can be performed, allowing controlled lesion formation with axial and 
lateral lesions dimensions in the sub-millimeter range. This study investigates the safety and 
feasibility of  the HIFU/DMUA system for treatment of  atherosclerotic plaques in patients 
with PAD.
Materials and Methods:  This study is a first-in-man, non-randomized interventional 
pilot study conducted at the University Medical Center Utrecht, in which 15 patients with 
a symptomatic atherosclerotic plaque (stenosis grade 50-80%) in the femoral artery will be 
included. Patients will be treated with the HIFU/DMUA synthesizer (International Cardio 
Corporation). This system used a 3.5 MHz 64-element concave shaped dual-mode ultrasound 
array transducer, allowing precise lesion formation, without damaging the endothelium. 
Initial intensity is up to 6.25 kW/cm², which will be adjusted based on echogenicity changes 
during therapy delivery using the closed-loop algorithm. The posterior wall of  the target 
vessel should be located within approximately 35-45 mm from the skin (based on diagnostic 
ultrasound or CTA), due to the optimal focus of  the HIFU/DMUA transducer. During the 
procedure, the HIFU/DMUA probe was positioned under robotic guidance (UR3, Universal 
Robots) perpendicular to the vessel. Therapy was delivered in multiple planes spaced 1 mm 
apart (Fig), to cover the full length of  the lesion. Primary safety endpoint includes the 30-day 
major complication rate, secondary endpoints include technical feasibility, functional success/
quality of  life and plaque characteristics determined using MRI and echo-duplex. Total 
follow-up takes 3 months.

Results:  To date, 7/15 patients were included. 
The use of  the HIFU/DMUA was successful 
during all procedures; target lesions could be 
visualized, and therapy could be delivered. Per 
procedure, a mean of  113±22 HIFU shots in 
18±7 planes were delivered. Preliminary analysis 
of  therapeutic data shows accurate delivery of  
therapy at the desired position. No procedural 
or device related complications were observed, 
the patients did not experience any discomfort 
during or after the procedure. All patients were 
discharged the same day. 
Conclusions:  These preliminary results show 
the technical feasibility of  the HIFU/DMUA 
technique to visualize and target at the desired 
location. This study suggests that HIFU/DMUA 
is a promising, non-invasive methods to treat 
patients suffering from PAD. Future studies 
should focus on short and long-term safety and 
efficacy of  the therapy. 
Acknowledgment/Funding Sources:  This study 
was funded by International Cardio Corporation.

 

Schematic overview of the HIFU/DMUA therapy delivery. To cover the whole target lesion, multiple 
HIFU shots will be delivered per imaging plane, in multiple planes spaced 1 mm apart.   
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Tuning Ultrasound-Driven Bubble Dynamics in Acoustically-
Responsive Scaffolds Using 3D Bioprinting

Sabine M. Meurs
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI, USA

Background:  Due to their biocompatibility, hydrogels are often used in drug delivery. The 
Fabiilli lab has developed a composite hydrogel, termed an acoustically responsive scaffold 
(ARS), that enables spatiotemporally controlled drug delivery using focused ultrasound. 
An ARS consists of  a phase-shift emulsion embedded within a hydrogel matrix. Upon 
exposure to ultrasound, the emulsion can undergo acoustic droplet vaporization, thereby 
releasing payloads initially encapsulated within the emulsion. Within tissue regeneration, 
ARSs have been used for the controlled release of  pro-angiogenic molecules to stimulate 
blood vessel growth. Similar to conventional hydrogels, ARSs have been polymerized using 
bulk polymerization techniques. This consists of  crosslinking a polymer solution containing 
emulsion to yield the solid-like ARS. There are inherent limitations with this approach. First, 
the form factor of  the ARS is dictated by the shape of  the container that holds the solution 
during crosslinking. Second, the ability to generate complex patterns of  emulsions within an 
ARS is very limited. To overcome these limitations, we investigated how 3D bioprinting can 
generate ARSs with complex form factors and intricate patterns of  emulsion. 3D bioprinting 
is a type of  additive manufacturing that enables layer-by-layer fabrication of  an ARS based on 
user-defined, computer-aided design.
Materials and Methods:  In this study, we used an extrusion-based method for 3D 
bioprinting of  ARSs. Monodispersed PSEs were loaded into previously optimized, functional 
bioinks (i.e., hydrogel precursors) consisting of  fibrin and/or cellulose nanofibrils in order to 
build off  of  previous success with fibrin, hyaluronic acid, and/or alginate ARSs. 
We first successfully established an understanding of  cell viability in relation to a fibrin and 
CNF hydrogel. Then we began optimizing printing parameters such as extrusion pressure 
and printing speed, and support bath properties in order to then assess the printing fidelity 
for the bioprinted ARSs. 
3D-bioprinting enables patterning of  PSEs in layered ARSs with different rheological 
properties. However, maintaining high fidelity of  a multilayered complex print is made 
difficult by the need to polymerize each layer prior to depositing the next layer, begging the 
use of  a support bath versus printing-in-air. The properties and compatibility of  FRESH and 
carbopol support baths with the CNF fibrin hydrogel were also studied.
Results:  Effects of  ADV-generated bubble dynamics in bilayer ARSs were studied using 
confocal and epifluorescence microscopy. This is in contrast to the morphology of  generated 
ADV-bubbles in a construct with a uniform elastic modulus, which would continue to grow 
similar to a conventional bulk technique, pointing towards the impact of  spatiotemporally 
controlling dynamics through bioprinting.
Conclusions:  Ultimately the intended application of  these bioprinted ARSs is to promote 
rapid blood vessel growth post-implantation, however, optimizing a spatial-temporally 
controlled drug-delivery system that integrates rapidly could have far-reaching therapeutic 
benefits. 
Acknowledgment/Funding Sources:  S.M acknowledges financial support from the Focused 
Ultrasound Foundation.
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Imaging of Incompetent Veins of the Lower Extremities and 
Associated Tributaries with a High-Intensity Focused Ultrasound 
Probe for Treatment Planning

James Danahey1, Veronica Lee1, Wilma Flores1, Nima Nassiri2, Alan Dardik1, Ralf 
Seip3, Naiem Nassiri1 
1Yale University School of Medicine, New Haven, CT, USA
2Ronald Reagan UCLA Medical Center, Los Angeles, CA, USA
3Sonablate Corp., Charlotte, NC, USA

Background:  Due to its high prevalence and increasing cost of  care, chronic venous 
insufficiency (CVI) presents a major burden to global healthcare systems. Treatment can 
result in substantial improvements in symptoms and quality of  life. However, despite the 
plethora of  possible modalities, a clearly superior option is lacking. The Sonablate system 
(Sonablate Corp., Charlotte, NC) is designed and approved to ablate prostatic tissue with 
high-intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) under ultrasound imaging guidance but has 
potential for venous ablation applications. In this clinical setting, this device foregoes the 
need for tumescent anesthesia and endovenous access. Furthermore, it has the capability to 
simultaneously treat the refluxing superficial vein and any affiliated varicosity or perforating 
vein. The objective of  this study was to determine whether a commercially available high-
intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) probe can adequately image superficial refluxing lower 
extremity veins and associated tributaries in anticipation of  HIFU treatment planning and 
delivery.
Materials and Methods:  Ten patients scheduled to undergo surgical intervention for 
symptomatic chronic venous insufficiency with duplex ultrasound-confirmed great saphenous 
vein (GSV) reflux were enrolled. The imaged veins were situated no deeper than 4 cm from 
the skin surface. In the operating room, prior to planned surgical intervention, the Sonablate 
HIFU probe (Sonablate Corp., Charlotte, NC) was used to identify and ultrasonically image 
the targeted refluxing saphenous vein and associated incompetent tributaries, if  present. 
Patients subsequently underwent surgical intervention and clinical follow-up per standard 
protocol.
Results:  The study consisted of  10 participants aged 28 to 81 years (mean ± standard 
deviation, 47.3 ± 15.5 years). Six patients (60%) identified as female. The Sonablate HIFU 
probe identified and ultrasonically imaged the incompetent GSV as well as associated 
perforators and varicosities, when present, in all 10 patients. Optimal imaging occurred on 
sagittal views with the probe placed perpendicular to the course of  the vein. The absence of  
Doppler functionality did not compromise culprit vein identification and B-mode imaging. 

Table 1. CEAP Classification of Study Participants

Patient Clinical (C) Etiologic (E) Anatomic (A) Pathophysiologic (P) Additional Diagnoses 

001 C4 Primary Superficial Reflux n/a 

002 C2 Primary Superficial Reflux n/a 

003 C3 Congenital Superficial Reflux Klippel-Trenaunay 
Syndrome 

004 C6 Secondary Superficial, 
Perforating 

Reflux and obstruction n/a 

005 C3 Primary Superficial Reflux n/a 

006 C3 Congenital Superficial Reflux Klippel-Trenaunay 
Syndrome 

007 C3 Congenital Superficial Reflux May-Thurner Syndrome 

008 C2 Congenital Superficial Reflux Venous malformation 

009 C3 Congenital Superficial Reflux Venous malformation 

010 C3 Primary Superficial, Deep Obstruction May-Thurner Syndrome 

Conclusions:  The culprit refluxing GSV and associated tributaries, when present, were able 
to be ultrasonically identified and outlined with the Sonablate HIFU probe in anticipation of  
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treatment planning and delivery. Preoperative diagnostic venous duplex ultrasound remains 
essential for guiding probe placement and HIFU imaging.
Acknowledgment/Funding Sources:  Declarations of  interest: Ralf  Seip is an employee of  
Sonablate Corp. This research did not receive any specific grant from funding agencies in the 
public, commercial, or not-for-profit sectors.

Figure 2A. Longitudinal examination of the great saphenous 
vein (GSV) using the study device, with the visualized portion 
measured at 4.41 centimeters. Optimal visualization occurred 
with the probe placed perpendicular to the course of the vein.

Figure 2B. Cross-section of the 
GSV in the same patient with 
the study device, with the vein 
diameter measured at 0.31 cm.

Figure 1. Demonstration of Sonablate HIFU probe 
placement utilizing the adjustable probe arm. This is 
the platform via which HIFU treatment planning and 
ultimate treatment delivery would be performed.
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Thoughts and Results from the Initial US HIFU Trial for Treating 
Venous Disease

Steve Elias
Englewood Health, Englewood, NJ, USA

Background:  Endovenous thermal ablation for saphenous vein reflux advanced the 
treatment of  chronic venous disease. Subsequent innovations using non-thermal techniques 
eliminated the need for tumescent anesthesia and multiple needle sticks. High-intensity 
focused ultrasound (HIFU) is a non-invasive technology that has been used for many years 
to treat several non-venous disorders. This technology can be used to deliver a large amount 
of  sound energy to a focal point which rapidly induces tissue heating to 85° - 90°C. This 
investigator initiated study involved the use of  an ultrasound-guided HIFU device, Sonoveinä 
(Theraclion, Malakoff, France) to ablate incompetent saphenous veins.
Materials and Methods:  This is a single-center prospective study to evaluate the safety 
and efficacy of  the Sonovein HIFU device in 20 consecutive patients with symptomatic C2 
disease or higher and great saphenous vein (GSV) reflux. Patient demographics and baseline 
clinical characteristics (CEAP and VCSS) were collected. Ultrasound was used to screen and 
evaluate for reflux, vein diameter, vein depth from skin and treatment length. At the time of  
treatment of  the GSV, the treatment length and vein course were mapped and marked on the 
skin. No tumescent or local anesthesia or oral/intravenous analgesia was given to patients 
during or post-procedure. No compression stockings were used. No adjunctive procedures 
were performed. Patients had a follow-up visit at 7 days (1 to 10 days) and 3 months, wall 
changes in veins and flow characteristics (occlusion/reflux) were evaluated by ultrasound. 
Physical exam, CEAP, VCSS and VAS during and post-procedure were also recorded. 
Adverse events (AE) were assessed following HIFU treatment.
Results:  Reported are early results on the first 15 of  20 planned patients enrolled in the 
study. There were ¬¬¬7 women and 8 men with an average age of  53. There were 11 C2, 1 
C3, 2 C4, 0 C5, 1 C6. The average VCSS was 9.5. The average vein diameter pre-treatment 
was 6.5mm and post-treatment decreased to 3.8mm and the treatment length was ¬¬¬10cm. 
The immediate post-procedure VAS (0-100) score was 14.5. At initial follow up within the 
first week of  treatment VAS was 0. 14 of  15 treated segments were occluded. The only 
patient with flow had a pre-treatment diameter of  10mm which did decrease to 2.7mm 
without reflux present. There were no reported adverse events. The results of  the first 15 out 
of  20 patients will be available at the time of  presentation and these results will be included. 
Therefore, 1 week and 3 month results of  all 15 patients will be presented.
Conclusions:  HIFU ablation of  an incompetent GSV is a completely non-invasive technique 
that is safe and feasible with promising early results. Patients require no analgesia, no needle 
punctures (access to vein or tumescence) and no post-procedure compression. Patients return 
immediately to normal activity. This first in US trial helped to conceptualize the anatomic and 
clinical scenario when HIFU should be considered: short GSV stump with VV, ASV with VV, 
SSV, pathologic perforator veins, neovascularization and completely non-invasive CHIVA. 
This is another option for HIFU, treating patients with venous disease in a completely non-
invasive, in office method.
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Characterization of Mechano-Sensitive Channels Responsible for 
Ultrasound-Induced Insulin Release in Pancreatic Beta Cells

Mallory Brayer, Aleksandar Jeremic, Vesna Zderic, Andrew Chen  
George Washington University, Washington, DC, USA 

Background:  Blood glucose is largely regulated by pancreatic beta cells that secrete insulin 
to promote peripheral tissues to uptake excess glucose from the blood and inhibit liver 
gluconeogenesis. In patients with type two diabetes (T2D), typical patterns of  insulin 
secretion are disrupted. Although insulin resistance is commonly associated with T2D, 
peripheral insulin resistance alone would not be sufficient to promote clinical hyperglycemia. 
Instead, deficiencies in insulin secretion are the primary mediators of  hyperglycemia. 
Pharmaceutical interventions like sulfonylureas and glinides aimed to increase insulin 
secretion but have demonstrated side effects including weight gain and cardiovascular events 
while requiring strict regimens. Previous studies from the Jeremic and Zderic labs have shown 
that ultrasound treatment of  mice results in an increase in serum concentrations of  insulin 
suggesting alternative treatments to regulate blood glucose. The mechanism behind this 
process remains unknown, but mechano-sensitive channels in the transient receptor potential 
channel, vanilloid subtype (TRPV) and piezo families have been suggested as mediators of  
this response.
Materials and Methods:  The rat insulinoma cell line INS 832/13 and human pancreatic 
islets were used throughout this study. Cells were treated with 20 mM high glucose, 500 
nM of  the endoplasmic reticulum stress inducer tunicamycin, or 5 minutes of  continuous 
ultrasound application at a frequency of  800 kHz and intensity of  1 W/cm2 for all 
experiments. To determine gene expression of  specific isoforms of  the targeted channels, 
total RNA was isolated from cells after treatment for messenger RNA quantification via 
reverse transcriptase quantitative PCR. Channel isoforms shown to be expressed were then 
targeted for protein level identification via Western Blot where total intracellular protein 
content was isolated from cells after treatment.
Results:  TRPV2, TRPV5, and piezo 1 channels were identified as the isoforms expressed 
in both the rat insulinoma cells line INS 832/13 and human pancreatic islets at a gene and 
protein level via quantitative PCR and Western Blot, respectively. Additionally, there were no 
detectable changes to the amount of  mRNA or protein in response to treatment. 
Conclusions:  Three mechano-sensitive channels were identified to be expressed at a gene 
and protein level in both the INS cell line model commonly used in T2D research as well as 
in human pancreatic islets. Their expression does not change in response to ultrasound. This 
suggests that ultrasound treatment is activating these channels to stimulate insulin secretion 
instead of  upregulating them for activation through an ultrasound-independent mechanism. 
Functional studies utilizing agonists and antagonists specific for each isoform will next be 
used to determine the role of  each channel in ultrasound induced insulin release to confirm 
the role of  each at a functional level. 
Acknowledgment/Funding Sources:  NIH 1R01EB027648-01A1 grant
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Imaging Therapeutic Effects of Ultrasound on Human Islets In Vitro

Andrew Chen, Aleksandar Jeremic, Vesna Zderic
The George Washington University, Washington, DC, USA

Background:  Our lab has performed a number of  projects looking into how therapeutic 
ultrasound can be used to combat type 2 diabetes. We have shown that unfocused therapeutic 
ultrasound applied at 800 kHz at 1 W/cm2 has the ability to safely induce a release of  
insulin from cultured rat insulinoma cells via a calcium dependent mechanism. We have also 
performed some preliminary in vivo rat studies on ultrasound induced insulin release with 
therapeutic ultrasound applied at 1 MHz at 1 W/cm2. In our most recent studies, we aim to 
explore additional possible mechanisms of  therapeutic ultrasound on the pancreas in a more 
physiologically relevant human islet model to gain a more holistic understanding of  how 
ultrasound can be used for type 2 diabetes therapy.
Materials and Methods:  Human islets were purchased through Prodo Laboratories Inc. 
(Aliso Viejo, CA) and plated in glass bottom 96 well plates. Before imaging the human islets 
are loaded with intracellular dyes that label for levels of  calcium, sodium and reactive oxygen 
species (ROS). A single element circular planar transducer with an active diameter of  1.5 cm 
and center frequency of  800 kHz (Sonic Concepts, Bothell WA) was acoustically coupled to 
the top of  the well before imaging begins. The baseline behavior or the islets was imaged for 
three minutes then therapeutic ultrasound was applied at 800 kHz at 0.5 W/cm2 with a pulse 
repetition frequency of  0.166 Hz and a 16.6% duty cycle for three minutes. The normalized 
change in fluorescence before and after ultrasound application was used to quantify the effect 
of  ultrasound on intracellular calcium, sodium and ROS. The amount of  insulin released 
from human islets was quantified with an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA).
Results:  Thus far, we have noticed a trend of  increased intracellular sodium and ROS 
generation due to TUS application however further trials are necessary to establish 
significance. Our initial ELISA results (Figure 1) show that TUS does appear to increase 
insulin release from human islets (0.55 ± 0.90 ?U/ml/min) when compared to control 
(-0.14 ± 0.19 ?U/ml/min) however not as much as with high glucose application at 20 mM 
(2.47 ± 3.54 ?U/ml/min). Our ELISA results thus far have been taken in conjunction with 
intracellular calcium imaging. We have directly observed an increase in intracellular calcium 
due to therapeutic ultrasound (Figure 2 a&c) compared to control application (Figure 2 b&d) 
however further trials are necessary to establish significance.

Conclusions:  Our initial results are promising in that they appear to 
reaffirm some of  our previous findings on therapeutic ultrasound effects 
on beta cells regarding calcium dynamics as well as shed new light 
into the potential mechanisms of  therapeutic effects. Uniquely, we are 
observing these effects directly in real time with fluorescence imaging 
rather than indirectly using only chemical assays. Both an increase in 
intracellular calcium and sodium are processes that occur during glucose 
stimulated insulin release. Our ongoing studies will help solidify a more 
broad mechanistic understanding of  therapeutic ultrasound effects on the 
pancreas as we work toward a novel therapy for type 2 diabetes.
Acknowledgment/Funding Sources:  This work was supported by 
National Institutes of  Health (NIH) Grant 5R01EB027648.

 

Figure 1. ELISA for human 
insulin of ultrasound treated 
islets, sham treated control and 
high glucose treated islets. The 
trends observed so far appear 
to indicate that ultrasound 
does stimulate an insulin 
release greater than control but 
perhaps less than glucose.

 

 

Figure 2. Individual normalized intracellular calcium fluorescence levels in human islets for a) ultrasound and b) sham control experiments. 
Averaged fluorescence levels for all experiments with c) ultrasound application and d) control.
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Figure 1. Comparison of three 
sonication models that are 
feasible for MTL ablation based 
on resulting thermal doses. 
(a) 60s sonication; (b) 30s 
sonication; (c) 16s sonication.

Investigating the Feasibility of Targeting Mesial Temporal Lobe 
Structures Using tcMRgFUS

Sijia Guo1, John W. Snell2, Jiachen Zhuo1, Dheeraj Gandhi1, Alexander Ksendzovsky1, 
Paul S. Fishman, Rao Gullapalli1 
1University of Maryland, Baltimore, MD, USA
2Histosonics, Charlottesville, VA, USA

Background:  Despite years of  development and clinical trials using less invasive methods, 
open surgical resection of  the mesial temporal lobe remains the standard approach to 
medication refractory temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE). Although thermal brain ablation with 
transcranial MR guided focused ultrasound (tcMRgFUS) is FDA approved for essential 
tremor (ET) and Parkinson's disease (PD), its use in treating temporal lobe epilepsy has not 
been well explored likely because the target location for mesial temporal lobe (MTL) is out of  
the treatment envelope of  currently FDA-approved tcMRgFUS systems due to potential low 
energy transmission efficiency and skull heating. Another challenge is that MTL has a much 
larger volume compared to ventral intermediate nucleus or globus pallidus targets in the 
treatment of  ET and PD.
Materials and Methods:  In this study we performed acoustic simulations to assess 
the feasibility of  targeting the MTL using the Neuro ExAblate (InSightc, Haifa, Israel) 
focused ultrasound system. Throughout the simulations, the use of  lower power and longer 
sonication duration will be investigated to minimize skull heating, especially at the skull 
base. We also investigated the need of  multiple-target sonications to cover the entire MTL. 
Furthermore, we validated the simulations on 3 ex-vivo cadaveric skulls. In addition, we 
developed an algorithm to block transducer elements to reduce skull heating.
Results:  Our simulations suggest that 48-51°C rise in temperature can be obtained at the 
MTL target, resulting in a maximal temperature rise at the skull by <10°C from the baseline 
(Figure 1). Our simulation also suggested 50°C-60s sonications would lead to efficient 
thermal lesions (0.25-0.3cc). Experimental results on peak skull/target temperature from 
cadaveric skulls are in close agreement with the simulations (Figure 2). Further reduction 
in skull heating is also possible through switching off  the transducer elements that mostly 
contribute to skull heating without sacrificing the rise in temperature or significant change 
in the shape of  the ultrasound beam at the MTL target. With 50°C being the peak target 
temperature, we estimated a total of  6 sonication locations would be needed to cover the 
whole MTL region (Figure 3). While future large scale clinical trials will provide information 
on the thermal dose required to create lesions in the MTL, it is quite likely that 100 min 
Cumulative Equivalent Minutes at 43 °C (CEM43) will be greater than that of  lesions made 
when targeting the ventral intermediate nucleus for ET or globus pallidus for PD.

Conclusions:  Overall, 
we have demonstrated 
through simulations 
that targeting the MTL 
for ablation using 
tcMRgFUS is possible 
with the currently 
approved clinical neuro 
system operating at 
670 kHz. Furthermore, 
we have demonstrated 
experimentally that 
ablative temperatures 
can be obtained at 
the MTL target while 
avoiding excessive 
skull heating in cadaver 
skulls.
Acknowledgment/
Funding Sources:  FUS 
Foundation
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Figure 2. Comparison of simulated and experimental targeting of MTL on two skulls with 
SDR of 0.51 and 0.36 respectively. Measured MTL temperature and skull heating vs. 
simulated results for (a) skull No. 1 and (b) skull No. 2.

Figure 3. Simulated thermal doses from 
sonication of six MTL targets overlaid on 
anatomical MR images. (a) coronal view; (b) 
sagittal view; (c) axial view; and (d) simulated 
temperature vs. sonication duration.
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The Neuromodulation Maps of Epilepsy Network between Focused 
Ultrasound and Electric Stimulation

Hsiang-Yu Yu1, Lee Cheng-Chia1, Chien-Chen Chou1, Fa-Hsuan Lin2, Hao-Li Liu3, 
Wen-Jui Kuo4, Hsin-Ju Lee5 
1Taipei Veterans General Hospital, Taipei, Taiwan (Republic of China)
 2University of Toronto, Taipei, Taiwan (Republic of China) 
3National Taiwan University, Taipei, Taiwan (Republic of China)
 4National Yang Ming Chiao Tung University, Taipei, Taiwan (Republic of China)
 5University of Toronto, Toronto, ON, Canada

Background:  Low intensity focused ultrasound (LIFUS) has neuromodulation effect 
in epilepsy. To demonstrate the effect of  neuromodulation in epileptic brain in humans 
is challenging. Patients who have finished their intracranial EEG (iEEG) studies with a 
conclusive result could provide an opportunity to investigate the effect of  neuromodulation 
of  LIFUS by targeting at the planned resection region and comparing the results with other 
neurophysiology tests acquired before the treatment. 
Materials and Methods:  Two adult patients underwent LIFUS treatment (ultrasound 
parameter: ISPTA 2.8 W/cm2, duty: 30%, modulating duration: 10 minutes) after completing 
their stereo-EEG(SEEG) study for drug-resistant epilepsy (DRE). Cortico-cortical evoked 
potential (CCEP, pulse-width: 1000 ?s, current: 3 mA, frequency: 1 Hz, and duration: 20 
seconds) were obtained days before the LIFUS treatment. Electrodes in the seizure onset 
zone were selected as LIFUS target electrodes. The power spectrum before, during and after 
treatment of  the FUS were analyzed. The responses of  CCEP while stimulating the target 
electrodes were extracted for analysis. 

Results:  The electrodes 
showed activation 200ms after 
electric stimulation of  the 
target electrodes were shown 
in Fig. 1. These electrodes, 
exhibited a spectrum power 
decreased at low frequencies 
after LIFUS treatment (Fig.2). 
The electrodes with changes 
in CCEP and FUS were 
overlapped. 
Conclusions:  The 
neuromodulation effect of  
LIFUS in epilepsy network 
could be assessed by the 
iEEG changes. It is stimulated 
by mechanical and some 
thermal biological effect. In 
our observation, the extent of  
modulation was concordant 
with those produced by 
electric stimulation. 
Acknowledgment/Funding 
Sources:  The study also 
supported in part by Taiwan 
Ministry of  Science and 
Technology (107-2314-B-075-
059-MY3 and 109-2314-B-
075-053), and National Health 
Research Institutes (NHRI-
EX109-10905NI, NHRI-
EX110-11006NC)
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Figure 1. The 
CCEP responses 
of electric 
stimulation at 
the E4 contact 
(A), the SEEG 
electrode layout 
of one DRE 
patient (B)

Figure 2. 
Oscillatory 
power 
modulated 
by FUS
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Figure 1. Ultrasound images 
and treatment of human 
pancreatic tumor grown in pig 
pancreas with histotripsy.

Deploying Novel Porcine Models of Pancreatic Cancer in the 
Development of Histotripsy for Human Patient Applications

Irving C. Allen1, Khan Mohammad Imran1, Jessica M. Gannon2, Kiho Lee2, Sherrie 
Clarke-Deener1, Christopher Byron1, Michael Edwards1, Sheryl Coutermarsh-Ott4, Eli 
Vlaisavljevich1 
1Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Blacksburg, VA, USA
2University of Missouri, Mizzou, MO, USA

Background:  Pancreatic cancer is one of  the most lethal forms of  cancer, with a 5 
year-survival rate of  9%. While surgery is the gold standard for treatment, unresectable 
tumors constitute up to 80% of  pancreatic cancer. Alternative treatment options such as 
chemotherapy and radiation therapy are also minimally effective. The high intratumoral 
pressure observed in pancreatic tumors prevents the transportation of  chemotherapeutic 
agents and locally advanced tumors cause concern of  surrounding tissue damage during 
radiation therapy. Moreover, current ablative therapies, like high-intensity focused ultrasound 
(HIFU) and irreversible electroporation (IRE), are limited due to their dependence on 
tissue resistance resulting in a gradient effect that can induce damage to surrounding 
tissue. Histotripsy is a non-invasive, non-ionizing, and non-thermal focused ultrasound 
ablation modality that has been shown to be effective in treating hepatic tumors and other 
malignancies. In this study, we investigate histotripsy for non-invasive pancreas ablation and 
pancreatic tumor ablation in novel pig models for the first time.
Materials and Methods:  This work was divided into two separate studies. In study 1, 
histotripsy was applied to the pancreas of  healthy pigs using a custom 32 element, 500kHz 
histotripsy transducer attached to a clinical histotripsy system. Histotripsy was applied 
at a pulse repetition frequency of  500 Hz and an estimated p- of  ~21 MPa. Treatment 
parameters, imaging, and dietary pre-treatment strategies were further optimized. In study 
2, we deployed our novel immunocompromised pigs lacking RAG2 and IL2RG for human 
xenograft studies. These pigs are receptive to human tumor tissue, cell line, and organoid 
xenografts. Here, we surgically implanted human PANC1 pancreatic cancer cells in strategic 
regions of  the pig pancreas to evaluate histotripsy ablation under clinically relevant 
conditions.
Results:  As predicted, imaging and targeting the pancreas using ultrasound and histotripsy 
were challenging. Gas in the gastrointestinal system was the major limitation, resulting in 
off-target injury and minimizing damage within the pancreas. However, we were able to 
significantly improve these parameters through dietary and pharmacological strategies. 
Following optimization, we were able to clearly visualize the pancreas on ultrasound imaging 
prior to treatment, allowing for histotripsy bubble clouds to be precisely generated inside the 
pancreas. Results of  acute necropsy and histological evaluation showed well-defined regions 
of  ablation within the porcine pancreas along with small regions of  bruising on overlying 
intestines and stomach. For animals that were survived after treatment, results showed the 
treatments were well-tolerated with no signs of  complications, behavioral changes, or changes 
in blood markers that might indicate pancreatitis or other complications from the procedures. 
In the tumor studies, the human PANC1 tumors demonstrated a steady, linear growth curve, 
reaching approximately 1.0 cm within 30 days post injection. Two tumors were generated in 
each pig. Tumors were clearly visualized by ultrasound flanking the splenic vessel. Following 
optimization studies, pancreatic tumors were successfully treated utilizing histotripsy.

Conclusions:  The pig 
models described in 
this work are highly 
effective pre-clinical 
cancer models with 
applications that extend 
beyond the pancreas 
and histotripsy. In 
the current study, it is 
clear that the pancreas 
is a difficult organ to 
effectively target and 
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treat with ultrasound-based modalities. However, many of  these challenges can be overcome 
and this study provides initial evidence suggesting that histotripsy has the potential to be 
used for non-invasive pancreas tumor ablation. Histotripsy proved to be safe, with minimal 
side effects, even in animals with off-target tissue damage. While the PANC1 tumors were 
effectively targeted, histotripsy optimization is currently on-going to improve tumor ablation 
strategies.
Acknowledgment/Funding Sources:  We would like to thank the Focused Ultrasound 
Foundation (FUF61057), the National Institutes of  Health (NCI R01CA269811), the 
Virginia Tech Center for Engineered Health, and the Virginia Maryland College of  Veterinary 
Medicine for funding support.
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Figure 1. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve 
for assessing diagnostic performance of CEUS LR-5 and 
WFUMB-EFSUMB Criteria in all lesions

Assessment of Diagnostic Accuracy of Contrast-Enhanced Ultrasound 
(CEUS) in Detection of Hepatocellular Carcinoma with Two Protocols 
(CEUS-LI-RADS and WFUMB-EFSUMB) on Two Contrasts Subcohorts

Ali Bassir, Haddy Jarmakani, Eva Xia, Daniel H. Kim, Pedram Keshavarz, James Sayre, 
Kevin G. King, Michael Douek, David S. Lu, Steven Raman  
David Geffen School of Medicine at UCLA, Santa Monica, CA, USA

Background:  Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is the world's fifth most common 
malignancy and the second leading cause of  worldwide cancer mortality. Contrast-enhanced 
ultrasound (CEUS) is a safe and reliable imaging modality that allows a real-time detection 
and characterization of  HCC. The aim of  the proposed protocols for CEUS (CEUS LI-
RADS and WFUMB-EFSUMB) is to decrease variability between observations and improve 
the CEUS diagnostic accuracy of  HCC. The goal of  this study is to compare diagnostic 
accuracy of  these two protocols in patients at risk of  HCC in perflutren (Definity) and sulfur 
hexafluoride lipid A microspheres (Lumason) subcohorts.
Materials and Methods:  Patients at risk for HCC who presented with untreated hepatic 
nodules between 2015 and 2021 were included in this IRB-approved, HIPAA-compliant 
study cohort. We included all patients who had underlying liver diseases with elevated risk 
of  HCC, excluding those with congenital or vascular etiologies. Each detected lesion was 
classified by two blinded abdominal radiologists using the CEUS LI-RADS (2017) and 
WFUMB-EFSUMB (2020) classification. Based on the contrast used, the study cohort 
was divided into Definity and Lumason subcohorts. The diagnostic performance of  two 
protocols in all lesions and in both CEUS subcohorts was evaluated using histopathology 
(for most cases) and CT/MRI as reference standard. McNemar's test was used to compare 
differences in results and a p-value < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.
Results:  The study cohort included 155 lesions (mean size: 28.2 ± 13.5 mm) in 150 patients 
(mean age: 71.9 ± 11.3). For lesion detection using CEUS LR-5 and WFUMB-EFSUMB 
criteria, the sensitivity was 76.6% and 86.6% (p = 0.017), specificity was 94.3% and 80% (p = 
0.18), PPV was 97.9% and 93.6%, and NPV was 54.1% and 63.6%, Area under the Receiver 
Operator Curve (AUC) was 0.85 vs. 0.83 and accuracy was 80.6% vs. 85.2%, respectively. For 
lesion detection in the Lumason and Definity subcohorts using CEUS LR-5 and WFUMB-
EFSUMB criteria, sensitivity was 89.3% & 90.9% and 61.1% & 81.4%, specificity was 92.3% 
& 84.6% and 95.4% & 77.2%, AUC was 0.90 & 0.87 and 0.78 & 0.79, and accuracy was 
89.8% & 89.8% and 71% & 80.2%, respectively.
Conclusions:  CEUS demonstrated an excellent diagnostic performance for HCC detection 
in at-risk patients, with CEUS-LI-RADS marginally outperforming WFUMB-EFSUMB 
criteria for AUC, with lower sensitivity and accuracy. The Lumason subcohort slightly 
outperformed the Definity subcohort.

Figure 2. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) 
curve for assessing diagnostic performance of CEUS 
LR-5 and WFUMB-EFSUMB Criteria in Definity 
(contrast=1) and Lumason (contrast=2) subgroups
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Figure 1. Temperature curves 
in the pancreas ROI over time 
showing alternating apnea/
hyperthermia and breathing/
pause phases

MR-Guided Fractionated Hyperthermia in the Pancreas of a Healthy 
Swine Model Using High Intensity Focused Ultrasound

Stefanie Berger1, Lukas C. Sebeke1, Edwin Heijman2, Johannes Lindemeyer3, Pia 
Rademann3, Alexandra C. Simon3, Holger Grüll3  
1University of Cologne, Cologne, Nordrhein-Westfalen, Germany
2Philips Research Eindhoven, Eindhoven, Noord-Brabant, Netherlands
3University Hospital of Cologne, Cologne, Nordrhein-Westfalen, Germany,

Background:  Several clinical studies on ultrasound-guided high-intensity focused ultrasound 
(HIFU) for thermal ablation of  pancreatic cancer have shown to improve local control 
and alleviate pain. Preclinical studies showed that hyperthermia-mediated drug delivery 
with temperature sensitive liposomes prior to ablation allows for treatment of  the tumor 
rim, adding additional therapeutic efficacy. As a step towards this combination therapy, we 
investigate the application of  hyperthermia in the pancreas of  landrace pigs using MR-guided 
HIFU.
Materials and Methods:  Two German landrace pigs (49 and 45.5 kg) were anesthetized and 
positioned on a commercially available MR-HIFU System (3T Achieva®, Philips Healthcare, 
Best, The Netherlands & Sonalleve® V2, Profound Medical, Toronto, Canada), equipped 
with an abdominal compression device to push the large intestines out of  the beampath. 
Other preparations involved a special fluid diet for bowel preparation, application of  an 
anti-foaming agent, suspension of  bowel movement, digestive tract filling with pineapple 
juice and shaving of  the belly. Before treatment, a suitable apnea protocol was determined 
for each animal. This included testing different apnea lengths and measuring the time needed 
to return to an acceptable CO2 level. The longest apnea length accepted by the subject was 
chosen in the following experiments. To reduce field drift, gradient warm-up was performed 
and residual drift was corrected for by a three-dimensional 1st-order drift correction. During 
treatment, phases of  apnea and hyperventilation were alternated. During the apnea phases, 
MR-HIFU hyperthermia was applied in the pancreas.
Results:  In the first animal, several challenges were identified, including mobile air pockets 
near the target region leading to susceptibility artifacts. These led to unstable thermometry, 
which prompted automatic abortion of  the treatment. In the second animal, these challenges 
were addressed by a refined bowel preparation – consisting of  pre-treatment bowel filling 
with pineapple juice, an enhanced and updated masking of  low-quality thermometry voxels 
in the MR-HIFU software and the suspension of  automatic treatment abortion. This 
allowed the application of  fractionated hyperthermia over ~14.5 minutes (Fig. 1 and Fig. 2). 
However, reaching the pancreas has proven to be an issue during the therapy; it was located 
at the border of  the area reachable by HIFU-sonication. The distance could be reduced 
in following experiments by pre-therapy stomach emptying. As can be seen in Figure 1, 
the hyperventilation phase lengths increased over time. This was done because the animal 

required longer hyperventilation phases 
to recover a normal etCO2 level with 
each apnea cycle. This could be due to 
the animal being too tightly strapped by 
the MR coil. Additionally, a refinement 
of  the apnea protocol might be needed. 
Although susceptibility errors were 
minimized, they still were visible (Figure 
2, red area in left image). These observed 
motion-sensitive inhomogeneities lead 
to unpredictable field and therefore 
temperature shifts, which especially 
disturb the temperature evaluation in 
the treatment region. This needs to be 
addressed, e.g. by adding backgroundfield 
removal methods. Other challenges 
include a more suitable scanner-specific 
drift compensation. During treatment, 
drift artifacts were visible, indicating the 

Figure 2. Thermometry during 
final apnea/hyperthermia 
phase. Left: coronal view; Right: 
sagittal view
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need for an improved drift correction and/or adequate gradient warm-up.
Conclusions:  We have demonstrated the feasibility of  MR-HIFU fractionated hyperthermia 
in the pancreas of  landrace pigs. While several challenges relating to temperature monitoring 
remain to be addressed (e.g. susceptibility and drift artifacts), this is a step towards clinical 
translation of  highly effective therapies combining Hyperthermia-mediated drug delivery and 
tumor ablation. Upcoming experiments target refinement of  the technique and are expected 
to demonstrate reproducibility and feasibility over longer timespans. 
Acknowledgment/Funding Sources:  This work was supported by the German Federal 
Ministry of  Education and Research (“MR-HIFU-Pancreas”,FKZ:13GW0364D).
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Figure 1. In vitro HIFU ablation induced with 
the interstitial USgHIFU catheter. Here, in a liver 
plan sliced perpendicularly to the ultrasound 
propagation direction at a radial distance of 20 mm 
from the catheter, the ablation width extended over 
15 mm × 20 mm

Dual-Mode Ultrasound Interstitial Catheter for Ultrasound Image-
Guided Conformal HIFU Therapy: Experimental Validation of Thermal 
Ablations in the Liver

Thomas Biscaldi1, Romain L'huillier2, Laurent Milot2, W. Apoutou N'Djin1

1LabTAU, INSERM U 1032, Université Lyon 1, Lyon, Rhône, France
2Hospices Civils de Lyon, Lyon, France

Background:  Thermal ablation treatments of  Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) delivered 
via interstitial routes are a less invasive alternative to surgery, while have the advantage of  
preserving more of  the non-tumor tissue. However, current interstitial approaches using 
mainly thermal diffusion to extend the ablation volume are not suitable for treating HCCs 
larger than 2.5 cm in radius, or require the insertion of  multiple needles. High intensity 
focused Ultrasound (HIFU) strategies have the potential to overcome current limitations 
encountered with current interstitial techniques (limited ablation radii, omnidirectional 
ablations, perfusion dependence of  the ablation homogeneity), as it allows increasing 
ablation radii in a directional manner by rapid and localized absorption of  ultrasound energy, 
with the ability to achieve conformal ablations. However, technical challenges in HIFU 
catheter integrations and difficulties to achieve 3D treatment planning without MRI remain 
so far a limitation. Our recent studies have shown the interest to couple miniature dual-
mode ultrasound-guided HIFU (USgHIFU) catheter technologies to 3D virtual navigation 
techniques, in order to prescribe interstitial 3D conformal treatment. Here, an experimental 
validation of  interstitial USgHIFU thermal ablation is presented.
Materials and Methods:  A dual-mode USgHIFU interstitial catheter was developed 
to provide both ultrasound imaging and HIFU therapy with the same transducer. The 
transducer consisted of  a piezocomposite 64-element planar linear array, 38 mm long and 
2 mm in elevation (f  = 5.5 MHz, bandwidth > 50% at 6 dB), mounted on a rigid body, 21 
cm long and 3 mm in diameter. The USgHIFU catheter was driving by a dual-mode open 
research ultrasound scanner/generator (Vantage 256, Verasonics). The HIFU performances 
were evaluated with acoustic characterizations and estimation of  the induced thermal heating 
in in-vitro pig liver samples, while being guided by ultrasound imaging. Ultrasound guidance 
capability was evaluated by imaging liver parenchyma and injectable tumor-mimicking 
phantom inclusions. Temperature increases and thermal ablations obtained experimentally 
were compared to results estimated from numerical modeling.
Results:  The catheter was able to deliver continuously and robustly an ultrasound intensity 
of  8 Wac/cm2. The ultrasound energy could be dynamically focused over radial distances 
ranging from 20 to 30 mm, while single vs. multiple foci strategies anticipated numerically 
were validated experimentally. In parallel, tumor-mimic inclusions were perfectly detectable 
within in-vitro liver tissues, confirming the ability of  the ultrasound image provided by the 
catheter to guide HIFU sonications. Finally, thermal ablations induced by the catheter were 
retrieved, at radial distances up to 20 mm (Figure 1).
Conclusions:  These trials provided a first proof  of  concept that it is possible to obtain 
USgHIFU thermal lesion with a miniaturized catheter. This device coupled to ultrasound 
navigation previously developed should allow studying new strategies to optimize interstial 

HIFU therapy possibilities and achieve 
conformal treatments. 
Acknowledgment/Funding Sources:  This 
work has been founded by BPI (HECAM, 
PIA, PSPC 2015), MESR (EDISS 2021), labex 
DevWeCan and the FUS Foundation (2022).
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Figure 1. Experimental setup

Safety and Efficacy of Volumetric Histotripsy Delivery through 
Overlying Gas-Filled Bowel near the Focal Point in an Ex Vivo Swine 
Model

Meridith Kisting1, Jim White1, Sarvesh Periyasamy1, Ayca Kutlu1, Xiafeoi Zhang1, Paul 
Laeseke1, Martin Wagner1, Eli Vlaisavljevich2, Fred T. Lee Jr1, Timothy Ziemlewicz1 
1University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI, USA
2Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, VA, USA

Background:  Histotripsy is an emerging clinical technique for non-thermal, non-ionizing, 
and non-invasive treatment of  tumors in the abdomen and pelvis. The routine presence of  
gas-filled bowel in the abdomen raises concern of  either inability to perform a treatment 
or pre-focal cavitation leading to damage of  the bowel, potentially resulting in bowel 
perforation. To date, liver treatments have been safely performed with gas-filled bowel at 
the peripheral-most aspect of  the therapeutic beam path. However, treatments with bowel 
centered within the beam path have been avoided due to an uncertain safety profile. This 
scenario will be of  critical importance as the technique is expanded to pancreas treatments. 
The purpose of  this ex vivo study was to evaluate the safety and efficacy of  treating through 
partial blockage by gas-filled small bowel in the therapeutic beam path with a clinical-grade 
therapy system.
Materials and Methods:  Histotripsy was performed with a custom clinical therapy 
transducer (Vortx Rx, Histosonics, Inc.; 700 kHz, 20 cm diameter, 18-element with a coaxially 
aligned 3-MHz curvilinear array diagnostic transducer). Sections of  gas-filled small bowel 
from healthy swine were suspended 0 cm, 1 cm, and 2 cm above a 1.5% agar phantom in 
a degassed water bath (Figure 1) to vary the level of  blockage of  the therapy beam and 
therefore simulate multiple potential clinical scenarios. Six treatments were performed 
for each of  5 separate groups: 1) control with no overlying bowel; 2) bowel 0 cm above 
the phantom (directly in contact with the phantom, Figure 2); 3) bowel 1 cm above the 
phantom; 4) bowel 2 cm above the phantom; and 5) bowel 0 cm above the phantom with 
applied voltage >2x that required to form a treatment. A 2.5 cm sphere (volume 8.2 cm3) 
was prescribed in each phantom. Following treatment, the small bowel was interrogated for 
signs of  air leak, visually inspected for signs of  injury, and then fixed in formalin. Phantoms 
were sliced through the center of  the treatment zone (Figure 3) and three-dimensional 
measurements of  the treatment zone recorded. ANOVA and Bonferroni Correction were 
performed to assess for differences in treatment volume across and between individual 
groups, respectively.
Results:  Histotripsy treatments were observed in the phantom in each case. There was 
no visible injury to the small bowel and no observation of  air leak or pneumatosis. 
Histopathology is pending. Measurements of  the treatment zones are summarized in Table 1.  
Overall, there was a significant difference in volume across treatment groups (p=0.004). 
Compared with control (5.2 cm3), therapy through overlying gas-filled bowel created 
statistically significant larger treatment volumes for the 0 cm increased voltage (8.4 cm3, 
p=0.001) and 0 cm (7.5 cm3, p<0.001) groups. Volume increases compared with control 
in the 1 cm (6.5 cm3, p=0.04) and 2 cm (6.7 cm3, p=0.04) groups were not significant. No 
significant difference was seen in treatment volumes between blockage groups.

Conclusions:  Histotripsy treatments 
may be safe to perform through gas-
filled bowel located centrally in the 
therapy beam without gross evidence 
of  loss of  integrity of  the bowel wall. 
The results of  histopathology to 
evaluate microscopic bowel damage 
are pending. If  lack of  damage is 
confirmed pathologically this will 
expand the number of  patients 
eligible for treatment. If  there is 
visible damage pathologically, this can 
inform mitigating efforts. Additionally, 
blockage by gas-filled bowel may 
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enlarge the resultant treatment zone when in close proximity to the planned treatment. 
Further analysis of  these findings as well as different blockage scenarios, such as gas- and 
fluid-filled bowel and blockage off  the center of  the beam path, are planned.
Acknowledgment/Funding Sources:  National Institute of  Health (RO1CA262474) and 
Histosonics, Inc.

Figure 2. Partial blockage created by small bowel in contact with the 
phantom and corresponding US appearance

Figure 3. Treatment 
created through small 
bowel at 1 cm above 
phantom, X-Z plane

Table 1. Mean histotripsy treatment zone measurements and standard deviations. Statistically significant 
results are denoted by a *.
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Figure 1. Spheroid 
morphology at 2, 4, 6, 8, 
and 24 hours of incubation 
(left to right).

Ultrasonic Cavitation for Controlled Pancreatic Cancer Stroma 
Disruption

Maxime Lafond, Litan Wang, Gabrielle Laloy-Borgna, Andrew Drainville, Jacqueline 
Ngo, Magali Perier, Lucie Vovard, Axel Conchon, Stefan Catheline, Cyril Lafon  
LabTAU, INSERM U 1032, Lyon, Rhône, France

Background:  Pancreatic adenocarcinoma (PDAC) has a very low survival rate, notably 
because of  the low penetration of  the drugs through its stroma. Cavitation has been 
proposed to loosen the stroma and increase drug penetration. In this study, we propose a 
mechanistic approach to provide reproducible and controllable stroma disruption. Inertial 
cavitation was regulated within a closed-loop system. A magneto-sensitive in-vitro 3D 
spheroids PDAC tumor model was developed. The impact of  acoustic cavitation was 
evaluated on the spheroid's mechanical properties using magnetic stimulation and passive 
micro-elastography. Viability assays were performed to determine the model�s reliability. 
Finally, a calibration method was proposed to transfer the cavitation dose between systems.
Materials and Methods:  KPC A219 pancreatic tumor cells and iMEF murine fibroblasts 
were co-cultured with magnetic nanoparticles and placed in a magnetic field to form an 
aggregate. Spheroid morphologies were then observed using bright-field microscopy. 
Cavitation was applied using two confocal transducers operating at 1.1 MHz and with a 90° 
separation angle between their acoustic axes. Signals backscattered by the cavitation bubbles 
were recorded with a passive cavitation detector. The output voltage was adjusted to maintain 
a constant level of  backscattered broadband signal. Spheroids were placed and maintained at 
the focal point using a molded agar gel holder. Cavitation activity was quantified acoustically 
using calibrated passive cavitation detectors or two different ultrasound systems. A cavitation 
index (CI) was calculated from the average acoustic amplitude in pascals across multiple 
frequency windows between 2.475 and 5.775 Mhz. Chemical dosimetry of  cavitation activity 
was assessed using terephthalic acid by measuring the fluorescence following ultrasound 
exposures at fixed source voltage levels. Micro-elastography uses optical microscopy images 
to measure displacements and shear wave velocity into the spheroid. The spheroids were 
excited using an impulsion magnetic field, that transferred to the spheroids bearing magnetic 
nanoparticles. The shear wave velocity was assessed before and after cavitation exposure. 
Viability assays were performed using PrestoBlue (Invitrogen P50200). Metabolic activity 
forms resorufin from PrestoBlue, which amount can be measured by fluorimetry (excitation 
560 nm, emission 590 nm).

Results:  Figure 1 shows the evolution of  the spheroid 
morphology within the first 24 hours of  incubation. After 
6 hours of  incubation, the aggregates were spherical 
and provided adequate speckle contrast for elastography. 
Figure 2 presents the shear wave velocity map of  the 
same spheroid before and after exposure to 60 seconds 
of  inertial cavitation. The average velocity dropped 
by 10% (p<0.01), which indicates a softening of  the 
spheroid. This change is likely attributed to the loosening 

up of  the stroma. A linear 
relationship between 
the number of  cells 
being cultured and the 
fluorescence of  PrestoBlue 
after 4 days of  incubation 
demonstrates that the 
penetration of  PrestoBlue 
was not hindered by 
the tumor size and that 
this method is a good 
indicator of  the count of  
live cells. Measurement of  
the tumoral cell viability 
after cavitation-mediated 

Figure 2. Shear wave velocity maps in spheroids before (a) and after (b) cavitation 
exposure. The decrease was significant when evaluated in 10 spheroids (c).
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softening using PrestoBlue did not evidence any impact from cavitation only. Evaluation of  
the cytotoxicity of  gemcitabine with and without cavitation is currently being investigated. 
Figures 3.a and 3.b show the fluorescence and the CI as a function of  driving voltage, 
respectively. There was a high level of  variability in fluorescence and CI between systems 
for similar voltage amplitudes. Figure 3.c shows the measured fluorescence plotted against 
the CI for each sample. The measured fluorescence as a function of  CI demonstrates good 
agreement between the cavitation index and fluorescence measurements. 
Conclusions:  This work shows the feasibility of  growing in vitro 3D tumors to study the 
structural and effects of  cavitation on the stroma and the potential benefits in terms of  drug 
efficacy. We used a quantified cavitation dose that allows reproducibility between systems. 
While micro-elastography cannot be performed directly in vivo, there is no obstacle to using 
passive elastography in vivo to measure the effect of  cavitation on the stroma, and potentially 
use it as a tool to monitor the cavitation exposure.
Acknowledgment/Funding Sources:  This work was supported by the LabEx DEVweCAN 
(ANR-10-LABX-0061) of  the University of  Lyon and the ITMO Cancer through the 2020 
PCSI call.

Figure 3. 
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FOLFIRINOX plus High Intensity Focused Ultrasound for Pancreatic 
Ductal Adenocarcinoma: A Prospective Single Center Phase II Trial

Jae Young Lee
Seoul National University Hospital, Seoul, South Korea

Background:  FOLFIRINOX has been the standard regimen for locally advanced pancreatic 
cancer (LAPC) for palliation and borderline resectable pancreatic cancer (BRPC) for 
neoadjuvant treatment. According to the results of  animal studies, concurrent use of  high 
intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) and chemotherapy can enhance the drug delivery to the 
target tissue. In this phase II trial, we aimed to evaluate the safety and therapeutic efficacy of  
FOLFIRINOX plus HIFU for patients with LAPC or BRPC.
Materials and Methods:  This study was designed as a prospective single center phase II trial 
(Study identifier: KCT0006302). We prospectively enrolled 30 patients (M:F=18:12; median 
age, 65.5 years old) with LAPC (n=8) or BRPC (n=22). The median tumor size was 3.3 cm 
(Interquartile range, 2.6-4.0). All patients were treated by FOLFIRINOX (oxaliplatin, 85mg/
m2 of  body-surface area; irinotecan, 180mg/m2; leucovorin, 400 mg/m2; and fluorouracil, 
400 mg/m2 given as a bolus followed by 2400 mg/m2 given as a 46-hour continuous 
infusion) every 2 weeks until disease progression. HIFU was combined in the first 4 cycles 
of  chemotherapy with following parameters: intensity of  2.0 kw/cm2, duty cycle of  1%, 
exposure time of  3 seconds and PRF of  10. Follow-up contrast enhanced CT was taken 
every 4 cycles for the response evaluation using response evaluation criteria for solid tumor 
1.1.
Results:  One patient withdrew the consent, and two patients could not complete planned 
4 cycles of  FOLFIRINOX plus HIFU treatment owing to sepsis from severe neutropenia 
related to chemotherapy. Among 27 patients who completed the 4 cycle of  FOLFIRINOX 
plus HIFU and continued chemotherapy, partial response was achieved in 20 patients 
(74.1%), and stable disease in 5 patients. Regarding the adverse effect (AE), 17 of  29 patients 
experienced grade 3 (n=10) or grade 4 (n=7) AE, all of  them were related to FOLFIRINOX 
chemotherapy. No AE related to HIFU was observed. 
Conclusions:  FOLFIRINOX plus HIFU was safe and effective treatment for LAPC/
BRPC, providing 74.1% of  partial response rate without any additional AE to chemotherapy. 
Discussion: According to the result of  meta-analysis evaluating therapeutic efficacy of  
FOLFIRINOX chemotherapy for pancreatic cancer, the objective response rate ranged from 
30% to 35%. In this phase II trial, the rate of  obtaining partial response after FOLFIRINOX 
plus HIFU was 74.1%, which seemed better than FOLFIRINOX chemotherapy alone. In 
addition, there was no additional AE from HIFU to FOLFIRINOX chemotherapy. Given 
that, concurrent use of  FOLFIRINOX and HIFU would be promising treatment method 
with a potential to improve response rate. 
Acknowledgment/Funding Sources:  FUS foundation
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The Use of Histotripsy and Oncolytic Viruses to Treat Pancreatic Ductal 
Adenocarcinoma

Petros Mouratidis, Gail ter Haar 
The Institute of Cancer Research, Sutton, London, United Kingdom

Background:  Boiling histotripsy can induce cavitation and liquefy solid tumours in the 
absence of  significant temperature rises. Pancreatic tumours, which are characterised by a 
dense stroma, should particularly benefit from these acoustic cavitation effects. For example, 
we have shown the extension of  survival of  subjects carrying orthotopic pancreatic tumours 
when treated with a single application of  pulsed high intensity focused ultrasound (pHIFU) 
combined with immune checkpoint inhibitors compared to sham exposed subjects. However 
significant improvement in the survival of  the pHIFU-treated subjects compared to sham-
exposed subjects was not seen. Here we investigate whether histotripsy could be used to 
increase the delivery of  reoviruses in the orthotopic pancreatic tumours and whether this 
could result in improved survival for the subjects.
Materials and Methods:  Syngeneic orthotopic pancreatic KPC tumours (KrasLSL.
G12D/+; p53R172H/+; PdxCre tg/+) were grown in immune-competent murine C57BL/6 
subjects. Tumours were exposed to histotripsy (P- = 17 MPa, duty cycle = 1 %, 25 repeats, 
f  = 1.5 MHz, lesions every 1mm) in the presence or absence of  intravenously (IV) injected 
reovirus. The small animal Alpinion VIFU 2000 Therapeutic ultrasound platform was used 
to treat the murine subjects with histotripsy. Acoustic cavitation was monitored using 2D 
high frequency (14 MHz) B-mode ultrasound imaging during treatment and was quantified 
using a weakly focused polyvinylidine fluoride, broadband (0.1 to 20 MHz) passive cavitation 
detector after treatment. Data recording was controlled and processed using custom-written 
MatLab software. Reovirus was IV administered to the animals at a concentration of  107-
108pfu. The effects of  the treatment on the immune system were determined using single-
cell sequencing with the BD Rhapsody platform.
Results:  The safety of  repeated histotripsy applications to the orthotopic pancreatic tumours 
15 days apart was demonstrated. These treatments approximately doubled the survival 
of  subjects compared to sham-exposed subjects. Subjects treated IV with 3*107 reovirus 
showed no difference in their survival compared to sham-exposed subjects. Subjects treated 
with histotripsy and reovirus showed increased infection of  the tumours by the reovirus but 
reduced quality of  life signs. Single-cell sequencing of  tumours of  sham-exposed subjects 
and those treated with histotripsy with or without reovirus was performed and results will be 
presented.
Conclusions:  The use of  multiple histotripsy treatments significantly improves the survival 
of  subjects carrying orthotopic pancreatic KPC tumours. Combination treatments of  
histotripsy and reovirus were not tolerated by the subjects and are currently being repeated 
with reduced OV doses. 
Acknowledgment/Funding Sources:  Pancreatic Cancer UK, Focused Ultrasound 
Foundation
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Figure 1. Experimental 
Setup inside the MRI. The 
intestines are displaced by the 
compression device.

MR-Guided Pancreas Ablation Using High Intensity Focused 
Ultrasound in a Healthy Swine Model

Lukas C. Sebeke1, Pia Rademann1, Alexandra C. Simon1, Sin Yuin Yeo2, Claudia 
Schubert-Quecke1, Stefanie Berger1, Patrick Schmidt1, Edwin Heijman3, Holger Grüll1

1University of Cologne, Cologne, Nordrhein-Westfalen, Germany
2University Hospital of Cologne/Profound Medical GmbH, Hamburg, Germany,
3Philips Research Eindhoven, Eindhoven, Noord-Brabant, Netherlands

Background:  Several clinical studies using focused ultrasound under ultrasound guidance 
(US-HIFU) for thermal ablation of  pancreatic tumors have shown to improve local tumor 
control and alleviate pain. Magnetic resonance-guidance (MR-HIFU) has also been explored 
in small patient numbers as it offers near-real time temperature monitoring of  the target 
area. This allows monitoring of  the treatment and enables automated feedback control 
of  the induced lesion size. We performed MR-HIFU ablation of  the pancreas in healthy 
landrace pigs both under feedback control and manual control to establish a clinically feasible 
workflow, to identify possible risks, and to assess the correlation between the lesion size 
predicted via MRI thermometry information, the non-perfused volume (NPV) and the extent 
of  the tissue damage resulting from the treatment.
Materials and Methods:  The pancreases of  18 healthy female German landrace pigs 
were sonicated using a clinical Profound Sonalleve V2 MR-HIFU system, see Figure 1. 
The animals were treated using either a sonication protocol with a 4 mm HIFU trajectory 
diameter and manual control of  the sonication duration (n=5), a feedback-controlled 
sonication with a target diameter of  8 mm (n=5), or a feedback-controlled sonication with a 
target diameter of  4 mm (n=8). Acoustic access to the pancreas was supported by a low-fiber 
liquid diet, hydrogel compression devices for the abdomen, and liquid filling of  the stomach. 
During imaging and the treatments, organ motion was suspended using periods of  apnea. 
After the treatments, contrast enhanced MRI images were acquired to assess the induced 
NPV immediately following the sonications. The group that had undergone manually 
controlled sonication were sacrificed immediately following the treatment. Animals that had 
undergone feedback-controlled sonication were allowed to recover for a week. During this 
time, the wellbeing of  the animals was monitored systematically, and blood samples were 
drawn for the analysis of  pancreas-specific proteins. Following the observation period, these 
animals were anesthetized a second time, contrast enhanced MRI images of  the pancreas 
were acquired, and the animals were euthanized. After euthanization, the pancreas of  each 
animal was preserved in formalin and the sizes of  the induced lesions were measured to 
assess the correlation between the spatial extent of  the tissue damage with the thermometry-
based prediction and the contrast enhanced MRI imaging. All other organs in the beam path 
that exhibited an alteration from the physiological appearance also were preserved in formalin 
and examined via histology.
Results:  The comparison of  the lesion size observed in gross examination immediately 
after ablation correlated well with the lesion sizes measured by thermometry and contrast 
enhanced MRI, see Figure 2. Out of  the thirteen animals that were scheduled for an 
observation period, three animals were euthanized before the planned end on the 7th day 

after the intervention. One animal was euthanized 
immediately after treatment because of  injury at the 
abdominal skin caused by overdosing of  HIFU power 
and duration during the treatment. The two other 
events were a direct consequence of  the used animal 
model, i.e., orthopedic problems caused by the for 
pigs unphysiological posture in prone position, and 
pancreatitis following injury of  the surface of  the 
healthy pancreas. All other animals recovered a low 
burden score by the end of  the observation period, 
see Figure 3. The abdominal wall sustained thermal 
damage in the five animals that had been treated 
with energies above 9.3 kJ. Below this threshold, no 
injury to the abdominal wall was observed. For both 
feedback-controlled sonication cell types, the lesion 
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sizes measured by thermometry and contrast enhanced MRI were smaller than the nominal 
diameter. This effect was more pronounced in the 8 mm cells, see Figure 4. 
Conclusions:  We established a workflow for MR-guided HIFU-treatment of  the pancreas 
in a healthy swine model, demonstrating feasibility with both manually controlled sonication 
and feedback control. However, due to the sensitivity of  the organ, its deep location and the 
surrounding structures, careful preparation, treatment planning and treatment execution are 
essential.
Acknowledgment/Funding Sources:  Supported by the European Union FP7 Health 
program Health (“IPaCT”, grant agreement no. 603028) and German Federal Ministry of  
Education and Research (“TSL-LIFU”, FKZ: 13XP5014C and “MR-HIFU-Pancreas”, FKZ: 
13GW0364D).

Figure 4. Lesion sizes 
measured via thermometry 
and contrast enhanced 
MRI at two different 
feedback cell types with the 
respective nominal lesion 
sizes.

Figure 2. Thermal 
dosimetry 
measurement (left) 
and NPV measurement 
(right) of the lesion 
size plotted versus the 
lesion size measured in 
gross examination.

Figure 3. Burden score of all 13 animals that 
underwent observation in the days after the 
intervention.
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Figure 1. Representative T2- 
weighted MRI and histology 
for a) untreated control 
showing tumor progression 
and metastases and b) partial 
histotripsy-treated tumor 
showing complete regression.

Histotripsy Inhibits the Development of Intrahepatic Metastases in a 
Rodent Liver Tumor Model

Tejaswi Worlikar1, Man Zhang1, Anutosh Ganguly1,2, Timothy Hall1, Jiaqi Shi1, Lili 
Zhao1, Fred T. Lee Jr3, Mishal Mendiratta-Lala1, Clifford S. Cho2, Zhen Xu1 
1University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI, USA
2VA Ann Arbor Healthcare System, Ann Arbor, MI, USA
3University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI, USA

Background:  Liver cancer is one of  the top ten causes of  cancer related deaths worldwide. 
In many patients, the entirety of  tumor cannot be treated for reasons that include the tumor 
size, location, or staging, resulting in dismal prognosis. Histotripsy uses short ultrasound 
pulses to mechanically ablate tumor through precisely controlled acoustic cavitation. Previous 
pre-clinical histotripsy investigations have established the feasibility and efficacy of  histotripsy 
for non-invasive ablation. However, there is insufficient evidence regarding the effects of  
histotripsy on any residual tumor and the risk of  recurrence and metastases. This is the first 
study to evaluate the effects of  partial histotripsy ablation on residual, untargeted tumor 
progression, survival outcomes, risk of  metastases, and immune infiltration in an orthotopic, 
immunocompetent, metastatic rodent hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) model.
Materials and Methods:  HCC tumors were generated by injecting 10 million rat-derived 
McA-RH7777 cells into the livers of  immunocompetent Sprague-Dawley rats. At 7-9 days 
post tumor inoculation, the tumor grew to 5-10mm, and either <25% tumor volume (scant 
ablation) or ~50-75% tumor volume (partial ablation) was targeted by ultrasound-guided 
1 MHz histotripsy transducer delivering 1-2 cycle histotripsy pulses at 100 Hz PRF (P- 
>30 MPa). Animals in the survival group (n=11, control and n=11, partial ablation) were 
monitored weekly using T2-weighted MRI for 3 months or until tumors reached endpoint 
(>25mm). Animals in the early timepoint group were euthanized post-histotripsy on day 2 
(n=2, control and n=3, partial ablation) and day 7 (n=3, control, n=6, partial ablation, n=3 
scant ablation) and tissue was harvested for histology and immunohistochemistry.
Results:  MRI revealed effective post-histotripsy reduction of  tumor burden with complete 
resorption of  the ablated tumor in 9/11 (81.8%) animals receiving partial ablation at 12 
weeks post-treatment, with no evidence of  viable tumor and only a <1mm residual scar 
tissue observed on histology. In comparison, 11/11 control animals were euthanized at 1-3 
weeks due to increased tumor burden and intrahepatic metastases. Partial histotripsy-treated 
animals had significantly improved survival outcomes as compared to controls (p<0.001). 
Immunohistochemistry results in the early timepoint group suggest that partial ablation of  
tumor generated enhanced immune cell infiltration as compared to controls, which likely 
contributed to complete regression of  both targeted and untargeted tumor and prevented 
the development of  metastasis in >80% animals. There was evidence of  potential epithelial-
to-mesenchymal transition (EMT) in control tumor and tissue healing in partial histotripsy-
treated tumors at day 7 post-histotripsy timepoint. In animals receiving scant ablation, the 
immune infiltration was minimal and the residual, untargeted tumor demonstrated local 
tumor progression, suggesting a minimal ablation percentage volume may be necessary for 
optimal local tumor control.
Conclusions:  Partial histotripsy ablation promoted complete local tumor regression with no 
observed metastases in >80% animals, whereas 100% control animals demonstrated local 
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Figure 2. Representative immunohistochemistry images showing immune cell infiltration in a) untreated 
control (Day 2), b) histotripsy-treated tumor (Day 2), c) untreated control (Day 7), d) histotripsy-treated 
tumor (Day 7) and e) scant histotripsy (Day 7)

Figure 3. Survival Outcomes. Kaplan Meier survival curve 
indicates significant difference in survival outcomes of histotripsy-
treated animals vs untreated controls for tumor progression (p < 
0.0001).

tumor progression and intrahepatic metastases. These results suggest that even with partial 
ablation, histotripsy can lead to complete tumor regression and reduce risk of  metastases 
development. Future studies will continue to investigate the safety, efficacy, and biological 
effects of  histotripsy for potential translation to clinic.
Acknowledgment/Funding Sources:  NIH-R01 CA211217, K08 CA234222, FUS 
Foundation, VA Merit Review 1I01BX001619-05, University of  Michigan Forbes Institute 
for Discovery, Michigan Medicine-Peking University Health Sciences Center Joint Institute 
for Translational and Clinical Research
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PAM and FUS-Assisted AAV Delivery into the Brain for Quantitative 
PET/CT Imaging

Javier Ajenjo Barcenas, Josquin Foiret, Marina N. Raie, Bo Wu, Katherine W. Ferrara, 
Jai Woong Seo, Corinne Beinat
Stanford University, Palo Alto, CA, USA

Background:  Adeno-associated viruses (AAVs) delivering single-stranded deoxyribonucleic 
acids (ssDNA) within a 25 nm capsid protein are widely exploited for gene therapy. 
Focused ultrasound (FUS) has shown the ability to enhance AAV delivery across the blood-
brain barrier (BBB). The delivery of  cargo resulting from BBB opening has previously 
been assessed by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) employing contrast reagents or 
by transduction of  fluorescent proteins encapsulated in AAV capsids.1,2 Non-invasive 
quantitative assessment of  AAV local brain delivery and gene transduction efficiency could 
speed the translation of  AAV-based gene therapies into clinical practice. This work aims to 
demonstrate the utility of  PET imaging to quantitatively assess the local AAV accumulation 
after FUS treatment.
Materials and Methods:  AAV9 (1.3 x 1013 vg) was radiolabeled with [64Cu]CuCl2 
following our previously reported method.3 FUS treatment was applied in the murine brain 
after tail vein injection of  microbubbles (~4 um) and [64Cu]Cu-AAV9 (1x1012 vg) with 
parameters including: 420 to 740 Pa, PRF from 1 to 5 Hz, duration 2 to 6 min. PAM and 
PET/CT were acquired at the time of  US treatment and 21 h p.i, respectively. After the 
PET/CT scan, mice were perfused and brains were collected. Radioactivity (presented as 
percentage injected dose per gram, %ID/g) in the left and right brain hemispheres of  each 
mouse was measured by a gamma counter. Sagittal brain slices were collected and analyzed by 
autoradiography.

Results:  Recovery of  [64Cu]Cu-AAV9 after 
radiolabeling was 77% with the radiochemical purity 
greater than 98% as determined by instant thin-layer 
chromatography (ITLC). Significantly higher [64Cu]Cu-
AAV9 accumulation in FUS-treated areas of  the brain 
(up to 4.6%ID/cc at the highest pressure and lowest 
duration) was confirmed by region of  interest (ROI) 
analysis of  PET/CT images and ex-vivo analysis of  
brain slices by autoradiography.
Conclusions:  FUS-assisted AAV local delivery and 
accumulation into the brain was guided by PAM and 
quantified non-invasively by PET/CT imaging with 
delivery as high as 4.6%ID/cc. Future work will 
determine the therapeutic efficacy resulting from 
delivery.
References
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the Treatment of  Neurodegenerative Diseases. Front. 
Neurosci. 15, 1–20 (2021). 
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Figure 1. A. Schematic illustration of the experimental timeline. B. Cavitation was monitored
during the 1.5 MHz sonication and is represented as a spectrogram for the 2 min treatment.
C. Passive acoustic mapping of the cavitation events (red dots) correlates with the set
positions of the focus (green). The background image is the ultrasound image used for
guidance. D. Positron emission tomography image at 21 h p.i. displaying increased
radioactivity in the sonicated area (green ROI) due to [64Cu]Cu-AAV9 uptake. E. After brain
collection, [64Cu]Cu-AAV9 accumulation was confirmed by autoradiography. RH: right
hemisphere, LH: left hemisphere.
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Focused Ultrasound for Nonviral Microbubble-Mediated Gene 
Transfer

Cynthia Anderson, Ralph Shohet
The Center for Cardiovascular Research, University of Hawaii, Honolulu, HI, USA

Background:  Minimally invasive gene transfer strategies that can target specific anatomical 
regions could substantially enhance the safety and efficacy of  gene therapies. Many current 
approaches use viral-based vectors that deliver transgenes with high efficiency but can 
have undesirable systemic effects including immune responses and transduction of  non-
target organs. Nonviral technologies have improved safety with lower immune responses, 
enhanced tissue specificity, the capacity to deliver larger transgenes and their regulatory 
elements, and greater potential for repeated treatments. One strategy, Ultrasound Targeted 
Microbubble Destruction (UTMD), can deliver gene-expression vectors bound to the shells 
of  microbubble contrast agents. When administered intravenously, gene delivery is achieved 
by acoustic cavitation of  the microbubbles in the target organ. While UTMD provides a 
relatively safe and anatomically specific alternative to viral-based transfer, the technology 
is limited by low transfection efficiency. The goal of  this study was to incorporate focused 
ultrasound (FUS) with UTMD as a strategy for enhancing gene delivery and transfection 
efficiency in the liver and heart in preclinical studies. We are exploring the potential of  
this approach for treating various genetic disorders including Hemophilia B and Familial 
Hypercholesterolemia, and for angiogenic therapy for ischemia. An additional benefit of  
UTMD is that it can be tailored to achieve gene transfer to any ultrasound-accessible organ 
and delivery of  a broad range of  nonviral constructs.
Materials and Methods:  Various UTMD parameters (i.e. pulse repetition frequency, 
amplitude signal, pulse duration, acoustic exposure time, and targeting depth) were evaluated 
to optimize the delivery of  reporter plasmids to the livers and hearts in mice using UTMD 
with focused and unfocused transducers. Bioluminescence and immunofluorescence imaging 
assays were used to evaluate transfection efficiency and the anatomical distribution and 
intensity of  hepatic and cardiac reporter expression. Histology was performed to assess the 
effects of  FUS exposure in the heart and liver and at different planes within the liver using 
multiple focal point targeting depths (5-18mm). To further assess tissue damage, alanine 
transaminase (ALT) levels were measured in plasma. Nonlinear contrast imaging (NLC) was 
used to visualize and quantify microbubble signal intensities in different regions of  the liver 
immediately after delivery. The resulting contrast signal intensity changes were compared 
after unfocused and focused UTMD was administered.
Results:  Ultrasound (US) parameters for efficient hepatic gene delivery were identified in 
our previous unfocused UTMD studies for Hemophilia B gene therapy. The incorporation 
of  FUS with our UTMD-based strategy resulted in similar levels of  liver-specific reporter 
expression (pZY53-luc) compared to the unfocused technique in the initial 48 hours after 
transfection (P=0.70). Optimal hepatic expression was seen with double-depth targeting at 
5 and 13mm in vivo, and incorporated a low pulse repetition frequency (14Hz), short pulse 
duration (<20us), and longer insonation time (4 minutes). These parameters also resulted 
in fewer US-related bioeffects when assessed histologically and serologically (P=0.005). 
Reporter expression was similar but the transfection patterns were distinct, with intense 
foci of  transfection using FUS with UTMD (F-UTMD, Fig 1). Targeting gene delivery to 
multiple depths in a single hepatic treatment may permit more exposure of  hepatocytes to 
US resulting in augmented transfection. NLC imaging of  the liver before and after insonation 

also showed a substantially greater change in 
signal intensity for F-UTMD (Fig 2, P=0.01 and 
Fig 3) suggesting distinct cavitation mechanisms 
for both approaches. For cardiac delivery, we 
observed 10-fold stronger levels of  reporter 
expression (pcDNA-luc) for F-UTMD compared 
to unfocused delivery (Fig 4). Overall, similar levels 
of  hepatic transgene expression were observed but 
cardiac-directed focused UTMD was substantially 
more effective.
Conclusions:  These results point to more effective 

Figure 1. Focused UTMD directs 
gene transfer of the liver-
specific pZY53-luc plasmid to 
localized regions and multiple 
depths in the lilver.
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methods for microbubble-DNA delivery using FUS-mediated acoustic cavitation to deliver 
therapeutic transgenes. 
Acknowledgment/Funding Sources:  This work has been supported by NIH T32HL115505 
and AHA Postdoctoral Fellowship 33990116 to CDA. Chad B. Walton, PhD (UH Manoa) 
developed the FUS system at the UH CCR. 

Figure 2. Nonlinear contrast 
imaging reveals differences 
in microbubble dynamics 
between focused and 
unfocused UTMD.

Figure 3. Comparison of 
microbubble perfusion in the 
liver before and after unfocused 
and focused UTMD.

Figure 4. Focused UTMD 
delivery of luciferase to the 
heart is enhanced compared 
to unfocused UTMD and 
directs delivery of luciferase 
to the myocardium at 
precise regions.
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Figure 1. UeCD Model: Infusate 
with MR visible Gd tracer 
delivered from catheter with 
1-3 cm porous region (red tip) 
at 30 ?L/min. Periodic real-time 
MRI provides guides FUS to 
track infusion front (red shaded 
region). Illus. derived courtesy 
of Dr Rachel Night

Simulated Acceleration of Intraparenchymal Brain Infusions Using 
Ultrasound-Enhanced Convective Delivery (UeCD)

Walter F. Block1, Raghu Raghavan2 
1University of Wisconsin, Madison, Madison, WI, USA
2Therataxis, LLC, Baltimore, MD, USA

Background:  Rare neurodegenerative pediatric diseases slowly transform otherwise healthy 
toddlers into immobile, non-communicative children who die before adulthood. Though 
these diseases are ideally suited for a monogenic gene correction, significant technical gaps 
hinder delivering gene therapies to a large percentage of  the brain or cerebellum. While 
FUS can temporally disrupt the blood brain barrier, economic and biological tolerance 
constraints don’t allow a viral titer large enough to circulate systemically while being 
simultaneously absorbed by the brain and body. Intraparenchymal infusions, also termed 
convection-enhanced delivery (CED), deliver therapies directly into the brain under pressure 
with multiple minimally invasive catheter(s). A trial for Batten disease1 concluded that while 
intraparenchymal viral-vector gene therapy slowed degeneration, "improvements in vector 
design and delivery strategies will be necessary to halt disease progression". While many 
teams are developing new vectors for each rare disease, all are challenged to treat far larger 
brain volumes than in past brain cancer and Parkinsons trials. Here we simulate how steering 
FUS to push an advancing infusion front, termed UeCD above, could dramatically speed and 
enlarge infusions. Real-time MRI would alter the UeCD system to move its focus to coincide 
with the advancing infusion front.
Materials and Methods:  Our Consortium has advanced CED-based approaches with MRI 
guidance to plan, navigate, and monitor local infusions for multiple brain cancer trials2-4 and 
pre-clinical work in biopsychiatry5 and stem cell delivery.6 Wide differences in advection 
speeds between gray matter, white matter, and CSF make an intuitive prediction of  the 
final distribution impossible. Instead, our planning and prediction algorithms are based on 
poroelastic theory, where MR spatial maps of  white matter, gray matter, and CSF are used 
to select hydraulic parameters needed to forward model the interstitial flow initiating from 
a catheter.7 A mean width of  100 nm in interstitial brain pathways8 assures that viral vectors 
will move in tandem with the infusion cloud, which is rapidly tracked with the addition 
of  a Gd tracer or less rapidly tracked with T2 volumetric imaging. As illustrated in Fig. 1, 
we hypothesize that an external US transducer can dynamically advance its focus with the 
slow-moving infusion front to combat the loss of  pressure away from the catheter. A MR 
compatible ultrasonic helmet design or an integrated MR-FUS system could generate the 
needed FUS. We modified our FDA-approved algorithms for infusion prediction to compare 

the time needed to reach a treatment target using 
CED alone or with UeCD.9 We simulated US 
waves from a 1.5 MHz phased array transducer 
that was operated at a maximum mechanical index 
of  1.9 in homogenous tissue. We assumed dynamic 
focusing could be achieved at depths ranging from 
1-5 cm. It was not our intention to assess the 
actual focal region possible with either a helmet 
system or MR-FUS, but rather to assess the order 
of  speedup possible with UeCD.

Results:  Fig. 2 compares the simulated, 
achievable linear velocities of  fluid 
streaming with CED or ultrasound. 
Even with high flow rates of  30 mL/
min, ultrasound can steer a path in any 
given direction out to 3 cm in 1/10 
the time required by CED. With the 
usual flow-control infusion pumps, the 
delivered infusate volume is fixed and 
instead steering is the goal. With different 
protocols, one can also attain high 
distribution volumes.

Figure 2. Drug delivery time 
with CED grows as the cube 
with distance (blue line) as 
expected. By applying FUS 
to dynamically advance with 
infusion front (red line), 
a dramatic time savings in 
infusion time (and necessary 
surgical guidance) is possible.
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Conclusions:  The significant theoretical advantage of  UeCD is better infusate steering along 
a given direction towards desired targets. This concept could also create larger intrathecal 
distributions, of  great interest in the rare disease field. This simulation will be followed by a 
feasibility infusion test into a clear gel using a Verasonics phased array system. Upon learning 
the parameter space, demonstrating the principle with a commercial MR compatible FUS 
system could progress. 
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Sono-Controllable and ROS-Sensitive CRISPR-Cas9 Genome Editing 
for Augmented/Synergistic Ultrasound Tumor Nanotherapy

Yinying Pu
Shanghai Tenth People's Hospital Affiliated to Tongji University, Shanghai, China

Background:  Ultrasound (US), as an extensively explored mechanical wave, can penetrate 
into deep-seated tumor tissues, focus the US energy on the tumor tissues and activate 
sonosensitizers to generate cytotoxic reactive oxygen species (ROS), especially singlet oxygen 
(1O2), for sonodynamic therapy (SDT). However, the self-repair mechanism of  tumor cells 
can counteract the killing effect caused by ROS, making SDT much less effective. The cluster 
regularly interspaced short palindromic repeat (CRISPR)-associated protein 9 (Cas9) system, 
as a transformational genome-editing technology, provides unprecedented opportunities to 
cure a wide variety of  diseases via reprogramming or activating the target genes. Therapeutic 
applications of  CRISPR-Cas9 system that targets tumorigenic or antitumorigenic genes have 
been comprehensively exploited. We thus wonder if  nanomaterials-based sonosensitizers can 
be conjugated with CRISPR-Cas9 system via ROS responsive linkers to promote SDT and 
subsequent release of  CRISPR-Cas9 system under US irradiation for optimized therapeutic 
efficacy of  genome editing-augmented SDT.
Materials and Methods:  Sono-controllable and reactive oxygen species (ROS)-sensitive 
sonosensitizer-integrated metal-organic frameworks (MOFs), denoted as PM@CasMTH1, 
are established for augmented sonodynamic therapy (SDT) efficacy using genome editing 
technology. PM@CasMTH1 nanoparticles comprise 1O2-generating MOFs structures 
anchored with CRISPR-Cas9 systems via 1O2-cleavable linkers, which not only serve 
as a delivery vector of  CRISPR-Cas9 targeting MTH1, but also as the sono-regulator to 
spatiotemporally activate genome editing in vitro and in vivo. After internalization by tumor 
cells, PM@CasMTH1 nanoparticles escape from the lysosomes, harvest the ultrasound (US) 
energy under US irradiation, and convert it into abundant 1O2 to induce SDT. Meanwhile, 
the generated ROS subsequently triggers the cleavage of  ROS-responsive thioether bonds, 
thus inducing the controllable release of  CRISPR-Cas9 system and followed initiation of  
genome editing.
Results:  The genomic disruption of  MTH1 conspicuously via the CRISPR genome-editing 
technology augments the therapeutic efficacy of  SDT by destroying the self-defense system 
in tumor cells, thereby causing cellular apoptosis in vitro and tumor suppression in vivo. This 
therapeutic strategy for synergistic MTH1 disruption and abundant 1O2 generation provides 
a paradigm for augmenting cancer SDT efficacy based on the emerging nanomedicine-
enabled genome-editing technology.
Conclusions:  In summary, we have constructed a sono-controllable and 1O2-activatable 
genome-editing strategy based on the nanosonosensitizer PM@CasMTH1 to disrupt 
MTH1 at the genomic level to circumvent the limitations of  SDT, where the self-defense 
mechanisms in tumor cells significantly compromise the therapeutic efficacy of  SDT. This 
anti-tumor strategy highly depends on the capability of  PM@CasMTH1 in harvesting 
ultrasound energy and convert it into abundant 1O2, which is crucial to trigger the 
controllable release of  Cas9 targeting MTH1 as well as to activate SDT. Under exposure to 
US irradiation, PM@CasMTH1 nanoparticles escaped from the lysosomes and facilitated the 
rapid generation of  1O2, which thus initiated the cleavage of  the 1O2-responsive thioether 
bonds and controllable liberation of  RNP. The genomic disruption of  MTH1 significantly 
augmented the treatment efficacy of  SDT, thereby impeding the self-repair function of  
tumor cells and causing distinct apoptotic cell death and conspicuous tumor suppression via 
genome editing-augmented SDT using CRISPR-Cas9 technology.
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Figure 1. 

Focused Ultrasound for Improved Delivery of AAV Vectors to the Brain 
for the Treatment of Huntington’s Disease

Nick Todd1, Beyza Erdem2, Yongzhi Zhang1, Jaymin Upadhyay3, Kim Kegel-Gleason4 
1Brigham and Women's Hospital, Boston, MA, USA
2Simmons College, Boston, MA, USA
3Boston Children's Hospital, Boston, MA, USA
4Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, MA, USA

Background:  Adeno-associated viruses (AAVs) have emerged as a promising vector for gene 
therapy delivery. They are now being used in multiple clinical trials for treating neurological 
disorders such as Parkinson's disease (e.g., NCT00400634), Mucopolysaccharidosis Type 
IIIA (e.g., NCT03612869) and Huntington's disease (e.g., NCT04120493). However, AAV 
capsids in clinical use do not cross the blood-brain barrier (BBB) in sufficient quantity and 
no current route of  administration can achieve a biodistribution in the brain that is both high 
concentration and widespread coverage of  regions of  interest. Focused ultrasound (FUS)-
mediated disruption of  the BBB provides a possible approach that could allow IV injection 
of  AAVs while still achieving significant penetrance into the CNS over a large, customizable 
brain region. Here we investigate the specific application of  delivering an AAV9 capsid 
with both green fluorescent protein (GFP) for tracking and a micro-RNA therapy targeting 
suppression of  the HTT gene implicated in Huntington's disease.
Materials and Methods:  N=3 wild type mice were used in the first study. FUS-BBB 
opening was targeted to the right cortex and striatum: 690 kHz, 10 ms bursts applied at 1 Hz 
for 120 s, 0.34 MPa, 100 ?L/kg Optison, 4 target locations in a 2x2 mm square. An AAV9 
construct containing both GFP and a micro-RNA targeting the HTT gene (AAV9-miR10150-
GFP) was given by tail vein injection immediately after FUS at a dose of  5.5e11 vg/mouse 
(~2.2e10 vg/g) in 50 µL of  solution. Mice were housed for three weeks before sacrifice and 
tissue harvest. Brains were sectioned at 30 ?m and stained for immunofluorescence imaging. 
Slices were doubled stained for GFP + NeuN (neurons), GFP + GFAP (astrocytes) and GFP 
+ Iba1 (microglia). To evaluate delivery efficacy, GFP expression was compared between 
the FUS-targeted hemisphere and non-targeted hemisphere. To evaluate transfection of  
different cell types, co-localization of  GFP and GFAP/Iba1 were evaluated qualitatively 
and co-localization of  GFP and NeuN was evaluated quantitatively. The second study to be 
performed will analyze the ability of  the AAV9-miR10150-GFP construct to lower HTT 
levels following delivery by FUS-BBB opening. As in the first study, BBB opening will be 
targeted to the right hemisphere and HTT levels between FUS-targeted and non-targeted 
regions will be compared.
Results:  Figure 1 shows GFP expression in three slices through the striatum from the 
three mice. Significantly more GFP expression in the FUS-targeted right hemisphere can 
be seen by eye. Figure 2 shows example slices of  GFP co-stained with GFAP (astrocytes), 
Iba1 (microglia) and NeuN (neurons). Qualitative assessment of  zoomed in regions on the 
merged images indicates that GFP expression is primarily in neuronal cells, secondarily in 
astrocytes, and rarely in microglia. Figure 3 shows quantification of  GFP expression overlap 
with NeuN signal. Several small ROIs were selected in both cortex and striatum or left/right 
hemispheres and manual counting was done for: total cells (DAPI), neurons (NeuN), GFP 
positive cells, and NeuN cells that overlap with GFP expressing cells (white arrows). The 
ROIs were chosen in regions showing high expression of  GFP. The table summarizes mean 
+/- standard deviation over all ROIs and mice. In the FUS-targeted right hemisphere, both 
cortex and striatum showed approximately 25% of  neuronal cells having been transfected by 
the AAV vector and expressing GFP on average. Note that due the heterogeneity of  GFP 
expression, this percentage is heavily dependent on ROI selection would vary significantly 
throughout the FUS-targeted area. 
Conclusions:  FUS-BBB opening can significantly increase the delivery efficacy of  an AAV9 
capsid to mouse brain. The GFP payload was seen to be expressed primarily in neurons, up 
to ~25% of  all neuronal cells within small regions of  interest. The next set of  experiments 
will look at using this same vector to deliver a micro-RNA that targets lowering of  the 
huntingtin gene, HTT, implicated in the neurodegenerative disorder Huntington’s disease. 
Acknowledgment/Funding Sources:  Hereditary Disease Foundation, R01NS123557
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Figure 1. A) Representative fluorescence images of a mouse brain slice in the sagittal view after FUSIN 
delivery. B) Comparisons of EGFP transgene concentrations (copies per ng of gDNA) in the mouse brain 
(N=5, ****p < 0.0001).

Focused Ultrasound-Mediated Intranasal Delivery of AAV to Targeted 
Brain Regions with Minimal Systemic Exposure

Dezhuang Ye, Jinyun Yuan, Yaoheng Yang, Yimei Yue, Zhongtao Hu, Siaka Fadera, 
Hong Chen 
Washington University in St. Louis, St. Louis, MO, USA

Background:  Gene therapy is a promising approach for treating various brain diseases, and 
adeno-associated virus vectors (AAVs) have been extensively used as gene transfer vehicles 
to the central nervous system (CNS). Efficient and safe delivery of  AAVs to the brain is 
the major challenge to the clinical translation of  AAV-based gene therapy to treat brain 
diseases. Intravenous injection (IV) of  AAV requires a unique BBB-permeable capsid design 
and suffers from the risks of  severe systemic toxicity. Direct intracerebral injection (DI) of  
AAV is invasive, and the expression is limited to the injection region. This study aims to 
demonstrate that focused ultrasound-mediated intranasal delivery (FUSIN) can achieve safe 
and efficient delivery of  AAV to spatially targeted brain locations with minimal systemic 
exposure in mice.
Materials and Methods:  AAV5 encoding enhanced green fluorescence protein (EGFP) 
fused to the Synapsin promoter (AAV5-hSyn-EGFP) was administered through the nasal 
route to the mouse brain, followed by focused ultrasound (FUS) sonication targeting the 
cortex in the presence of  systemically injected microbubbles. Mice delivered with AAV5-
hSyn-EGFP by DI, FUS-mediated blood-brain barrier disruption (FUS-BBBD), and 
intranasal delivery (IN) were used for comparison (n=5 per group). Four weeks following 
AAV delivery, mice were sacrificed and transcardially perfused. The mouse brains and other 
major organs were harvested for analysis, including histological staining of  brain slices, and 
PCR quantification of  EGFP transgene of  mouse brains and major organs.
Results:  EGFP fluorescence signals were observed in the targeted cortical brain area, 
indicating that AAV5-hSyn-EGFP was successfully delivered by FUSIN and carried EGFP 
transgene was subsequently expressed (Figure 1A). The PCR quantification found that 
FUSIN achieved 414.9-fold higher EGFP transgene expression than FUS-BBBD (p < 
0.0001), 2073.7-fold higher than IN (p < 0.0001), and 8.7-fold higher than DI (p < 0.0001), 
as shown in Figure 1B. Limited by the injection volume, the AAV dose for DI was 20.0-fold 
lower than that of  FUSIN. FUSIN delivery resulted in minimal systemic accumulation in 
major organs, including the spleen, liver, kidney, and heart when compared with FUS-BBBD 
and DI (Figure 2). 
Conclusions:  The lack of  noninvasive methods for efficient delivery of  AAVs to the brain 
with minimal systemic toxicity limits the development of  gene therapy for treating brain 
diseases. This study demonstrated that FUSIN achieved efficient AAV delivery and gene 
transduction at the targeted brain region with minimal systemic exposure of  the AAVs to 
other major organs. Findings from this study suggest that FUSIN is a promising technology 
for AAV delivery to the brain with the potential to be translated to the clinic for the 
treatment of  CNS diseases.
Acknowledgment/Funding Sources:  National Institutes of  Health (NIH)
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Figure 2. Comparison of EGFP transgene concentrations (copies per ng of gDNA) in major organs after 
FUSIN, FUS-BBBD, and DI delivery (N = 5 , **p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001).
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